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ABSTRACT
THE PROMISE OF INTERDISCIPLINARY EDUCATION:
A CASE STUDY OF REGIONAL PLANNING AT WESTERN STATE COLLEGE
MAY 1992
STEPHANIE B.

KELLY,

B.S.,

BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE

M.E.P., ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
Ed.D.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Directed by:

Professor David Schuman

This case study was undertaken to determine if
the mission of the Regional Planning Program at Western
State College is being fulfilled.

The mission states that

the Regional Planning Program should offer interdisciplinary,
or integrated,

education.

The problem is the course work in

the Regional Planning Program has become very specialized,
creating fragmented education.

The research methods,

including historical review and in-depth interviews,

indicate

several findings that support the recommendation for a
reorganization of the curriculum at Western State to implement
interdisciplinary study.
First,

an historical analysis of the transformation of

the college mission during the early 1900s reveals two major
themes.

One theme is the need for change in the academic

programs to include practical applications.

The

justification for the creation of the Regional Planning
Program at Western was based on the pragmatic aspects of
the program.
education,

The other theme is the need for integrated

or education that incorporates the theoretical

vi

with practical applications
to solve problems.

from several related disciplines,

The historical review of

Planning Program shows

that

the Regional

integrated education

is

not being

offered.
Second,
teaching,

a review of the

literature on interdisciplinary

or cross-principles

teaching,

determine how interdisciplinary programs

was conducted to
are

structured

and how the Regional Planning Program at Western State
compares

to these programs.

It was

found that the

interdisciplinary teaching techniques and curricular
described in the

literature are

structure

not part of the Regional

Planning Program.
Third,

a series of in-depth,

unstructured interviews

were conducted with five professors.

Two professors are

members of the Regional Planning and Geography Department.
The other three professors are members of the History,
Biology,

and Business/Economics Departments.

that these professors teach traditional,

It was

found

disciplinary

courses.
It was concluded

from the case

study that regional

planning at Western State

is

interdisciplinary field.

Although the data

the professors believe

not treated as an

the Regional Planning Program should

offer an integrated education,
to

indicate that

integrate course work.

there have been

few attempts

A reorganization to create an

interdisciplinary approach at Western State is
the conclusion.

Vll

put forth in
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INTRODUCTION

The Reasons Why

The

first time

Regional Planning,
tried to solve

I

I was

The class was a practical

in open space and recreational planning

taught at Western State College

group assignment
Open Space Plan

in

surprised by the way the students

problems.

applications course
that I

taught a Special Topics Class

in 1986

[1].

The

for the class was the development of an
for a local community.

first day and asked the group how we

When I walked

in the

should approach solving

the problem of prioritizing parcels of

land

use

suggested various

and preservation,

several

technical computer programs

students

for recreational

that map parcels.

When I

questioned them further about other ways we might consider
solving
study to

the problem,

a few students

forecast use,

recommended a demographic

or an economic analysis

project development costs.

All

the

solutions

study to
the

students

came up with involved some type of computer modeling.
Finally,
measure

the

when I

asked the

students

feelings of residents

in town about recreational

use and preservation would be useful,
would.

One

student asked,

time compiling data
the

answers?"

together

if a survey to

some

said that it

"Why would you waste

from people when the computer can give

Not one

student suggested somehow tying

the demographic,

economic,

and computer statistics
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with the data on the environmental aspects
which parcels
Overall,
solving

to determine

should be developed and which preserved.
I have observed a similar approach to problem¬

in other project-oriented classes

that I

have taught

in the Regional Planning Department at Western State.
project-oriented,

practical applications classes,

The

involve

working as a group to solve a regional-planning problem
such as managing development in an environmentally
area,

assessing neighborhood needs

or creating a plan

narrow,

in these classes

traditional response

discipline—for example,
environmental
approach.

for community development,

for affordable housing.

approach to problem-solving

fragile

The typical
is

a very

in terms of considering one

economics and business or

science—rather than an interdisciplinary

This has created a

student most often looks

for a

situation

in which the

straightforward,

uni-dimensional solution to a problem.
For a

long time I

be a better way to

have thought about whether there may

train students to solve problems.

It is

like thinking of the ocean as a body of knowledge and
deciding how to cross

it.

labor and

skill,

schooner with a crew could make the

journey.

The difference

or a

Either a rowboat,

is

that the crew on the

would have to cooperate to run the
would have to

learn navigational

to learn the masts,
to be

a helmsman.

with individual

large vessel.

skills;

sails and winds;

schooner
One

sailor

another would have

and another would have

The

traditional disciplines are

following a

straight,

pure course.

a strong back and a compass
the

rower,

The

schooner,

on the other hand,

is

efforts

of many.

If the

trained

in each specialized skill,

they play on the ship.

This

sailors on the

they can rotate

is doing,

the role

And beyond knowing each skill,

or ordering,

When the crew can

would make

the

the crew learned the

cooperated.

journey.

schooner are

the sailing is most efficient.

other words,

But

following a course run by the

sense of timing,

in running the ship.

is

like the

should also know when each skill comes

process.

if all

shore.

is essentially isolated in the

fields,

skills,

All the rower needs

from only his or her

interdisciplinary

sailors

the rowboat

to reach the other

who can draw strength

individual effort,

like

journey

into

is

the

important

integrate all

the

The schooner,

in

faster and more

individual

the

skills

smoothly

and then

When the crew is aware of what everyone else

each member learns how the skills

As Marcel Proust

[1981]

explained,

fit together.

"The only real voyage of

discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes but in
having new eyes"

[in Resettling America,

rediscover as we make

the

journey,

p.64] .

We can

but we must be willing

to look for and accept new ways of accomplishing the tasks
we have

faced

in the past.

Implicit in the notion of cooperation in discovering
new approaches,
on the

then,

schooner has

is

a sense of order.

Each crew member

to understand his/her role,

as well

as
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every other role to maintain stability.
that Hannah Arendt

[1958]

speaks of as

solving the complex global problems of
[1958]

argues

that the

scientists,

and proving their hypotheses,
the natural order of

It

is

this order

so essential
the earth.

in
Arendt

by setting up experiments

are really turning away

from

systems:

If, therefore, present-day science in its perplexity
points to technical achievements to 'prove' that we
deal with an 'authentic order' given in nature, it
seems it has fallen into a vicious circle, which can
be formulated as follows:
scientists formulate their
hypotheses to arrange their experiments and then use
these experiments to verify their hypotheses:
during
this whole enterprise, they obviously deal with a
hypothetical nature. [1958, p. 287]

Once

the order

is

lost

from the problem-solving process,

only a piece of the puzzle will be
students answered
quickest,

in terms of what they

most technical solution,

to solve problems away

the

Just as my

felt was

the

scientist continues

from the order of nature.

Statement of

The

solved.

the Problem

fundamental mission of the Regional Planning

Program at Western State College

is

education that offers

as well as

course work,

technical,

to provide an

incorporate

the

the

fields.

student learns to

theoretical and practical applications

related disciplines
evolved over

social/cultural

in regional planning and related

Through an interdisciplinary approach,

integrated

to solve complex problems.

the history of

of

What has

the Planning Program at Western,

5

however,

is a curriculum that consists

specialized courses

and a group of cultural courses.

type of core creates
pieces
the

of a group of highly

fragmentation

of unrelated knowledge.

in education,

or bits and

In terms of problem-solving

students have not learned how to look for connections

between the theoretical and the practical
There

are

did this
Is

This

several primary questions
program come about?

it effective?

If

there

Is

in course work.

for this

study:

How

it integrated education?

should be change what might it

look like?
Essentially,

the problem is how to get professors

shift their emphasis

from narrow,

discipline teaching,

to a more

approach.

This

is

just as

problem-solving

skills.

information to

one-hundred years
body of knowledge,

the

the

as

sub-specialities

specific,

the

the

fraction

Due to

in medicine

the huge
inevitably

But if physicians concentrate on
they begin to treat

isolated events.

specialist looks at one part of the
considering

for example,

that the medical doctor of

advanced technical procedures,

problems

that

integrate

1890s had a

later has to master.

had to be delineated.

for technological

The important point is

In medicine,

"master"

single¬

cross-principles

great a need to know how to

classic general-practitioner of
of the

integrated,

is not to say that the need

advancement is not recognized.
there

research-oriented,

to

In this approach the

system,

relationships of problems

rather than

to the whole system.

When we begin to question what concepts relate to solving

6

a problem,
included
solve

it becomes clearer what areas of study should be

in a particular

field.

This

approach would help

the problem of disconnected learning.

The Plan

This

is

a case

for

the Study

study that examines

the Regional

Planning Program at Western State College.
about the program are

analyzed to understand how the program

came about and how it works now.
concludes,

case

study is

situations where it is
variables
Western

perception,

phenomena

K.

Yin

impossible to separate

[1984]

the phenomenon's

Since the Planning Program at

function of personal

interpreted,
includes

As R.

a design particularly suited to

from their context.

is a

Descriptive data

interaction and subjective

surrounding the program need to be

rather than measured.

The

research strategy

case history of the Planning Program and

of professors

involved

departments.

The intent is

interviews

in the Planning Program and in related
to

find out how the professors

within this program and professors within other departments
interpret the mission of the Planning Program.
Merriam

[1988]

intuit,

sense what is

The

summarizes,

"What one does do

occurring

As Sharan

is observe,

in a natural setting"

in-depth interview approach was chosen

because this

way to

learn about the perceptions of the professors.

concerning

their

17].

for this

study,

professors were

[p.

approach would provide the most effective

asked a series of open-ended questions
thoughts about the creation of

the

The

7

Planning Program,
of

the program,

particular,
and

ideas,

their role

in the program,

and the success

a qualitative case
whereas

of the program.

and

whether or not the professors

the professors

fulfilled are

themselves.

support recommendations
based on their

insights

a quantitative approach would generate

job placement.

program is being

In

study would reveal

statistical data on student enrollment,
acceptance

their vision

graduate

school

The data needed to determine
feel

the mission of

the thoughts

and

the

ideas of

The professors will more

for change,

if

the changes

for

interviews.

likely

are

ideas.

Five professors were

selected

include two professors who are currently teaching
Planning Program.

One of these professors was

the original committee to create

They
in the

a member of

the Planning Program.

The

other professor was a member of the Geography Department at
the

time of

the creation of

the Planning Program.

professor questioned the intent of the

founders

This

in creating

the Planning Program.
These two professors were
two reasons.
design

founders

should become.

yet,

interviewed

for

the professor on the committee to

the Planning Program would provide insights

what the

how it

First,

chosen to be

about

felt the mission of the Planning Program

The other professor would offer insights on

felt to be

a member of

outside the process

the Geography Department,

to create a new major.

Both

professors would provide background materials on the general

8

sentiment of

the campus about this new program during

the

initial period of development.
Second,
opinions
major.

these professors have expressed different

about the
The

justification

founder of

for the regional planning

the Planning Program supports

notion that the development committee
interdisciplinary mission.
the development committee,
of

favored an

The professor,
feels

the committee to create an

who was

interdisciplinary program.

picture of what was occurring during this
The other three professors

of

the Planning Program,

to participate
The

in an

time.

interpretations

of

the mission

and whether or not they would want

interdisciplinary approach.

research also includes

examination of documentation
[2].

technique of collecting data through case history is

called

"thick description"

According

by Lincoln and Guba

to Lincoln and Guba,

process means

formed by an

emphasizes,

attitudes

and notions.

inductive process.

the case

or centered on the

[1989].

the thick-description

interpreting the meaning of data

community values,
is

biology,

interviewed

and observations of professors within the program
This

that

including history,

These professors were

learn about their

realistic

teach in departments

are related to regional planning,

in order to

not on

that it was not the intent

The diversity in perspectives would give a more

and business/economics.

the

in terms

From here

As Merriam

of

theory

[1988]

study should remain particularistic,

specific phenomena under

study.

It

9

should

also

phenomenon
relevant

remain heuristic,
under

to

the

Merriam
internal
to

first

remain
term

[1988]

place,

on-site

study

ensures
the

In

it

The

followed

insists

that

study over

a

becomes

to

in

this

the

discuss

ask

address

following methods

insights.

to

to

study.

In

investigator

period of

interviews

helpful

the

time.

Merriam

Long¬

[1988]

also

his/her

with

the

peers

professors

with

to

who

the

comment on

findings.
the

influence

final

the

analysis Merriam emphasizes

identify

results

faculty member

or

been

the

into

theory

Along with discussions

is

researcher must

to

study.

investigator
from

the

several ways

consistent

interviewed.

professors,

had

the

way

insights

case.

case

Merriam

for

interpretations

emerging

a

offer

this

suggests

validity have

encourages

were

In

particular

validity of

address

the

study.

or

in

the

of

and

eliminate

the

case

Regional

recognize my biases

personalities

of

the

In order

and

reporting

unbiased

colleague

attention,

Planning

Since

ensure

the

results

I

of

over

the

of my value
I

course

of

judgments

eliminated

these

the
were

am a
I

teaching

throughout

that

the
that may

I

Program,

about content,

to

biases

styles

the

remained
the

from another department review the

continuously,
questions

in

study.

interviewees

investigation.

any

that

neutral

data,
case

I

study,

investigation.
brought

sections

from

had

When

to my
the

report.

a

10

Purpose of

The purpose of

this

the Study

study is

to examine why and how one

particular non-traditional program was created,

and how the

evolution of this program has met the expectations
by the original mission.
expected that questions
education,

From this

from the broader arena

including the concept of

teaching at the undergraduate
is

examination

set out

it is
in higher

interdisciplinary

level,

can be

addressed.

important to note that although one case

study will

It

reveal details about that particular program,

the curricular

problems may be generic to academic programs.

This

will

raise

issues

that can be generally addressed

interdisciplinary program.

The examples

in any

throughout the

investigation may point to regional planning,
overall

study

but the

concepts of borrowing knowledge across disciplines

may apply to any

interdisciplinary

field.

For this

reason

this research will add to the general knowledge of how
interdisciplinary programs might be

structured.

research will point to effective methods

And the

to consider when

designing course work.

Scope

This case

and Overview of

the Dissertation

study involves historical review of the

Regional Planning Program at Western State College.
order to determine

the reasons why the designers of the

program proposed an
Planning Program,

In

interdisciplinary mission

several

for

the

levels of historical analysis were

11

conducted.

On one

level,

the national

the college mission were considered in
at Western State.
political

forces

On another level,

light of

the

the changes

influences

level,

Finally,

the influences

that

program are considered.

on the

structure of

the

The historical perspectives

study point to changes

order to carry out the

the

that the members of

the Geography Department had on the

of the

to transform

at Western had on the designers of

Planning Program are considered.
departmental

forces

that have

to be made

in

interdisciplinary mission at

Western State.
The

first chapter outlines

that led to the development of

the historical perspectives
specialization

institutions of higher education from 1880
the curriculum evolved
approach to the more

to 1920.

from the traditional,

specialized,

in the
As

classical

programs were developed

to accommodate new technical course work.

Several

educational reformers began to advocate a curriculum that
integrated theoretical concepts with practical applications.
The

ideas of two of these reformers,

and John Dewey,

are discussed

Alexander Meiklejohn

in order to

illustrate how

important the concepts of utility and pragmatism in
education had become.
instrumental

in

Both Meiklejohn and Dewey were

influencing educators to develop

educational programs based on experiential

learning.

12

The

second chapter

is

a

interdisciplinary education,
The definition of

literature review of
or cross-principles

interdisciplinary study is explored

the perspectives of the major theorists
educational

teaching.

reform.

Then the ways

involved in

that several educators

have devised interdisciplinary programs
teaching practice.

from

An explanation of

are

the

related to

theory behind

each approach and the methodology required to carry out
each approach helps
used

to determine which approach should be

in a particular program.
In the third chapter the relationship of city planning

as a profession with regional planning as an academic
is

analyzed.

The theories

and approaches

from professional practice to
may cause tensions

taken

form an academic curriculum

in designing course work.

are made to define regional planning,
educators

that are

field

As

attempts

it becomes clear

that

agree that solving planning problems requires

knowledge and techniques
Although there
nature of the

is

from several disciplines.

this consensus

field,

content and methods

there

about the interdisciplinary

is also much debate over what

should be

included

in a planning

curriculum.
The

fourth chapter tells

the story of the Regional

Planning Program at Western State.
decisions
considered

that were made
in light of

The reasons behind

in developing the program are

the political context at Western.

A comparison is made of the original mission,

that was

13

based on an
curriculum.

interdisciplinary approach,
This

comparison points out specific areas

where questions may arise
of

the program are
The

thoughts
of

the

interviews

regarding whether

summarizes

interviews
is

to

of

and synthesizes

the

five professors.

The

learn how the professors

feel

generally about interdisciplinary study,
they

the objectives

being met.

fifth chapter
from the

with the current

fit into the Planning Program.

and how they

Other data

intent

feel

from

observations and review of documentation are analyzed to
determine

the need

for

integrated education

for the Planning

Program.
The
an

sixth chapter makes

The

for instituting

interdisciplinary approach for regional planning majors

at Western State.
is

recommendations

A strong argument for this

shown through the
reason

literature

recommendation

review and research results.

for recommending a new environmental,

regional analysis program is

that this

is

the most

effective way to integrate the regional planning
curriculum at Western State.

urban and
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End Notes

1.

The state college in this study has been renamed
Western State to protect its identity.
Over the
course of development of planning programs, much
discrepancy has arisen over the title and structure
of programs.
This study is concerned only with those
programs entitled Regional Planning.
Programs such
as Urban Studies, Urban Affairs and Environmental
Planning, which overlap in many cases with Regional
Planning course work are not included in the analysis.
There were approximately 5,000 students enrolled in
planning schools in 1973; about 4,000 of them in full¬
time programs according to the annual ASPO School
Survey [Corby and So, 1974],
Of the total, 1,000 were
enrolled in bachelor degree programs, approximately
3,700 in master's degree programs and about 300 in
Ph.D. degree programs.
The 5,000 students in planning
education in 1973 compares with just under 1,000 in
1963 (and under 600 in 1958).
In 1973, there were 54
schools offering advanced degrees in planning, compared
to 28 in 1963, a doubling in just a decade.
The most
recent Guide to Planning Education indicates about a
ten-percent (10%) increase in planning programs at the
undergraduate level, and an overall increase of
approximately thirty-percent (30%) in student enrollment
in programs.

2.

Documentation includes the original file on the
creation of the Planning Program at Western.
This
file follows a model for Regional Planning Programs
generally used across the country.
"The GeneralistWith-A-Specialty" concept has formed the basis for
many Regional Planning curriculums.
These programs
consist of courses based on broad, introductory classes
in regional planning theories, history and policy
analysis.
The speciality classes include, technical
classes in computer assisted cartography and
geographic information systems.

CHAPTER 1
A SEARCH FOR RELEVANCY:
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE
CHANGING MISSION OF THE AMERICAN COLLEGE

The transformation that took place in
nineteenth-century America was celebrated in the
great fairs in Philadelphia in 1876 and Chicago in
1893.
This same transformation found expression in
the colleges as they stumbled toward clarifying how
they were going to fit into the world of new
technology, vast material gains, and broadened
opportunities.
Frederick Rudolph in The American
College and University A History.
[1962]
A narrow focus on the body of knowledge of a
discipline is counterproductive.
Alvin White,
Ed., in Interdisciplinary Teaching.
[1981]

This chapter looks at why and how the mission of the
American college changed from the
The

late

1800s

to

first part considers the events and trends

the

1940s.

that

influenced the educational philosophy in higher learning
in the United States

from the post-Civil War era until

early decades of the

1900s.

influences

from Europe,

factors within

the

As a result of philosophical

and the social and economic

the United States,

reforms were

instituted

that changed the direction of higher learning and teaching
from the classical approach to a pragmatic,
approach

[Rudolph,

1962;

Veysey,

1965].

scientific

Essentially,

college curriculum was changing to accommodate

the

the new

found emphasis on scientific thought and technology
stemming

from the Industrial Revolution.

Educators began to realize that the course work and
training needed to prepare students

for technical careers

demanded a highly specialized core dealing with
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utilitarian

learning,

rather

than the traditional

classical curriculum that had dominated higher education
for two centuries

[Veysey,

1965] .

became what type of knowledge
that knowledge

The central

is most

should be applied

issues

important,

in life

and how

situations.

The

interpretation of the use of knowledge redirected the
course of higher education during this period.
The

second part concentrates

specialization
technical,

on the development of

in higher education as

practical education.

Meiklejohn and John Dewey,

were

the vehicle

Two theorists,
instrumental

for

Alexander

in

influencing the direction education would take in
designing programs
1965].

[Brubacker and Rudy,

integration.

The theme

writing of these early reformers

ties

Veysey,

Meiklejohn and Dewey advocated a practical

approach to

approach

1958;

in education.

is

that runs

through the

the problem-solving

The way that problems are

solved

together the content of the courses.

Seeds of Change in the American College in the Late
European and American Influences

The Colonial College

in the early

States was directly patterned after
counterpart.

As Frederick Rudolph

1800s

1800s:

in the United

its English
[1978]

asks,

"What else

could Harvard have become but an English college on the
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American
[1978]

frontier of Western Europe?"

further explains

to train a
[1] .

[p.26].

that the mission of

literate ministry

This educated elite,

for educational

Rudolph

the school was
leadership

whom the administrators

believed were empowered in mental and moral discipline,
would carry the moral message
The

traditional

to the Puritan community.

subjects of Greek,

Latin,

moral philosophy made up the curriculum,
replication of

the English university.

process was strict recitation,
by the

administrators and

and

mathematics,

and

which was a
The teaching

it was

firmly believed

faculty that mental discipline

learned through a prescribed core of courses would prepare
the students

for any work they chose

[Brubacker and Rudy,

1958] .
As Laurence Veysey
presidents

in the mid

[1965]

1800s,

Francis Patton of Princeton,
Bartlett of Dartmouth,

several early college

including James McCosh and
Noah Porter of Yale,

It was believed that students

McCosh,

a Scotsman,

mental discipline throughout his

strongly defended

tenure,

and when talk of

reform arose he verbally attacked his opposition.

of

In 1868

inaugural speech McCosh emphasized the major role

formal education as

moral

in

immaturity needed this kind of authoritarian

administration.

in his

and

were known to rule with strict

disciplinarian actions.
their

notes

faculties.

the disciplining of mental and
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I do hold it to be the highest end of a University to
educate; that is, to draw out and improve the
faculties which God has given.
Our Creator, no
doubt, means all things in our world to be perfect in
the end; but he has not made them perfect; he has
left room for growth and progress; and it is a task
laid on his intelligent creatures to be
fellow-workers with him in finishing that work
which he has left incomplete.
[in Veysey, 1965, p.
23]

As Hugh Brown

[1965]

contends,

as

early as the

students began demanding more meaningful,
subjects than the ancient classical
institutions began offering parallel
basically watered down classics
or political
bringing

theory courses.

technical,

1820s

contemporary

subjects.
studies,

Several
which were

and some modern

language

But real reform in terms of

professional courses

and experiences

to the colleges was not forthcoming during this

period

because the colleges were not ready to introduce
pragmatism into
the

the curriculum

following reformers

do represent the
would surface

provide

in

Although

failed to institute change,

they

in later years.

1824,

President of the University of

envisioned a university which would

training and preparation

occupations

1965].

first visionary spirit for change which

Philip Lindsley,
Nashville

[Brown,

[Rudolph,

1962].

Lindsley advocated education
practical education.

for a diversity of

As Veysey
for all

[1965]

in the

emphasizes,

form of

Lindsley insisted on intellectual

excellence and still made reference to his humanistic
traditionalist beliefs while defining practical
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applications.

His

ideas were considered too revolutionary

by the administrators;

and consequently his colleagues,

many of whom shared his
forces with him

reform ideas,

[Rudolph,

1962].

professors would only express
the curriculum.
by Lindsley,

refused to

Generally the other

their disillusionment with

When actual course changes were

[Rudolph,

1962].

George Ticknor of Harvard was one of

the

first

to do advanced scholarly research at a German

university

[Veysey,

1965].

and returned to Harvard

Ticknor studied at Gottingen

in

1819

filled with spirit to

transform Harvard into the German model.
criticized Harvard and called
a more rigorous

recitation method,
fields

unrest and the

Ticknor

for reform in

several areas;

and demanding schedule of classwork,

creation of ability groups,

practical

suggested

the other professors chose to continue

teaching the same courses

Americans

join

the abolition of

1965].

support of several

Ticknor's position.

the

and the opening of new courses

[Veysey,

the

in

Even though student
faculty

strengthened

Harvard was not ready either to make

such dramatic changes.

The

steadfast beliefs

in the old

system still strongly influenced the educators
prescriptive curriculum.

It would not be until

to keep the
1872

that

President Charles Eliot of Harvard would establish an
elective system of courses
Jacob Abbott,
philosophy,

[Rudolph,

1978].

a professor of mathematics and natural

led a reform movement at Amherst College

in
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the

late

1820s

[Brubacker and Rudy,

compiled by the
of

1958] .

A report

faculty at Amherst questioned the validity

the classical course of study in an age dominated by

science programs

and advancement.

The report was a direct

attack on the traditional curriculum and advocated new
courses

and programs

in

"In an age of universal
free,

scientific and technical areas:
improvements,

and

and prosperous country like ours,

cling so tenaciously to
centuries"

[Rudolph,

p.123] [2].

essentially a mandate to reorganize
including
though

absurd to

forms

of other

The reforms were

the curriculum by

innovative science and technical courses.

the movement for a

gaining

it is

the prescriptive

1978 ,

in a young,

support among the

Even

scientific curriculum was
faculty,

the Trustees of Amherst

College voted down the curricular reforms

[Brown,

1965] [3] .
As Richard David
unsuccessful

in

[1971]

contends,

the reformers were

instituting change because an allegiance

to traditional classic

study and English collegiate

still permeated American thinking at this
reasons,

the pioneers of curricular reform were

to reshape
1971].

time.

For

however,

these

not able

the direction of educational philosophy

What they did create,

roots

[David,

was an awareness of

the problems and discontent that was developing across
country.

At several universities,

most particularly the

University of Virginia and the University of
New York,

the level of awareness

the

the City of

had reached a stage where
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the administrators were ready to agree to changes

[David,

1971] .
In Virginia the Board of Commissioners was
established to develop plans for a university in 1818
[David,

1971].

David

[1971]

who founded the university,

states that Thomas Jefferson,
created an institution that

would serve as a monument to his vision for higher
education.

Jefferson's plans, which were adopted in 1824,

were based on a structure of new practical orientation in
courses and intellectual commitment.

The university was

divided into separate schools which could further develop
into departments.
languages,

The eight schools were—ancient

modern languages, mathematics,

natural

philosophy,

anatomy and medicine, moral philosophy,

law

1971].

[David,

and

Although the pioneers of educational reform across
the country were aware of Jefferson's ideas and called for
reforms,

administrators were reluctant to consider such

sweeping changes

[David,

1971].

Consequently,

the

curriculum at the University of Virginia did not become a
model for other schools.
programs,

The proliferation of courses and

and the lack of degree requirements deviated too

much from the old system.

The programs were considered

radical in philosophy and too expensive to implement
[David,

1971].

In 1832 a Commission was appointed by the government
of New York to found the University of the City of New
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York

[Brubacker and Rudy,

summarizes,

1958].

As Rudolph

[1978]

the university was made up of professional

schools based on the German university model.
curricular tracks were developed;

Two

the traditional classic

program and a new English-scientific approach.
degree program was also instituted in
curriculum failed because while
the

students by emphasizing

classical approach;

the

1835.

founders

This
influenced

the enduring role of

they made

little effort to

students on the value of a scientific education
1965].

Two other causes of

were the

lack of support

and the national

the

influence
[Brown,

for a Master's degree program,

financial crisis of

issued The Yale Report of

1837

1820

[Rudolph,
the Yale

1978].

faculty

[Brubacker and Rudy,

The Yale Report emphatically stated that the

classic curriculum was
"The two great points
are

the

failure of the university

In response to the reform movement,

1958].

An M.A.

still

to be gained in

the discipline and the

expanding
Rudolph,

its powers,
1978,

pp.

the mark of the educated man.
intellectual culture

furniture of the mind;

and storing

129-130].

it with knowledge"

[in

The authors of The Yale

Report believed that the way to educate the citizenry in a
democracy was

through a conservative,

which would prepare
position of

the educated person to serve in a

leadership within the Republic.

curriculum was
learning.

common education

the

foundation

Essentially,

The classic

for the highest form of

the authors of The Yale Report
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confronted the argument of practical versus classical
education head on,
definitive

and intended their report to be

solution to the debate.

What we

see at Yale,

effort to maintain the
within

then,

status

As Veysey

[1965]

with new,

practical programs,

the

contends,

last concerted

the classic curriculum
system

[Veysey,

1965].

when administrators were

faced

they were reluctant to

innovations.

Report helped to hold curricula
for many

institutions

After the Civil War,

[Rudolph,

however,

1978].

changed the philosophy of

Essentially,

The Yale

in check by acting as a

across

entered a period of economic
advancement

the

traditional curriculum with what they

perceived as radical

model

is

of

the American educational

replace

the

the nation.
the United States

stability and technical
This

progressive movement

the educators.

It became a

question of whether to maintain a traditional curriculum,
or

institute technical programs which brought research and

grant monies
[1965]

states

to institutions
the

funding,

[Veysey,

in turn,

1965].

prompted the

development of more technical programs.
courses

As Veysey

Progressive

focused around updated technical knowledge

practical application.
requirements

The courses tended to be

for occupational positions,

mechanical engineering.

for

It was

such as

in the best interests of
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higher education

institutions

to apply

for

funding

scientific research to advance and expand their
programs

in order to become competitive

for

technical

[Rudolph,

1978].

From the Classical Approach to the Utilitarian

In the
pressure

late

1800s,

to create

as

a result of

the ongoing

scientific programs,

reformers began

emphasizing the value of a technical education
1965].

Administrators,

reality of the need
institutions.

in turn,

[Veysey,

began to accept the

for new divisions within the

As Veysey

[1965]

describes,

mentality of the universities was

the

transformed

classic philosophy to one of complex layers

academic
from one of

of diversity:

It is because such a picture appears as one begins to
scrutinize the universities that, again, all hope
must be abandoned of defining 'an' academic mentality
of the period, even within individual departments of
learning.
Instead one finds a varied patchwork of
cross-cutting affiliations, both institutional and
intellectual.
In few American professions, one
suspects, were the internal seams of division as
important or as complicated as within the academic
community.
[1965, p.59]

With the new divisions

in the institutions came the

need to create courses which were practical
1962].

Veysey

[1965]

uses

to describe the practical
with public

the term

state universities.

"utilitarian reform"

style of training

service was also made,

[Rudolph,

[4].

A link

especially at the new

Applied sciences,

social

sciences and

even some philosophy courses began to emphasize the
connection of courses

in college to real

life

situations.
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"Reality,
colleges

in comparison with which the conventional
seemed so ghostly,

particular contexts:

it was

was often described in two
increasingly democratic,

it was permeated with vocational ambition"
p.

[Veysey,

[1965]

movement spread,

relates that as

several

the utilitarian

interpretations of

the

democracy in the curriculum became prominent.
referred to equality in all
equality in the treatment of

fields of
students

idea of
Democracy

instruction and
[Veysey,

1965].

also related to accessibility of all students

individual

success,

democratic

society the citizens

of

1965,

62] [5] .
Veysey

was

and

the university

becomes
course

the

Besides

for

and to the thought that in a truly

[Brown,

1965] .

should have active control
The

free-elective system

ticket for students to determine

[Veysey,

It

their own

1965].

the student movement for reform,

and the

curricular changes made by prominent educators and
administrators,
phenomena were

several underlying social and cultural
also contributing to the dramatic changes

in higher education during this period
Rudy,

1958].

[1976],

According to Alexandra Oleson and John Voss

several

forces

significantly influenced the

organization of higher learning
These

forces

[Brubacker and

in the United States.

included the restructuring of our

institutions around the German university model,
viability of American popular government,

the

the technologic
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and

industrial progress

this

that the country had achieved at

time and the power of

labor and unions.

Americans had been attending German universities
large numbers during this period
scholars

[Veysey,

returned to this country,

experiential

learning

1965].

in

When the

they brought with them

in German laboratories

and seminars,

and applied scholarly research methods and techniques
specialized areas
contends,

the

[Rudolph,

scholars

1978] .

As Veysey

in

[1965]

found a receptive environment for

scientific advancement in the United States.

The

development of unions and specified funding to higher
educational

institutions by

contributed to the
all,

these

industrialists also

sense of economic

the country

in

spirit

[Brubacker

1958] .

The economic

situation and

the new vocational and

technical opportunities available created a
class

All

factors contributed to a nationalistic

which was becoming prevalent across
and Rudy,

stability.

strong middle

in America which was ready to push forward

[Bledstein,

1965].

Burton Bledstein

power of the middle class
professionalism"

[p.

2.].

[1965]

called the

"the culture of
It had become

a strong

the development of higher education in America.
and Voss

[1976]

point to the middle class

as

force

in

Oleson

strong

supporters of those involved in the pursuit of knowledge.
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This 'cultivated' public was motivated by a variety
of impulses:
the legacy of the Puritans 'to advance
learning and perpetuate it to Posterity'; a sense
that knowledge would lead to a better understanding
of God's grand design; a romantic interest in the
natural wonders of the continent and a curiosity
about the new sciences, particularly geology and
Darwinian biology, which were challenging accepted
ways of thought; a regard for learning as a mark of
respectability and social place—a bastion against
Jacksonian vulgarity and later against the
materialism and corruption of the Gilden Age; a
widespread belief in the practical benefits of science;
and a desire to equal, and perhaps surpass, the
intellectual achievements of Europe.
[1976, p. x]

Bledstein
in

[1965]

the United States

entity that believes
opportunity.
get ahead,

makes
is

a unique,

very powerful cultural

in the concept of

The chances

Bledstein

it clear that the middle class

individual

for advancement,

[1965]

assures us,

the

"goods"

to

are available to

the worker who dreams:

Historically, the middle class in America has defined
itself in terms of three characteristics:
acquired
ability, social prestige, and a life style
approaching an individual's aspirations.
Neither
restrictions of income nor even differences between
occupations have delimited the scope of the middle
class in America, [p. 5]

The concepts of equality and
are

traced back to the

[Hartz,

1955].

as the natural bed
[1955]

founding of the United States

Louis Hartz describes American beginnings,

with vast expanses of

Hartz

freedom of opportunity

land and no

feudal system to

for the establishment of

fight,

liberalism.

agrees with De Tocqueville's comment in the
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1830s

that we were

[1975]

calls

the

claiming to be

"born

"born

free"

free"

[p.

22].

concept ironic

in that we

United States history that the

It is

a paradox in

freedom from European rule

actually meant the establishment of

liberal principles

1955].

The

security and hopefulness

that the middle class

felt during the nineteenth century manifested itself
the

feelings of

[Veysey,

1965].

As

the technological advancements
from Europe across

the American people were prepared

challenges.

The new industrial

for

jobs

creating a demand

[Guralnick,

of

the

the United

the

techniques were

transforming the way Americans produced goods,
process

in

freedom and occupational opportunities

Industrial Revolution spread
States,

are

tied to nothing yet in essence we are bound

to the tenets of liberal thinking.

[Hartz,

Robert Wiebe

and

for new technical skills

in the
and new

1975].

In 1872 President Eliot of Harvard instituted an
elective system which consisted of many

scientific

courses

that the

became

[Veysey,
a model

Although only a

1965].

for many

Veysey reports
institutions

few allowed complete

institutions were

from 1875

free choice,

incorporating programs of

prescribed courses,

to

system
1903.
most

fewer

with choice of electives.

Degrees

began to be granted for subject areas and majors outside
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the classics.
selective
Eliot,

The academic utilitarians believed that the

system was a complete curriculum

as a

leader of

the movement,

[Veysey,

1965].

attributed the

widespread success of reform to the universities'
commitment to serving

the community.

Many diverse

subjects and a variety of new departments were created to
construct the
labels

serviceable university.

"public needs,"

efficiency"

[Veysey,

and

Along with the

"serviceability,"

1965,

pp.

113-117].

came

"social

The university

should be organized and undergo a collective effort to set
up programs

that train students

solve problems

adequately

[Veysey,

Throughout the mid 1900s,
redefining

The new thinking

termed

"useful knowledge"

in the
concept

then,

educators were
[Oleson and Voss,

involved what Clark Kerr

1950s became what Kerr

[p.4][6].
[1982]

calls

The university
a multiversity

in which specialization and training
[7].

industry and business

[1982]

instead of Cardinal Newman's

for knowledge sake"

fields were priorities
in

1965] .

the concept of knowledge

1976].

"knowledge

to meet situations and

The need

for technical

for technical

skills

influenced the development of new

progressive courses

[8].

administrators were

forced to consider qualifications

certification

As

these courses were

for new professions,

scientific programs

[Veysey,

added,

and guidelines

1965][9].

for

for
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The Technicians Play Out Their Role

The research movement,
methods

based as

and highly specific,

created subdivisions within
answer technical questions
Experimental work

it was

in empirical

scientific areas,
the

naturally

scientific disciplines to

[Guralnick,

1975].

in sub-specialty areas produced tested

hypotheses which could be applied to general scientific
theories.
problems

The process

involved breaking down

into highly specific,

[Guralnick,

scientific

technical procedures

1975].

Although the movement to specialize became very
widespread during

the early decades of this century,

did not come without some resistance
was Auguste Comte who
[in Guralnick,

1975].

[Veysey,

it

1965] .

It

first coined the term specialization
As Brown

[1965]

states Comte warned of

the dispersive tendencies of empirical research,

if each

researcher concentrated on his/her own bit of a problem
without looking to connecting
John Stuart Mill

forces to solve problems.

and Thomas Huxley in the mid

England questioned the narrowness of research
1965].

In the United States

in

[in Veysey,

it was the proponents of

liberal education who accused the
sense of unity

1850s

scientists of

[Brubacker and Rudy,

losing a

1958].

The criticisms of specialization were overshadowed by
the desire to participate
and Voss,

1976].

in the scientific movement

In the United States many followed

[Oleson
the

ideas
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of Herbert Spencer who related the divisions of
specialization:

"All

structures

are organic.

research to

All organisms

evolve by a more and more complex differentiation of
parts.

Specialization,

making

the period
process

a beneficial necessity

p.

1975].

science,

emphasized that the

and physical
[Rudolph,

movement to

late

1978] .

chemistry,

French,

German,

professors

scientific age had arrived

1800s

that a dramatic rise

The major

sciences was
Before

"new subjects:

222].

zoology,

impetus
the

this

in

geology,

for this

influence of the

time,

mathematics,

a

few colleges

natural philosophy,

and mineralogy,

history and English Literature"
And in

the early

emphasized scientific

1800s

several

learning.

Silliman at Yale taught chemistry,
teaching

[Guralnick,

science courses occurred in the

include the

botany,

p.

through the

felt throughout the higher-learning

German university model.
had offered

inquiry

1965].

It was during the

colleges

scientific

The relationships between

it was clear that the

[Veysey,

at the end of

the debates about the process and methods

impacts would be

natural

John Dewey,

scientific experimentation itself

Whatever

and the

7].

research problems would surface

process of

system

(1920),

1976,

naturally integrates.

separate

1978,

is

forever greater articulation and interdependence"

[in Oleson and Voss,

of

therefore,

their

American Journal of Science and Arts.

innovative

Benjamin

introduced

in mineralogy and geology and

[Rudolph,

laboratory

founded the
Other professors
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who taught science classes
and Asa Gray,

across

same period,

established as

[Veysey,

1978].

applied science programs and

1965],

spread

West Point was

a military academy in 1802

Polytechnic Institute as

a technical

and Rensselaer

school

in

1824.

stimulated an interest in science at Harvard,

Silliman had at Yale
The

[Rudolph,

in technical and experimental areas

the country

Agassiz

the botanists Amos Eaton

and the physicist John Henry

During this
curricula

included

[Brubacker and Rudy,

federal government had a hand

in

Louis
as

1958] [10] .
the development

of technical education with the enactment of the Morrill
Land Grant Act of

1862 which committed

establishment of state
country

funds

land grant colleges

[Brubacker and Rudy,

1958] .

to the

across

the

A primary purpose of

the Morrill Act was to set up programs to train students
to deal with problems of preserving natural resources,
particularly soil which was being depleted by erosion and
poor agricultural practices.
Technology,

an

institution,

independent applied and pure

opened in

1865.

first specialized graduate
Rudy,

Massachusetts Institute of
science

John Hopkins became the

school

in

1867

[Brubacker and

1958] .
The emphasis on scientific knowledge was a major

contributing
colleges

factor to the transformation of

the classical

into diverse departments of undergraduate and

specialized graduate
Gilman in his

schools

[Rudolph,

inaugural address

1978].

Daniel Coit

at the University of
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California in

1872

defined the American university as

comprehensive.

It is a university, and not a high school, nor a
college, nor an academy of sciences, nor an
industrial school which we are charged to build.
Some of the features may be included in or developed
with the University, but the University means more
than any or all of them.
The University is the most
comprehensive term that can be employed to indicate a
foundation for the promotion and diffusion of
knowledge—a group of agencies organized to advance
the arts and sciences of every sort, and train young
men as scholars for all the intellectual callings of
life. [Rudolph, 1978, p. 333]

And Henry S.
university,

Pritchett had this

to say about the

"From the exposition of esoteric Buddhism to

the management of chain grocery stores.
university offers
American"

its

[Rudolph,

services

1978,

p.

to the

.

.the American

inquiring young

333].

It was claimed by many that the emerging university
was putting Jacksonian democratic
opportunity
summarizes

into practice

[Veysey,

ideals of equality and
1965].

Veysey

that the main professions of the traditional

college—theology,

law,

medicine,

and perhaps

military—were professions within themselves.

the
These

occupations had specified criteria and course work that
had to be met to practice in the particular
emphasis
values,

on specialization,

the

field.

The

influence of middle-class

and the recognition of the importance of the new

fields of engineering and applied science contributed to
the philosophy that the university role should be one of
creating a diversity of professional programs

[Veysey,

1965].
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The role of the university was extended to

include an

active involvement in meeting the needs of

the community

[Rudolph,

the universities

to train

1978] .

It became

the mission of

students to participate in the community and

societal problems

[11].

solve

A connection was being made

between the new industrial

society and the training

necessary to advance within this

society.

The negative

connotation of vocations used in the past was replaced
with a new battery of career choices
schools
times

that were developed to meet the needs of

and the region
The

[Rudolph,

of the new universities.
vocational

interests

1958] [13] .

specific areas,

Specialization created practical,

in new departments

to write
and the

into highly

the primary

Sub-specialized,

structured around the

focus of
scientific

laboratory and

seminar for bright students who could participate
scientific process with the professors
1958].

in highly

Some believed strongly that the

not teaching.

should be

students

Degree programs,

investigation should be

the university,

[Brubacker and

which channeled graduate

the professor were evolving

scientific

structure

Professors began to concentrate

specialized tracks.

courses

1978] [12] .

foundation of the

dissertations of narrow focus.
role of

the

strong research orientation of the American

university affected the very

Rudy,

in professional

the

in the

[Brubacker and Rudy,
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A minority of dissidents called

for

culture of the English university in our
Herbert Bates,
1897,

an instructor

stated that there are

the

liberalizing

institutions.

in English at Nebraska in
two sides

to the education

debate.

The party of those who seek fact, and the party of
those who seek inspiration through fact; the party of
mere science, and the party of those who demand not
only science, but beauty.
Germany stands mainly on
the side of mere fact, England and France mainly on
the side of culture; America hangs in the balance.
(in Veysey, 1965, p. 101]

And,

Daniel Coit Gilman described the dualism in 1903:

While the old line between the sciences and the
humanities may be invisible as the equator, it has
an existence as real.
On the one side are cognitions
which may be submitted to demonstrative proof; which
do not depend upon opinion, preference, or authority;
which are true everywhere and all the time; while on
the other side are cognitions which depend upon our
spiritual natures, our aesthetic preferences, our
intellectual traditions, our religious faith.
Earth
and man, nature and the supernatural, letters and
science, the humanities and the realities, are the
current terms of contrast between the two groups and
there are no signs that these distinctions will ever
vanish.
[in Veysey, 1965, p. 181]

The major point of argument between the humanists and
scientists
of

involved the question of tradition.

the classics were criticized as

with no relationship to the present

The

studies

flaccid and dilettante,
[Veysey,

1965][14].

The humanists argued that the scientists concentrated on
the specifics of a problem and missed the vital overlays of
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the
that

form and
the

beauty

cultural

emotional,

and

elective

social

set

system

the

the

for

[1968]

in

humanist

aesthetic,

human

action

redefines

He

strongly

advocates

the

believed
moral

and

[Veysey,

the mission of
criticizes

fragmentation and

format.

student

to

Flexner

its

The

internal

forces

college.

in educational
and

phenomena.

ties

Abraham Flexner
undergraduate

of

lack

a means

of

to

1965].
the

the

purpose

cultivate

right direction:

My argument, therefore, contemplates not the
abandonment, but the complete working-out of modern
educational tendencies.
The new insight is indeed
fragmentary and unorganized; but it is on the right
track.
It aims to vitalize education; to bring the
boy's power to bear; to connect the individual with
life.
Our part is not to antagonize a movement so
clearly sound and inevitable, but having grasped its
purpose, to assist its complete realization.
[in
Wegener, 1978, pp. 54-55]

Flexner
no more

further

than

preparedness
would meet

the

elective

needed

the

argues

needs

that

system,

for modern
of

the

the

classical

could

society.

individual

offer
He
and

curriculum,
the

form of

relates

how he

society.

An elective system that gives effect only to dominant
personal choice loses sight of other no less essential
activities.
Such activities are indispensably important
to fullness and wholesomeness of life; they protect us
against such total immersion in special occupations as
would threaten or destroy the very basis of interaction
among men . . . . It is no foregone conclusion that mere
existence within a community will effectively prepare a
man for his proper part in its intellectual interests
and social struggles.
I hold that if a liberal education
is anything more than a personal indulgence or a personal
opportunity, the college has a very distinct task in
reference to the impersonal aspects of social and civic
life.

[in Wegener,

1978,

p.

57]
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Flexner's

ideas

reformers

who

It

a

became

when

they

seeds

surface

advocated

question

should

of

common

[Miller,

1988] .

be

their

curriculum,
ways

to

Henderson

[1974]

be

the

involved

outside

believed,
life.

with

The

integrate
The

that

in

the

The

reason

on

active

in
in

1920s

1988].
through

past,

Liberal
a

study

application of

to

and Jean
according

Students

the

at

an
students

throughout

naturally

not

on

education
is

present

that

truths

the

past.

found

in

1974] .
failed

to

it

relationships

education basically
of

could

generalists

would

classical

to

could

problem-solving
turn,

the

education

process

them,

in

focused on

educators,

generalists maintained,
the

the

the

[Henderson and Henderson,

liberal,

and

and minors

participation of

equip

approach,

came

integration

practical.

learning

required

and

course work,

the

1978] .

Curriculum

Henderson

general

role

be

reforms

approach

Algo

labeled

an active

the

concentrates

knowledge

1958].

curriculum

main

[Miller,

pragmatic

in

educational

[Wegener,

majors,

the

reformers

world would

pragmatic
the

integrate,

through

level.

to

the

should

these

consistency

theoretical with

experimental
the

From

concluded

or often

actively

with

for

the

and Rudy,

education

courses

Pragmatic

search

later with

concentrations,

educational

integrative
relate

taken.

the

emphasize

[Brubacker

general

of what

core,

Adding

In

a decade

is

Meaning
the

past

a
is

search
gained

genius

of

for
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the

history

gained

is

of Western civilization.

the most

process.

It

important

becomes

instruction

are

acquisition

[Miller,

The

ultimate

applied

to

Portman

explains
by

applying
to
has

as

its

society.
by

the

concentrates
taking what

the

has

of world experience.
means

to

an

end,

not

role

the

learned

the

end

this

1974].

solved,

the

in

David
in other

based

general
plays
it

school

itself

general

state

gained

1988] [16].

applying
from

"truth"

other hand,

on knowledge

individual

[17].

and

education
in
in

the

Many

liberal

[Henderson

society by
context

learning

reason much confusion

education means

and

interpret contemporary

[1988] ,

in

the

and

the democratic

and

and

on

turn,

individual within

[Miller,

Knowledge

this

general

of

serves

sources

in

just what

be

1972] .

education,

solutions

between

for

can

identify

not differentiate
and

of

the

"goodness"

do

way,

is

of

Gary Miller

been

education

questions

to

present

the

is

knowledge

past masters

education

apply

on

of

of

to

students

to

goal

techniques

position

According

The methods

[Portman,

focus,

and

that

educative

questions which are,

General

to

the

liberal

situations

answers

and

from past

to

problems.

training

the

itself.

that problems

General

problems

of

perennial

learning

today's

in

knowledge

1988][15].

goal

present

the

aspect of

insignificant

consideration of

words,

an end

The

is

the

educators

education
exists

over

and Henderson,
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A review of
various

definitions

this

educative

is

unified,

a

the

literature
of

the

interwoven

set

of

throughout

supporters
General

life

in many

knowledge

one will

of

is

central

to

education

the

McGrath,

used.

making

general

too

goals

However,
place

an

curriculum.

limited

in

ties

Breadth

scope.
to

the

implies

short of describing
of

perceiving

education a

education

applied

literature.

1974].

significant

stops

are

the

the

supports

refuted by most

individual.

The

in

suggests

education

which

[1978],
in

is

as

and

but

general

evident

definition

areas,

play out,

is

1974;

direct

education

principles

subject matter

this

has

life

that

as Arthur Levine

general

education

knowledge

are

that

of

experimental

the

such

on breadth of

states

curriculum that

theme

theorists,

Levine

of

The

[Henderson and Henderson,

emphasis

general

process.

to experiences

other

type

of

life-long

the

how

role

commitment,

[Henderson and Henderson,

1974] [18] .
Borrowing
scientific
[1988]

knowledge

states

in higher

to

[1988]
He

that

that

understand
is

looks

in

assumptions

the

a

in

1977

in

paradigm of
to

of

same

general

educational

Miller

general

understand

education
the

defined

paradigm,

education have

general

concept

about

a

of

The only way

using paradigm
at

is

general
the

Kuhn who

terms

there

learning.

implications
is

from Thomas

on

the

paradigm.

sense

education

the
curriculum
Miller

Kuhn does.

education

as

shared

philosophy among members

of
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higher educational institutions.

Miller's description of

the paradigm emphasizes comprehensiveness within the context
of an individual role in society:

General education is a comprehensive, self-consciously
developed and maintained program that develops in
individual students the attitude of inquiry; the skills
of problem-solving; the individual and community values
associated with a democratic society; and the knowledge
needed to apply these attitudes, skills, and values so
that the students may maintain the learning process for
a lifetime and function as self-fulfilled individuals
and as full participants in a society committed to
change through democratic processes.
As such, it is
marked by its comprehensive scope, by its emphasis on
specific and real problems and issues of immediate
concern to students and society, by its concern with
the needs of the future, and by the application of
democratic principles in the methods and procedures
of education as well as the goals of education.
[1988, p.5]

The main difference between the liberal approach and
the general approach lies in the way the student learns
to "link" his/her knowledge with present situations and
solve problems

[Miller,

1988].

Liberal thinking would

stress that knowledge of past genius and the Socratic
dialectic method prepare the student to solve any problem
[Griswold,

1959] .

Moreover,

Griswold concludes that

the generalists would argue that the relationship must be
seen through realistic applications of knowledge to present
day problems.

It is the argument of permanence versus

reality

In the former,

[19].

engaging in the dialectic,
can be discovered.

the liberals argue that by

answers to perennial questions

In the latter,

the generalists argue
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for

the constant application of concepts to community

problems

[Griswold,

1959].

The roots of general education are

found in the higher

education curricular reforms

that occurred right after

World War I

These reforms centered around

changing

[Miller,

1988].

the content of

the curriculum to

that would introduce the
and social problems.

include courses

student to humanistic

According to Miller,

traditions

"The general

education movement would build on many of the themes of
reforms:

a concern for

the total student and for broadly

defined intellectual development,

a search

for curricular

unity and for a coherent educational experience over
several years,

and a desire

contemporary society"

to

focus on the issues

facing

[p.24].

The concept of general education actually evolved
a

set of assumptions

from the

three higher education

movements that occurred during
century

[Griswold,

a priority

1959].

of democratic
spirit came

Griswold summarizes

A concern for

from the utility movement.

that

for learning came

[20].

curricular changes on their humanistic

independent

from the research

to make curricular reforms,

occur until after World War II

transfer

An emphasis on

Although the movement was well

anxious

the

ideals and the development of

inquiry as a method

were

the early nineteenth

for teaching and a humanistic viewpoint came

from the cultural movement.

movement.

from

supported and many
reforms would not

Several reformers based
ideals,

and the
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importance of problem-solving.

Of

these

reformers,

the two

who had the most influence on the way college programs
would be designed were Alexander Meiklejohn and John Dewey
[Miller,
changes

1988].

The ways

are considered

that these theorists

in light of the

instituted

structure of

future

programs.
Alexander Meiklejohn began to experiment with an
interdisciplinary approach to practical
period between the two World Wars

learning during

[Miller,

the

1988].

Meiklejohn began his career by supporting the classical
curriculum.
started

His

approach took on a new direction when he

initiating a more naturalistic approach.

advocated keeping
such as

some practices of the classical curriculum,

formalism,

but interpreted logic

naturalistic perspective
Miller humans

[Miller,

1988] .

According to
in the

and take on more responsibility in

moral and social situations.

Logical exercises,

as other liberal education principles,
ends

from a more

are put in a central position

naturalistic approach,

towards

He

as well

began to be directed

that involved direct human action.

General

education was evolving by incorporating certain principles
from traditional
creating

liberal education,

adapting others and

innovative principles which were much more

humanistic

[Miller,

1988] .

Meiklejohn's educational career,

which began at

Amherst College and continued at the University of Wisconsin,
underwent many changes

as

he experimented with curricular
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reform

[Miller,

1988].

The

idea that education could

concentrate on the creation of
an emphasis on the

instilling values which place

relationship of

the human with the

environment dominated Meiklejohn's philosophy.

According

to Miller Meiklejohn parted company with the
traditionalists who still maintained that the
be a study of Western civilization.

focus

He believed that

America needed to create

its own national culture,

educational

should be part of

institutions

should

Meiklejohn's main goal concerned the

and the

that process.

formation of

this

sense of culture:

We, thus far, have been in cultural ways a dependent
people, (dependent upon) the culture we have received
from others; we have not made it for ourselves. But
now the time has come when we must win our freedom,
must be ourselves, must master our spirit--when
feelings, beliefs, and actions must be our own as
they have never been before.
We are, I think, in this
next century destined to make a culture and to cease
from merely taking one which others made.
[in Miller,
1988 , p.43]

Meiklejohn's culture
contemporary problems

[Miller,

active participation in
As human

intervention

with others becomes

1988].

The main goal

is

solving current social problems.

in the community and interaction

a way of

The process begins with a
Meiklejohn proposed

is based upon human response to

life,

the new culture

forms.

strong general education.

"a prescribed curriculum that would

provide a unity not of content but of context,

a prescribed

curriculum whose goal was the creation of a community"
[Miller,

1988,

p.44].
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Meiklejohn designed various courses to achieve his
goal of community interaction
[1988]

concludes

[Rudolph,

1978].

Miller

that Meiklejohn experimented with

instructional means and the content of

the general

education curriculum in order to help students
and

solve critical

social problems.

curriculum consisted of case
civilizations,
Furthermore,
stressed

studies

Miller contends

Meiklejohn looked

Wisconsin,

that Meiklejohn's courses

of today's

the past in

society.

for the unity of content within the

Throughout his

tenure

at the University of

where he tried to establish the Experimental

in general education,

Meiklejohn concentrated on

building a close social community.
disapproval and
College

of past and present

with direct applications to problem-solving.

order to meet the complexities

College

The prescribed

learning the intellectual skills of

community.

identify

failed

Due to

lack of supporting staff,
[Miller,

faculty
the Experimental

1988].

As the general education concept began to develop,
of

many

the underlying principles were shared by the progressive

educators,
[Mayhew,

whose roots were the philosophy of John Dewey

1966] .

According to Mayhew,

while advocating an

instrumental approach to learning,

Dewey

on proving appropriate experiences

for active

situations

[21].

Knowledge,

by a process which stimulated
learner,

and in

[1926]

concentrated

learning

according to Dewey,

was

interest and discipline

turn retention by the mind.

Dewey's

formed
in the
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philosophy is self-directing.

The student learns to reflect

on ideas and principles and act accordingly

[Mayhew,

1966].

In the problem-solving method the goal of reflective
experience is considered critical thinking

[Miller,

1988].

It is this higher level of thinking that is Dewey's chief
objective in the educational process.

The learner receives

bits of information and reflects about the meaning of the
information.

The forces of interest,

discipline and mind

direct the action that should take place to process the
information and solve the problem

[Mayhew,

1966].

Dewey's theories have had tremendous impact on the
philosophy and instructional methods since the 1920s
[Miller,

1988].

Dewey's experimental learning concepts and

the 1918 Cardinal Principles of Education, which stressed
the

utility and direct application of knowledge,

were the

forces behind the shift in American education from a
knowledge based curriculum to the practical application of
knowledge
legacy,

[Miller,

1988] .

The result of this theoretical

according to many contemporary educators,

has been

the dominance of a curriculum concerned with student
experience and skill development

[Mayhew,

1966].

Epilogue

This chapter examines the changing mission of the
college from the traditional,
more technical,

classical approach to the

specialized approach.

It was shown that

this academic shift resulted from a need to include more
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technical,

specialized courses in the curriculum.

emphasis on useful knowledge,
its own sake,

The

rather than knowledge for

began to influence the direction educators and

administrators would take in approving programs.

It can be

concluded that useful knowledge was interpreted to mean
training in some particular skill which could be replicated
by the student outside the classroom.

Knowledge in some

advanced technical application was more valuable,

because

it could be transferred practically from situation to
situation.

This produced a clear-cut process which would

be used to measure whether a program trains students to
recreate problem situations.
As institutions began to diversify by adding specialized
programs,

reformers began to question the lack of integration

of course work in these programs.

In response to this

situation, ways to integrate and at the same time provide
elective choice within the curriculum were devised

[22].

What we have here is a pendulum which swung from traditional,
educational classicists to specialists,

and finally to

integrators attempting to tie together the curriculum.
For many reformers the concept of general education,
which attempts to balance the humanities with the sciences,
became the solution to the problem of the lack of
integration in the new scientific curriculum.

General

education would overcome the problem of highly specialized
education by incorporating a core which draws on the social
and economic sciences,

as well as the hard sciences.

The
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core would include a group of required courses which every
student would take,

and also opportunities to choose

specialized courses in a specific major area.
were developed,

it became obvious that there was no clear

consensus about what a core should contain.
many interpretations for a general core,
programs.

As programs

There were as

as there were

This became problematic in terms of agreeing on

what the mission of a program should be,

or setting any

criteria for a new program.
One approach to solving the dilemma of the core
content was the movement to incorporate practical education
into the curriculum by integrating problem-solving
throughout the course work.

This approach is based on the

philosophy that the knowledge used to solve problems,
the means to the end in the process,

or

is more important than

the knowledge gained through philosophical questioning.
The theories of Alexander Meiklejohn and John Dewey,
concentrate on curricular structure,
educators in designing programs.

that

influenced many

Both theorists were

instrumental in changing how educators think about the
process of education.
becomes most important,

If pragmatic,

problem-solving

the courses become practical in

content.
As educators adopted the theories of Meiklejohn and
Dewey throughout the 1920s,

a formal movement to institute

integrative studies took hold
interdisciplinary education,

[23].

Based on

or cross-principles teaching.
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this movement would be the catalyst for the creation of
many innovative college programs.

The next chapter will

consider generally the concept of interdisciplinary study
as it relates to the traditional disciplines,

and

specifically how interdisciplinary is interpreted by
various theorists.
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End Notes

1.

W.B. Kolesnick [in Veysey, 1965] analyzes the
importance of mental discipline in structuring
the mind.
Kolesnick relates the principles of the
methods of mental discipline to faculty psychology.

2.

Alfred North Whitehead [1925] defines scientific
thinking as the search for the relationships between
general principles which govern the order of nature
with the underlying facts which support the principles.
The balance of the thinking and the methods to arrive
at the truths are the essence of science.
"It is this
union of passionate interest in the detailed facts
with equal devotion to abstract generalizations which
forms the novelty of our present society" [p.3].

3.

The structured approach of applying rational laws and
techniques to develop scientific thought has dominated
science education since the 1920s.
It has been a
process of testing theories and building new theories
based on the results of the experimentation.
Scientific discoveries, then, are part of a continuum
of research design based on previous scientific
theories.
According to this approach, science is
taught strictly by the scientific method.

4.

Theories of how utilitarian education spread across the
country are reviewed by Veysey [1965].

5.

Vocational programs such as home economics,
industrial arts and civic studies would become prominent
during the mid 1900s. These programs, called "social
efficiency programs" by David Snedden [in Drost, 1967],
were intended to promote technical advancement.
Very
nontraditional in nature, these programs concentrated
on occupational areas of study.
Some of the programs
overlap with professional programs, such as engineering.
What will be made clear further in the study, however,
is that these vocational programs differ from the
nontraditional programs such as regional planning, in
that occupational skills are the fundamental basis for
the courses.
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6.

See Cardinal John Henry Newman [1960] for an analysis
of the purpose of education.
Newman advocates a
liberal education which brings mind into form.
"When
the intellect has once been properly trained and
formed to have a connected view or grasp of things, it
will display its powers with more or less effect
according to its particular quality and capacity in
the individual" [p. XLIII].

7.

Hannah Arendt [1958] describes the launching of
the first satellite from earth:
"It was not pride or
awe at the tremendousness of human power and mastery
which filled the hearts of men, who now, when they
looked up from the earth through the skies, could
behold there a thing of their own making.
The
immediate reaction, expressed on the spur of the
moment, was relief about the first 'step toward escape
from men's imprisonment to the earth' [p.l].

8.

With the multiversity concept came the criticism that
cafeteria-style curricula were being implemented.
This
criticism has continued as new nontraditional programs
are created.

9.

Many professional programs initiated rigid certification
guidelines, such as nursing, architecture and
engineering and related fields.
Educational programs in
regional planning began undergoing a series of steps to
gain certification during the mid 1960s.
The
professional standard for students in regional planning
is the American Institute of Certified Planners (AICP)
examination, which tests the theoretical and practical
applications of regional planning and issues
certification into the AICP when passed.
Employers in
private and public planning agencies generally do not
set hiring criteria based on AICP status.
AICP
certification, however, may bring higher position or
compensation in some planning agencies.

10.

Followers of Agassiz lectured and set up work/study
natural science laboratories at Western State College
during the early 1900s.

11.

The emphasis on community service became a priority in
regional planning programs.
Studies of inner city
problem areas and rural farmland problems became the
focus of many planning classes.
Educators solicit
agencies in the field to link up with college classes.
Often plans are drawn up that are submitted by the
college to benefit the community.
The academic
institution offers the technical, policy analysis
skills to local town boards bound by fiscal constraints
in many cases.
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12.

Regional planning falls into the category of a "fad"
program according to supporters of the traditional
curriculum.
Critics link the program to the
environmental movement, and the computer tools
advancement in satellite imagery.

13.

Professors often bring sub-specialized research areas
to planning programs.
At Western, training in
meteorologic concepts, for example, has been the basis
for a series of courses taken by the students in the
planning major.

14.

It is this argument that is given by several members
of the Planning Department at Western when considering
the need of policy or other integrative courses.

15.

The four major reforms
educators were:

advocated by the general

1.

student participation in events and problem¬
solving in the community;

2.

training the individual
activate change;

3.

practicing

4.

developing a broadly defined

lifelong

to make decisions

to

learning;
intellect.

The emergence of these changes would mean a new
perspective on the role humans play in society.
General educators ask for a total commitment by the
student to participate in community situations
throughout one's life.
The active role called for is
unique in educational philosophy.
16.

In response to the rising numbers at college campuses,
the President's Commission on Higher Education under
President Truman developed a report, "Higher Education
for American Democracy," in which recommendations on
the social role of the colleges and universities were
made.
The Commission set three goals for higher
education:
1.

Education for a fuller realization of democracy
in every phase of living.

2.

Education directly and explicitly
understanding and cooperation.

3.

Education for the application of creative
imagination and trained intelligence to the solution
of social problems and to the administration of
public affairs.
[in Miller, 1988, p.123]

for international
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17.

The emergence of this egalitarian emphasis for higher
education influenced the direction that general
education would take.
Major influences on general
education included the development of the community
college system, and the institution of a general
education core at Harvard.
The mission of the
community college became one of serving the local
community by developing an education which provided
courses and programs which addressed the needs of the
community and the individuality of the students.
Equal access and services provisions were the underlying
principles of the admissions and curricula of the
community colleges.

18.

The social role of each individual within society was
emphasized in the objectives set forth for the general
education of American youth.
The objectives center
around the commitment of an individual to follow a
code of ethics which puts oneself in a socially unique
position within society.
The important aspects of
this type of lifestyle involves making oneself aware
of physical and social surroundings and making a
concerted effort to choose a personally rewarding and
satisfying vocation [Miller, 1988].
The Commission's
report stirred much controversy among the educational
leaders.
Hutchins argued against education for the
masses and in favor of classical education for the
intellectually able.
James Bryant Conant of Harvard
aligned himself with the proponents of the report who
believed that the
objectives embraced Jeffersonian
democratic ideals.
The public generally favored the
report, seeing the goals as an opportunity to make
education available to the masses.

19.

At Harvard the debate about liberal education and
general education involved the dichotomies of
diversity and unity, election and prescription, and
specialization and interdisciplinary [Miller,1988].
The debate focused on the philosophical issue of
commonality. The question became:
What is the role
of the university in preparing its citizens?
Is the
pragmatic role the most important, or do we return to
the traditional classic approach?
Harvard's definition
of education reveals a balance which the educators
were attempting to reach.
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20.

The curriculum that evolved from the philosophical soulsearching at Harvard was much more prescriptive than the
free elective system first proposed by Eliot.
The
solution to the dilemma of liberal education versus
general education at Harvard was the distribution
system, whereby a certain number of courses would be
required in general education, meeting specific units
in the humanities, social sciences,and sciences.
It
was recommended that the fragmentation of academic
specialization could be avoided through
interdisciplinary study.

21.

Dewey concentrates on the importance of the
individual in his theory of experiential learning.

22.

Professional education goals were redefined as they
relate to liberal education.
The student would learn
liberal values through a prescribed set of courses,
with adequate time to major in a specialized area.
Although the Harvard attempt to institute general
education fails to meet the paradigm of general
education in regard to a commonality centered
curriculum, innovation at Harvard did include
interdisciplinary study and the continuation of
general education beyond the typical two year period
previously advocated.

23.

Many thematic and interdisciplinary programs have
evolved over the past twenty years.
Of particular
importance to educators is whether the
interdisciplinary curriculum is based on general
education courses.
Courses which concentrate on the
development of individual interests in experiences and
projects which address contemporary life situations
are considered general education.

CHAPTER 2
DEFINING INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDY

This chapter is a literature review that deals with
the meaning of interdisciplinary study within the context
of the general education movement.
interdisciplinary,

The reasons why an

or integrated teaching-approach,

came

about are considered in light of major changes in educational
philosophy over the past forty years.
of interdisciplinary study,

Along with the history

the primary questions that have

arisen in structuring programs are also examined.

It is

these questions that many educators feel should be answered
before a program can be effective.

In the first part,

interdisciplinary study is defined by comparing the aspects
of traditional disciplinary study with integrated learning.
Several interpretations of what interdisciplinary study
involves are related to problems in curricular design.

The

second part considers several ways that theorists have
suggested to incorporate related concepts across disciplines
into course work.

In many cases these models or paradigms

of interdisciplinary education have been followed by
educators in designing programs.

Discipline Versus Interdisciplinary

Interdisciplinary study is defined by the Association
of Integrative Studies,
learning.

founded in 1979,

According to William Newell

as cross-discipline

[1986],

education

across disciplines means learning about related concepts
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from several disciplines that are integrated to form an
interdisciplinary field

[1].

Historically,

the roots of

the association can be traced back at least as far as the
General Systems Movement of the 1950s and the formation of
the society for General Systems Research

[Newell,

1986] [2] .

The General Systems Movement was formed in response to what
members felt was too much specialization in education.

The

systems-approach involved looking at a field as a whole and
analyzing how its respective parts related to each other.
The research involved analyzing what happens to the whole,
when certain conditions are imposed on topical areas.
example,in the field of biology,

For

agricultural science would

now be studied in terms of the relationships between
pesticides,

aquifers and crops.

The programs that are considered interdisciplinary by
the integrative studies advocates are those that include
courses structured around related concepts,

and not merely

courses containing a single topic across departments
[Newell,

1986][3].

The distinction here determines which

programs are models for integrative education.

Newell

[1986]

notes that Dewey and Meiklejohn are cited most as intellectual
inspiration for contemporary interdisciplinary programs

[4].

In order to understand the concept of interdisciplinary
study within the context of general education,
must be considered.
issues include,

According to Carl Haussman

several issues
[1979]

these

definitions of the terms discipline and

interdisciplinary, whether interdisciplinary efforts work
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best within the teaching or research contexts,

and what

disciplines lend themselves to interdisciplinary
connectedness

[in Kockelmans,

defines discipline as

1979],

Joseph Kiger

[1979]

"a recognized branch or segment of

knowledge within rational learning with certain generally
agreed upon canons and standards"

[in Kockelmans,

p.

52].

Kiger suggests several criteria to define a discipline.

The criteria for delineating a discipline include:
1)

the number of persons interested in and devoted
to its study;

2)

the relative importance of those persons;

3)

the discipline's generally reputed significance
in the academic structure;

4)

its age;

5)

the existence of a national learned society;

6)

membership of such a society on one of the three
national councils— The American Council of
Learned Societies, The Social Science Research
Council, or The National Academy of Sciences.

He estimates by these criteria there exist currently
over sixty disciplines.
[pp. 52-53]

When Kiger's criteria are strictly enforced, many gray
areas appear in delineating disciplines.

Specialization

has created many sub-areas of traditional disciplines.
Some theorists argue that these sub-areas—for example,
mass communication,

criminal justice,

regional planning--

could be considered disciplines based on a revised set of
criteria

[Seelig,

1978].

According to Seelig,

new criteria center on pragmatic,

the

interdisciplinary
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concerns.
advocates

The main point made by interdisciplinary
is

that an interdisciplinary

evaluated according to
learning.

fields.

[Alonso,

1978;

1980;

Joseph Kockelmans

educational

universities.
broaden the

1972].

maintains

that the concept of

learning can be applied in several

settings.

in professional

that the

a self-contained discipline.

and Mann,

[1979]

self-contained

theorists argue

field becomes

Levy,

cross-principles

applied many

fields will emerge as

At this point several

interdisciplinary

should be

the philosophy of cross-principles

When these criteria are

interdisciplinary

field

Interdisciplinary can be

functional

schools or liberal arts colleges
In the

former,

and

interdisciplinary efforts

focus of the curriculum.

In the latter,

interdisciplinary efforts unify the divergent elements of
the curriculum.

Thus,

is

the

professional,

if the main

function of the school

interdisciplinary efforts concentrate

on extending the programs to include professional
opportunities
the

for students.

If

interdisciplinary efforts

[Kockelmans,

the mission

are

integral

is

liberal arts,

to the curriculum

1979][5].

As disciplines become interdisciplinary in

instruction,

the teaching often becomes related to research efforts
[Jacobs,

1989].

It is

at this

juncture that new disciplines,

such as biochemistry or psycholinguistics,
methods

are

formed.

The

in these courses naturally go beyond the boundaries

of each discipline to solve particular problems.

Students
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begin

to

see

principles

the

research

[Jacobs,

the

other

[Kockelmans,
reflective

1979].

base

These

disciplines

can

Finally,
to

in other

fields

The
studies
years,

as

programs
area

is

as

it

disciplinary

study

overlap
names.

game.
and

seems

As

as
of

that

integrative,

to

in

to

to

be

problems

interdisciplinary

evident over

is

the

decisions

The

to

analyzed,

terms

becomes

The

list

what

Ph.D.

of

[1979].

name

an

twenty

concerning

following

attempt

past

1979].

interdisciplinary

of

are

tend

apply

from Kockelmans

this

list

of

examined.

knowledge

[Kockelmans,

taken

intertwining

body

have made

versus
the

art can be

a

1979].

particularly

is

or

the

terminology

terms

principles

described

especially complicated.
of

blend

underlying

understanding

for degrees

Essentially,

academic

of

to

provides

particular disciplines

administrators

definitions

tendency

for example,

the

be

[Kockelmans,

qualify

interrelated

form new disciplines

within

sources

become

natural

science

also

these

problem of
has

as

principles

referred

to

against which
such

related.

a

study of

Philosophy,

disciplines

the

have

disciplines

other

because

the

1989].

Certain disciplines
with

as

and

study

is

rename
an

enormous

evident

in

the
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Suggested Terminology

Discipline
A branch of learning or a field of study characterized
by a body of intersubjectively acceptable knowledge,
pertaining to a well-defined realm of entities,
systematically established on the basis of generally
accepted principles with the help of methodical rules
or procedures; e.g., mathematics, chemistry, history.
Disciplinary Work
In an educational context we speak of disciplinary work
as referring to scientific work (research, teaching, or
both) done by one or more scientists within the
boundaries of one discipline; e.g., work of a
mathematician or a group of mathematicians within the
realm of the discipline "mathematics."
Multidisciplinary Education
Education sought by a person who wishes to acquaint
himself with more than one discipline, although there
may be no connection at all between the disciplines
involved; it is often assumed that teaching and research
in this instance is done by educators who in each case
act as disciplinarians, under whom a person for instance
may study simultaneously or successively Greek, French,
and mathematics.
Pluridisciplinary Work
Scientific work (teaching, research, learning) done
by one or more scientists that implies such
juxtaposition or subordination of different disciplines
that the competence in one discipline presupposes a
rather thorough knowledge of other disciplines, e.g.,
a biologist who in addition to biology devotes himself
to physics, chemistry, and mathematics.
Interdisciplinary Work
Scientific work done by one or more scientists who
try to solve a set of problems whose solution can be
achieved only by integrating parts of existing
disciplines into a new discipline, e.g.,
psycholinguistics, biophysics.
This work does not
imply that the original disciplines themselves become
totally integrated, although this is not excluded
either.
The term predominantly refers to research and
only

secondarily

to

education.
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Crossdisciplinary Work
Scientific work done by one or more scientists who
try to solve a problem or a set of problems that no
discipline in isolation can adequately deal with, by
employing insights and methods or techniques of some
related disciplines, without, however, any attempts
being made to integrate the disciplines themselves or
even parts thereof into a new discipline. . . .
The scientists involved in such a project must have
some common ground; the work proceeds from such a
common ground but does not aim at developing this
ground; e.g., economics, social scientists, physicians,
and architects trying to find a better solution for the
housing problem in a large city.
This term is used
predominantly to refer to large research projects.
Transdisciplinary Work
Scientific work done by a group of scientists, each
trained in one or more different disciplines, with
the intention of systematically pursuing the problem
of how the negative side effects of specialization can
be overcome so as to make education (and research) more
socially relevant.
In transdisciplinary work the
discussion between the members of a carefully selected
group may also focus on the concrete problems with which
society confronts the members of a society or an
academic community.
The difference between
crossdisciplinary and transdisciplinary consists in
the fact that crossdisciplinary work is primarily
concerned with finding a reasonable solution for the
problems that are so investigated, whereas
transdisciplinary work is concerned primarily with the
development of an overarching framework from which the
selected problems and other similar problems should be
approached.

[pp.

127-128]

Although Kockelmans
and overlap
explains
certain

that

that

occurs

these

[1979]
in

terms

teaching methods.

course work

is

structured

this
can be

discusses

redundancy

list of definitions,
used

According
around

the

each

to
to

he

differentiate
Kockelmans'

typology,

interdisciplinary
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approach
Newell
argue
more

by

[1986],
that

the

important

areas.

The

theorists
to

relating

divided

that

than

the

for

and

remain

Structure

primary reason
traditional

of

study

create

disciplines

according

and

Sherif

and

another

one

discipline

throughout
difficult

the

single

this

the most

debated.

findings

theory

and

approach

[Jacobs,

1989].

not

begins.
this
to

argue
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to
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reason

know all
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it
the

techniques
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required
about
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even

Many educators

the
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where
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research
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concepts
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Interdisciplinary Courses

and Carolyn
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knowledge

content
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research
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Sherif
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of

:ration.

The realization that the two disciplines typically
operate at different levels of analysis, each with
its appropriate unit (i.e. individual or group) is
the thoroughfare for fruitful borrowing, on the one
hand, and the only way to avoid futile wrangling over
the respective prerogatives of the disciplines, on
the other hand.
[p. x]
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content areas,
applications,

rather than the current technical
should determine what is included in an

interdisciplinary program.

Specialization Versus Over-Specialization

Robert Costanza

[in Clark and Wawrytko,

1990]

states

that "disciplinary research seeks to increase knowledge
and techniques within a limited intellectual sphere while
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research are
multi-skilled and problem focused.

We need both?

the

problem is how to encourage both in proper proportions"
[p.

95].

Leading interdisciplinary advocates agree with

this theory that the student needs a certain basis in
specialization,

and also training to integrate concepts

across disciplines
1988;

Ruggiero,

[Clark and Wawrytko,

1988;

Sherif and Sherif,

1990;

O'Callaghan,

1969].

The strong support for specialization is maintained
because the theorists agree that these times of technical
advancement demand scientific knowledge.
happens according to the theorists,

Inevitably what

however,

is that as we

attempt to balance the curriculum specialization becomes too
rigid within the curriculum.
which Alfred North Whitehead
century ago as

It is this over-specialization
[1929]

described nearly half a

"the fatal disconnection of subjects which

kills the vitality of our modern curriculum"

[p.123].
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The inflexible boundaries that are set up to create
specialization is the major problem prohibiting
interdisciplinary education according to Professor Lynton
K.

Caldwell

[1983]:

The need to organize and focus complex bodies of
knowledge is a consequence of human inability to
wisely and effectively utilize that knowledge in
disconnected specialized increments.
Unless a better
means of integrating and focusing our expanding
knowledge is achieved, the advancement of all
knowledge may be frustrated by the massive
incoherence of increasing specialization.
Indeed,
the future of reductionist science and specialization
may depend upon our ability to relate their
components to a hierarchy of knowledge designed to
integrate successive levels of complexity
dynamically, [in Clark, Ed., 1990, p. 220]

It is the separation of course work that precludes
what Professor Caldwell

[1983]

meta-disciplinary education,

refers to as

or an integration of complex

concepts across disciplines.

Russell Peterson

[1990]

argues that this issue of integration supports the theory
that the Ph.D.
training,

specialists,

due to their narrowness of

are blind to the needs of professional

generalists.

Peterson

[1990]

defines the knowledge

required to cope with contemporary problems as a knowledge
of a higher order.
one discipline,

This order,

rather than training in

requires more rigorous training in a

meta-discipline.

The specialist,

interconnections,

looks at a "meta-discipline" with a

jaundiced view

[Henderson,

not seeing the

and Henderson,

1974].
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In response to the criticism of specialization,
■al theorists have developed ways to create the
■discipline.

Newell

[1986]

recommends an approach

creates integrative courses,
[rated curriculum.

rather than an

Newell believes that the coherence

tfe curriculum is the responsibility of the
tiiistration.

The faculty should be concerned with the

Irrative nature of each course.

In this way,

the

fjty controls what content is included in each course,
:by establishing the mode of thinking and action to
>1 rt educational outcomes.
* 1

[1986]

This method supports what

describes as the "big questions" that should

eisede details of knowledge to solve complex problems
tjcularly in the field of environmental and regional
ling,
-

where problems such as acid rain and

station have reached such a complex

global scale.

(ding related concepts is the only way to solve these
b ams.
'Jewell

[1986]

emphasizes that in the

:a-lisciplinary approach the student should have equal
iiij.ng in analytic and synthetic models of thinking.

If

Lsupproach is followed, Newell maintains that the
idut will recognize the depth and specialized nature of
s|. 1*aditional disciplines,

as well as the broad aspects

lr terconnecting disciplines.

Students would be more

ed to deal with complex issues by being more

:ep ive to alternative ways of thinking.

The
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1)

They must have carefully conceived design
features:
a scope and sequence, a cognitive
taxonomy to encourage thinking skills, behavioral
indicators of attitudinal change, and a solid
evaluation scheme.

2)

They must use both discipline-field based and
interdisciplinary
experiences for students in
the curriculum. [1989, p.2]

Jacobs

[1989]

content design.

sets up a continuum of options for

The options include discipline-based,

parallel-disciplines, multi-disciplinary and
interdisciplinary units.
the traditional,

The discipline-based design is

separate-discipline option.

Unquestionably this is the most common design.

The

parallel design sets up sequences of lessons that
correspond to each other in content areas in several
disciplines.

Jacobs

[1989]

explains that the professors

include content in courses that relate,

yet little attempt

is made to link the curriculum across the disciplines.
multi-disciplinary,

certain related disciplines are

brought together to investigate a theme or issue.
interdisciplinary option,

In the

the full range of disciplines

within the curriculum is brought together.

This option is

not intended to replace the discipline-field approach.
Jacobs

[1989]

In

claims the discipline and the

interdisciplinary approaches are mutually supportive.
When choosing the interdisciplinary approach, David
Ackerman advises setting up a framework within which to
design the curriculum

[Jacobs,

1989].

Ackerman states

that two primary questions should direct the activity:
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"Does it make intellectual sense to integrate certain
parts of the curriculum?
all things considered?"

Does it make practical sense,
[p.

25].

Ackerman sets up several

criteria to guide the curriculum team in designing an
"organizing center," or topic that cuts across two or more
disciplines

[in Jacobs,

1989,

p.

26].

Ackerman insists

that the content for the course work must be valid.
valid,

By

he means that the professors must verify that the

identified concepts support the interdisciplinary topic.
Ackerman

[1989]

the disciplines.

also speaks in terms of validity for

Some concepts,

he explains, will only

add information, whereas others will enhance learning in
the discipline-based curriculum by clarifying theories in
both disciplines.

For example,

an explanation of the pH

test for acid precipitation will add information to an
environmental science class.

But the exercises to learn

the chemical formula that breaks down the concentration of
hydrogen and ion levels will teach a fundamental
scientific theory.

Knowledge of this chemical bonding

helps to clarify the scientific principles that in turn
will show pollution levels.

Validity beyond the

disciplines refers to the theory that various parts of
disciplines are drawn together and through this
integration clarify concepts across disciplines.
Thus,

the major problem according to the

interdisciplinary theorists is not specialization,
over-specialization

[Jacobs,

1989].

but

William Reckmeyer
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[1990]

describes it as

"our predilection for parochial

modes of inquiry that prevent people from seeing the
connections common to different situations"
p.

54].

The narrow specialist,

[Clark,

Reckmeyer states,

Ed.,

"tends

to emphasize the parts while obscuring the whole.
Students are taught to count trees while the forest burns
down around them"

[p.

68].

The issue is to keep the

amount of investigative training necessary to apply
scientific criteria,

but at the same time introduce

interdisciplinary training.

Several Paradigms of Interdisciplinary Education

According to Reckmeyer

[1990]

the main

interdisciplinary paradigms include approaches that are
sometimes called multidisciplinary and sometimes
transdisciplinary.

These approaches combine insights and

skills from two or more perspectives to examine a problem.
Reckmeyer claims that integrative approaches go beyond
interdisciplinary paradigms by "subsuming multiple
perspectives within an overarching framework that
synthesizes insights and skills from several fields in a
unified meta-disciplinary process applicable to a broad
range of topics"

[p.

58].

Reckmeyer further explains that

distinguishing between disciplinary types is difficult.
The boundaries are not necessarily obvious.
reason,

For this

Reckmeyer sets up several ways to explain these

distinctions.
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One way to consider the paradigms is to take a
graphical approach

[Reckmeyer,

1990].

Reckmeyer states

that disciplinary paradigms can be considered I-types,
that reflect their focus on depth.

The implicit

assumption is that reality can be fully understood by
independently studying the nature of its constituent parts
and processes.

The emphasis is on detailed knowledge,

and

specific learning about the parts that make up the whole.
They emphasize the separate kinds of trees that make up
the universal forest.
paradigms H-types,

Reckmeyer calls interdisciplinary

or approaches that reflect their focus

on depth with some breadth.

Comparative knowledge,

centered around common themes or related studies,
main emphasis.

often

is the

This approach trains the student to learn

more about the "combinations of trees that make ours such
a heterogeneous forest"

[Reckmeyer,

in Clark,

1990,

p.

59] .
Finally,

Reckmeyer

paradigms as N-types.
with some depth,

[1990]

describes integrative

These approaches focus on breadth

and "argue that understanding is maximized

when it incorporates an appreciation of principles that are
isomorphic to different aspects of the world"
Clark,

1990,

knowledge,

p.

59].

[Reckmeyer,

The emphasis here is to unify

and to concentrate on the organization of the

trees and the forest as a whole.
Reckmeyer

[1990]

also differentiates among the three

types of paradigms by metaphorically comparing them to the

in
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types of microcomputer systems.

Disciplinary approaches are

like memory typewriter programs that are highly specialized
and complete only one software application.

Information

among several computer programs cannot be processed with the
memory typewriter.

The IBM PC and other personal

computers that have the capability to perform multiple
kinds of applications by interfacing programs on one
machine are like the interdisciplinary approach.

These

computers are pulling information across a program,

but

the operator still has to learn to separate procedures for
each program and to work only on one task at a time.
Integrative approaches are more like the second-generation
computers,

such as the Macintosh that includes a master

operating system with specified procedures for unrelated
programs.

These computers enable the operator to work

simultaneously on a diverse range of tasks and manipulate
material among programs
Reckmeyer

[1990]

systems approach.

[in Clark, Ed.,

1990].

labels his integrative approach—a

This approach combines a practical

science component with cybernetics.

Cybernetics is a

systems approach that involves studying how the various
parts of a system influence the unified whole
1986].

[Newell,

The theory for this paradigm concentrates on

patterns that underlie the physical,

biological,

social

and technological forces of the physical and social
sciences.

Reckmeyer claims that complex problems can be

understood when treated as a system of "interdependent
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parts that interact with their environments in universal
ways"

[in Clark,

1990,

p.

60],

This approach emphasizes

implementation of systematic techniques and group
research,

since complex situations require related

collective efforts.

Reckmeyer believes the systems

approach is the most effective remedy to revise curricula
that are over-specialized.

Because the approach applies

universally across disciplines,

and it demands

communication and cooperation in its initial stages,
Reckmeyer concludes that the approach minimizes
information overload.
In order to institute the systems approach within the
curriculum,

George Bugliarello

[1990]

suggests the

construction of a global network to organize the teaching
[in Clark, Ed.,

1990],

Whether professors specialize or

generalize will depend on what areas of study are
determined to be major areas and what areas are
supplemental areas to the field of study under question.
According to Bugliarello

[1990] ,

some professors will have

to specialize to a greater depth to satisfy the scientific
formulation and technical applications areas.
professors,

Other

in the meantime, will become generalists and

carry out the function of training students to integrate
what they learn from the specialists.
professors,

Both groups of

the specialists and the generalists, will need

to be versed in many related subject areas in order to
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teach the

students

disciplines

[Bugliarello,

Robert Malone
relating

a system,

reducible to the
system means

sum of

interconnections among the

1990].
describes

the systems approach by

as

a

functional whole not

its parts.

"Curing a

understanding a

coordinate the

Malone

states

in its entirety and what contributes

its maintenance"
problems we are

the higher organization.

to

systems problem means knowing how the

system operates

[in Clark,

1990,

p.

171].

sub-specialists.

ecologist,

and

to

The global

facing need world-systems experts

trained to analyze and synthesize
demographer,

Thus,

recognizing how each component contributes

functioning of

that,

[1990]

the

the complexity of global problems to a system.

Malone defines

the

to see

to

For example,

a person

information

from the

biologist to solve

environmental pollution and regional planning problems
would be

such an expert.

Realistically, How Can Interdisciplinary
Study Be Implemented?

When considering the various paradigms,
that no matter which one

is

implemented,

involved in the discipline must first be
[Jacobs,

1989].

and group of

identified
include

skills necessary to solve

in that particular discipline.

under study is

the principles

The principles of a discipline

the major theories
problems

it is clear

interdisciplinary,

from several related disciplines.

If the

field

the principles must come
The problem is
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professors know some areas very well,
superficially
principles
becomes.

[Jacobs,

1989],

and other areas only

In determining the

of an interdisciplinary

field,

the question

What is essential to the study of this

Phyllis O'Callaghan

[1988]

answers

this question by

differentiating between interdisciplinary,
calls

a contextual-teaching approach.

that

few,

into one course.

if any of us,

material

Each

she

0'Callaghan's

from several
[1988]

point is

are capable of genuine

interdisciplinary teaching,
into a curriculum.

and what

This approach

involves adding concept areas of knowledge
disciplines

field?

or fully incorporating concepts

field

is

too rich,

and each body of

too vast for any one professor to know any more

than related contextual areas
O'Callaghan,
who stand

in other words,

to add to the study.
does not

fault the professors

"on the borders of disciplines

and do a certain

amount of translation or promulgation for our colleagues
on opposite
example,

sides

of those borders"

[p.

19-20].

For

an urban historian might add an area of study in

the historical significance of preserving Grand Central
Station

in New York City that would provide a historic

context beyond the expertise of the generalist regional
planner.
of

But,

very few historians could provide any depth

study on economic

centers

across

funding practices

the United States,

for transportation

an area of study very

important in the training of planners.
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O'Callaghan

[1988]

including contextual
"Superficiality,

justifies

study areas by stating,

in other words,

partiality which excludes
Jacobs

[1989]

principles

contends,

is better

the essential"

the process

than a
[p.

what areas would add
standpoint,
the

19].

As

study shows

fundamental to the

support materials.

field,

and

From this

the new field of study that is developed
fundamental knowledge,

around which the

field evolves,

Often these basic
discipline,

form of

of determining the

that are essential to a field of

what areas of knowledge are

includes

this practice of

theories come

and the

or the basic

theories

and related concept areas.
from one particular

related concepts

from disciplines

that

have historically been connected to the main discipline.
For example,

in the case of regional planning,

discipline of geography supplies
of

land-use analysis.

business/economics,

the

the basic knowledge areas

Historically,

biology,

history,

and political science have had

connections with geography.
The principles

and related areas

designate a particular

that are chosen to

field will dictate whether

education is effective.

O'Callaghan

[1988]

defines the

choice

as one between breadth and fragmentation.

choice

is not between the

'superficial'

the

and the

"Our
'true,'

but between the necessary broad view and the hopelessly
fragmented one"

[0'Callaghan,

1988,

p.

20].

The related
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concepts

act as

areas of

study.

become

secondary materials to clarify
The

issue of whether the education will

fragmented is avoided,

determined

around each principle

connected to
planning,

if

the principles are

first and the related concepts

linkage occurs,

the primary

[0'Callaghan,

are grouped

1988].

If

this

subject matter will most likely be

the system.

for example,

In the case of regional

the geographic

factors

that

determine whether a parcel

is developable would

identified.

that relate to

such as

Then concepts

soil and drainage

suitability,

first be

site analysis,

would be

integrated

into the curriculum from other disciplines.

Summary

This chapter considers

the meaning of

interdisciplinary study in light of the various
interpretations of the concept by educators.
underlying theme of this discussion is
different ways

teaching.

to be developed,

criteria
selecting

that educators have

of expressing what they mean by

cross-principles
is

The major

But,

if an effective program

certain criteria must be met.

involve determining the principles of a
the most appropriate

the principles.

The ways

related concepts

to carry out these

These
field and

to support

steps

involve

some type of borrowing content across disciplines.
Different models or paradigms have been developed to
support problem-solving approaches within the curriculum.
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Whatever approach

is

followed,

consider according to the
aspect of balance

the most important point to

integrative theorists

in the curriculum

[Newell,

is

the

1986].

The

amount of broad-based theory should be balanced by an
appropriate amount of technical
obviously depends on the

skills

field of

It makes more

whether a program should be
meta-disciplinary.
words,

Less

while certain

[1988]

summarizes to

rather than deliberating
labeled transdisciplinary or

focus

on what the process

Breadth

added to the curriculum.

sense as O'Callaghan

concentrate on these issues,

This

study involved.

in certain disciplines may be required,
technical skills may need to be

training.

should be put,

is called and more

in other
focus

put on

how to carry out the process.
The
process,

literature

is clear on the

that is to identify the

involved in the

field of

is

But,

less

clear.

study makes

sense.

study.

first

step of the

fundamental

What to do after this

to make each program an
The variations

institution would preclude

theories
step

individual case

from institution to

following any formal guidelines.

In the next chapter the interdisciplinary nature of regional
planning will be explored
for

in order to provide

the background

the case study in interdisciplinary education.
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End Notes

1.

The main goal of the Association is to "promote
interchange of ideas in arts and sciences in
intellectual and organizational issues related to
integrative studies" [Newell, 1986 p. 2].
The
Association strives to:
1)

2)

3)

4)

articulate the nature of integrative studies and
to document the importance for higher education
and society;
meet standards for excellence for conduct of
integrative studies in both teaching and
research;
maintain a communication network for exchange
of scholarly and pedagogical information on
integrative study among faculty and administration
in higher education;
enhance the research and teaching in Integrative
Studies by promoting development of
interdisciplinary theory, methodology and
curricular design.
Since 1973, over
seventy-percent (70%) of the current
interdisciplinary general education
programs were started, as were two thirds of
honors science/technology/society and women's
studies programs, and one-half of the humanities
and "major" programs.

2.

The General Systems Movement was patterned to a great
extent on the system of military strategies.

3.

If the main function of the school is professional,
the interdisciplinary efforts concentrate on
extending the programs to include professional
opportunities for students.
If the mission is
liberal arts, the interdisciplinary efforts are
integral to the curriculum [Kockelmans, 1979].
The
important point to note throughout the organization
of disciplines and specialization is the function of
the discipline.

4.

Most are unaware of the roots of integrative education
and cite sui generis.
There is an absence of reference
to Dewey and progressivism.

.

5

"Interdisciplinary and progressive education, which
were lumped together by educative reformers of the
1960s are now becoming more disassociated" [Newell,
1986, p. 239].

CHAPTER 3
REGIONAL PLANNING AS AN ACADEMIC FIELD:
FROM ITS ROOTS TO ITS EVOLUTION IN HIGHER EDUCATION
In this chapter,

we will see that city planning as a

profession influenced to a great extent the development
of regional planning as an academic field.

Of particular

significance has been the influence on the theories and
practical applications of problem-solving, which is
instrumental in the design of academic programs.
with the theories,

certain conflicts,

or tensions,

Along
that

have developed in planning practice have become part of
the educational process

[1],

To examine the history is to

define particular periods in the evolution of planning,
identify the tensions of each period,

and show how the

tensions have influenced planning educators in designing
programs.
The first part of this chapter outlines the
historical periods of city planning,

from the early phase

of Greek town-planning to the modern phase beginning in
the 1930s.

Comparing the major events of city planning in

the United States shows parallels with the trends from
physical to classical planning,

and finally to urban

reform in planning practice.
The second part examines how the tensions that are
inherent in planning practice have been carried over into
planning education.

It is argued that these tensions have

caused conflicts in defining regional planning in the
first place,

and in determining which educational
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components should be included in a program.

A brief

historical outline of academic planning programs shows how
the interdisciplinary nature of regional planning has been
carried out in the academy

[2].

Early Beginnings

The history of human settlement patterns can be
traced to ancient times
[1946]

contends,

on settlements,

[Scott,

1969] .

As Alfred Bettman

there is evidence that order was imposed
creating towns,

as early as 2,500 BC.

Artifacts have been found in the earliest towns in Egypt
and Asia,

the ancient Maya cities of Central America,

the Greek and Roman Empires.

and

It was the Greeks who first

thought about the design of cities as a planning activity
[Scott,

1969].

Physical designs placed sacred buildings

and public spaces around an agora,

a central marketplace,

and transportation routes radiated from the village
center.

Hippodamus,

a Greek who has been called the first

town planner, was the first to design the gridiron plan of
geometric street layout.
eastward,

As the Greek influence spread

planners designed new towns which followed the

central village pattern

[Bettman,

In the second century BC,

1946] [3].

the Roman Empire out

powered the Greek advance and formed many strategic
outposts

[Bettman,

summarizes,

1946] .

eventually,

As Mellier Scott

[1969]

the Greek cities throughout the

Mediterranean area were overtaken by the Romans.

The
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Roman Empire

reached the culmination of

the conquest of Britain

in

43 AD.

its expansion with

The Romans brought with

them town planning skills which they used to
towns,

including London.

The street pattern was gridiron

and the plan always centered around the
urban amenities—forum,
baths

[Sutcliffe,

temples,

1980].

recognize urban problems
rudimentary
land use.

Europe

typical

amphitheater and public

The Romans were the
in congested areas

first to

and

formulated

zoning restriction to prevent inappropriate
The

fall of the Roman Empire occurred scarcely

a hundred years after
capital,

found many

the

foundation of

its eastern

signaling the coming of the Dark Ages

[Bettman,

1946].

Politically,

in western

the Dark Ages were a

struggle to defend territory and contribute to war
efforts,
[Scott,

leaving little recourse

for town development

1969].

Just as
planning,

the Dark Ages marked the demise of town

the Renaissance marked the emergence of urban

theory and practical aesthetic applications
planning

[Scott,

1969].

to town

As Scott describes,

the classical

Georgian tradition in architecture and planning became
widespread across

the European continent during the

eighteenth century and several decades of the nineteenth.
An emphasis on garden and piazza design with grand plans
of baroque architecture was an attempt by the planners to
create the

ideal,

utopian city.

The grand scale of

planning during the Renaissance Era

is unique

the

in city
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planning history,
grandiose design

as no other period exhibits such
[Bettman,

In the latter 1800s,

1946].
the Industrial Revolution which

caused mass urbanization and industrialization,
the way planners approached city problems
According to Scott

changed

[Branch,

1966].

[1969], with the Industrial Revolution

came increased manufacturing,
transportation congestion.

overcrowding,

and

This period marks the first

time planners had to learn to consider economic and
social,

as well as physical aspects to planning problems

on a large scale

[Sutcliffe,

1980].

Each stage in the development of city planning
indicates a particular way of thinking about settlement
patterns

[Alden,1974].

Jeremy Alden states that studying

the design of these early cities reveals that planners
organized space in a highly structured manner, with
distinct public and private areas.
affected national policies,

planners responded by becoming

involved in defensive planning.

Again,

restraints during the Renaissance,
predominated.
Revolution,

As political events

free of political

classic design

And finally, with the Industrial

the planner was faced with the realities of

massive industrialization

[Branch,

1966].

The patterns of settlement reflect an overall land
ethic held by people during a particular era.

How

planning problems are solved dictates how land will be
used

[Branch,

1966].

Influenced by several of the trends
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of the

first planners,

city planning

Some Trends

we now turn to the development of

in the United States.

United States City Planning:
from the Past, but Mostly a Private Matter

City planning

in the United States has

some planning approaches

from the past,

has evolved into its own unique
favors the private property
describes

the

but predominately

form of planning which

[Branch,

1966],

Melvin Branch

types of city planning design applications

in the United States.
have

incorporated

In rural New England,

some towns

adopted the Greek village concept with a central

commons.

In several major cities,

Washington,

the

such as Chicago and

influence of the classicists

high-design plazas
settlement patterns

and malls.
across

But,

is

evident in

in general,

the United States have become

suburban sprawl areas.
City planning

in the United States dates

1800s and can be divided

from the mid

into several distinct periods:

1)

the period of reform in housing and public health
standards during the mid to late 1800s;

2)

the period of idealism in creation magnificent,
beautiful cities in the late 1800s to early
1900s;

3)

the period of stagnation and diversion to war
during the late 1930s to mid 1940s; and the
period of funding boom followed by funding drain
from the 1960s to the present [So and Hand, 1986].

The period of reform in U.S.

city planning

in the mid

1800s dealt with problems created by the Industrial
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Revolution
planners

[Bettman,

during

environmental

improve
modern

of

this

city

controls,

use

of

air

conditions

came

in

the

governmental

control

versus

rules

various

and

of

is

Sutcliffe
social

and

reform

indicative

design-oriented

economic
As

As
and

a

began

result,
living

to
a

call

for

standards

local

levels

of

water

supplies,

was

heard

install

contagious

support

[Scott,

1969] [5] .

and

of
rights,

basis
at

the

for

the

Industrial

rather

1980].
learn

in

at both

than

As Anthony
to

react

as
the

the

national

well

as

the

degradation.

housing
the

to

industrial

worsened,

extent of

effective

diseases

to

officials,

Movements

full

1969][4].

conditions

the

the

large-scale

improvements

planning.

control

of

to

the drive

issue

controls

response

had

to

demanding

development

[Scott,

and city

recognize

The

The

toward

With

would become

planners

policy administrators
public,

rights.

[Sutcliffe,

unsanitary

controls

steps

functional,

overlays

standards.

States.

land-use

in
of

planning

maintains,

development.

of

solving

from citizens

era,

[1969],

pollution,

first

private

government

spirit of

Revolution

this

regulations

levels

The

in

on

implement

the

opposition
property

the

to

Scott

housing

United

private

originated

poor

were

their

which

an water

authorities

planning

for

of

to

concentrated

congestion and

local

these

According

period

problems

transportation
attempts

1946].

conditions

national

and

to develop clean

sewerage

create

systems,

parks were

Frederick Law Olmstead,

gaining
the
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first American
plans

landscape

for Central

Franklin

Park

Park

planner,

in New York

in Boston.

the

country,

design

and

implement park

urban

as

such

and monuments marks
planning

in

to

[1969],

Scott

became
an
the

the

known

attempt

developed

engineers
intended

on a

The

of

space

outdoor

idealism

the

the

of

boulevard

to

nation

inspire

civic

union

the model

the

stations,
the

project

in Jackson,
and

boulevard,
for

city

buildings

resurgence

public

of

1969].

[Branch,

banks

an example

regional

a model

country during

centers,

of

a

which

The Exposition,

the municipal

architecture

across

as

[Scott,

of

1893,

is

scheme

the

fountains

According

architects

design

project

a

and

in American

1980].

Fair,

was

and other

together

Lakefront did

city halls,

art,

to

1969] [6].
green

design.

Burnham,

Burnham,

across

thirty years,

followed

aesthetic

Daniel

present

that

create

and

spread

taught others

[Sutcliffe,

grand-scale

called

style

and

[Scott,

of

scale

Boston Commons

The Columbian Exposition of

classical design

Chicago's

to

period

1800s

to promote

to

designers

explains

plans

large

influence

The Chicago World's

Chicago.

classic

designed

as municipal

the

late

as

brainchild

Park,

he

aesthetic movements

amenities,

and

Olmsted's

across

The

designed

to

1966].
the

Branch

libraries,

grand-classic

the

next

and college

on

twenty

to

monumental
buildings

design.
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Beyond

architectural

influenced

Columbian Exposition

The City Beautiful Movement (which advocated
programs to clean up and beautify the city);

2)

civic improvement designs
buildings;

3)

the

4)

tourist momentum to visit major downtown
areas.

The

expansion of

the

commissions were

emphasis

reinforced
reform

the

1966].

At

the

solve

the

problems

order

to

the

social workers

support

by Charles Mulford
Horace McFarland,

same

for

city

in

The

the

articles

Turbell,

Lincoln

Steffens,

Sinclair

and others,

the

earlier

maintains

felt

spirit

early

1900s

ready to
In

several

about ways

problems

of J.
of

of

the muckrakers,

Ida M.

Ray

Stannard Baker,

Upton

disclosed

alliances

to

and Towns,

the publications
the

in

alienated.

improvements,

and

city
as

that

sociologists

drew attention to

The

however,

Improvement of Cities

Robinson,

of

improvements waned

[1969]
and

aspects

time,

priority

of urbanization

problems.

urbanization.

the

Scott

began writing

city

1957].

public welfare

1980][7].

response,

reformers

city

a direct result of The City

and pleasurable

became

reform for basic

gain

economy;

of The City Beautiful Movement

reforms

[Sutcliffe,

for municipal

national

also

[Perloff,

aesthetic

[Branch,

aesthetic

also

several movements:

Beautiful Movement

solve

the

1)

Planning

of

design,

between

corrupt
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political
Besides

machines

reforms,

professionals
Robinson,

in

specialist
efforts
study,

the

plans.

general

on

just after
to

leaders

D.C.

in

this

and

for

1969].

commissions

planning
need

and

for

to

called

art

1909

and

to

of

for
a

and

cities.

new type

of

coordinate
the

specialized

city-building

[Scott,

administrative
of

levels

programs
regarding

economic,

and

analysis,

or

over which

the

planing

agencies

[Scott,
City

City Beautiful

to

issues

conference

leading

the

years
planners

began

at

this

discussed,

for

city

a

time

educational

[9].

As

struggle
as

a

problems
[10].

in

to

and

planning

configuration

to develop

1974].

drive

professional

follow erupted
and

the

[Susskind,

[1974] ,

in

of

In

configuration of

scientific

approach

the

of Congestion,

1969][8].

the

be

basis

political
a

at

to

Problems

goals

formally

began

First National

progressive movements

Susskind

planning

the

discuss

functional

to Lawrence

at

and

first planning

institutionalize

The

the

convened

planning

practical

country

the

Robinson

link-up with other

According

urban

of

experts,

city Planning

comprehensive

ensured

called

cited

science

[Scott,

1969] .

Washington,

goals

business

charge

to help other

conference

more

take

particular,

Many city

began

big

the writings

to

to make

[Scott,

and

and

A debate

regional

circles

social,

and

across

the

1969].

Planning Movement by
and The

1912

City Efficient

was

a blend

[Perloff,

of

1957].

The
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According

to

Harvey Perloff

movements were
Ideas
land
the

for
use

the

integrated
direction

controls

national

and

the

themes

of

both

and called The City Functional.

of

the

conferences

[1969] ,

technical

schemes

to

city problems were
held each year

enforce

discussed

at

[Branch,

1966] [11] .
During
to

economic

1966].
to

the war years,
planning

Branch

for

private

the

1960s,

planning
The
planning
key

the

and

that

country

after

were

[12].

from the

that

involves

the

the

tract-home

Abundant

funding

controls

cutbacks

of

of

the

evolution of

the

planning
the

formation of

[Susskind,
political

the way planners made

the various

phases

of

city

practice

public
in

national

perspectives

influencing

practices

for

present.

academy

the

system

the

effects

influenced by

the movement

to

influence

involved

[Branch,

1970s

and United States

at

funding

the wars

diverted

interstate-highway

followed by massive

historical

programs

thinking

efforts

redevelopment and environmental

programs

trends

the war

created massive

an extensive

automobiles

housing and

support

summarizes

suburbanize

developments

to

urban planning became

city

point out

two

planning

1974].

The

structure
decisions.

planning history

first

trend

had on
Examining
shows

that

the

in any particular period was very much
politics
shape

of

the

planning

times.
policy

Governmental
in

terms

of

the
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programs and plans

that will be

supported

[Susskind,

1974] .
Whether building design and settlement patterns
followed the grandiose design that predominated throughout
the Renaissance or followed periods of
planning,
funding
This

such as

in the Middle Ages,

support at the national

level

limited city
would depend on the
[Branch,

1966].

same pattern can be traced through United States

planning practice.
abundant land,

With vast natural resources

and

the United States government set a

precedent of expansive private development in the early
1900s and has continued this practice over its history.
The only slow periods of development occurred during the
war years and budget crisis years

[Scott,

1969] .

The other trend that is evident in the history and
has directly influenced the

structure of planning programs

is the interdisciplinary nature of city planning
1966].

As Branch states,

[Branch,

it is clear from the description

of city problems throughout the historical periods
knowledge and techniques

from more than one discipline are

required to solve city planning problems.
overwhelming sanitation,

that

The

transportation and environmental

problems of the Industrial Revolution,

for example,

required training in diverse areas of water and air
pollution control,

and circulation design.

part of this chapter deals with the

The next

interdisciplinary

nature of regional planning at the academy by first
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reviewing

the concept of

interdisciplinary studies

specifically within the planning

The

Interdisciplinary Nature of Regional Planning

A review of the
planning

theorists

interdisciplinary
Perloff,

literature

shows

that the

leading

support the notion that planning
field

[Faludi,

Friedmann,

1973;

is

an

and

1957].

As John Gaus
of

literature.

several

[1969]

states city planning

is made up

related disciplines.

City planning, it held, was not merely a special field
for the application
of the skill of any single
profession, such as engineering or landscape
architecture, but must draw upon the several arts and
sciences, including architecture, political economy,
the science of government, sociology, sanitary science,
physical geography, and publicity, public movement and
organizations, [in Scott, 1969, p. 266]

The question

for the theorists became how to define

the areas of knowledge
education.

that should be

included in planning

From the same report by Gaus

[1969]

came a

description of the knowledge the city planner needs

to have:

Even though it might be impractical for any one man to
be master of all aspects of city planning, he should be
a master of one, at least, which provides training in
design, and in addition, should possess a sufficient
understanding of the manner in which others impinge
upon his total problem to be able to coordinate the
efforts of other specialists in any project on
research, teaching, or practice, [in Scott, 1969,
p. 266]

Several planning
revisions

theorists offered curricular

to support the generalist with a specialty
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approach.

Scott

[1969]

suggests

that the areas of

knowledge that the city planner needs
solve complex urban problems are
engineering,
all

these

law or medicine.

fields,

but

to know in order to

not purely architecture,

Somehow it shares

in essence

the planner has

ties with
to know

enough general education and enough specialization to be
effective.
versus

The value of technical knowledge and skills

social

science knowledge

the argument of what should be
Perloff

[1956]

knowledge areas were

emphasizes
included

approach should involve
address and resolve
of neighborhoods,
regions.

that no matter what
in a planning core,

systematic,

social,

cities,

in the curriculum.

the

creative techniques

to

physical and economic problems

suburbs

and metropolitan
from related disciplines

synthesize and evaluate data and offer

alternatives

planners,

included

It should pull concepts

to analyze,

define the

and measurement entered

for action

[13].

But as educators began to

field and areas of knowledge needed to educate
it became clear that even the planners had no

universal understanding of

the concept of planning

Patsy Healey

that the definition of

city planning

[1982]

argues

itself.

is not clear.

The definition of planning, as we all know, is
notoriously problematic.
For some, it is societal
guidance, for others all government action.
To some
again it is environmental regulation while others
denying planning any objective existence, [p.18]
[14]
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The only clear starting point from which to begin
to define planning according to Healey

[1982]

is to

describe how planning is a distinctive governmental
activity.

Planning is a distinctive activity, that of formally
regulating and guiding sets of events, and is
undertaken by government institutions in specific
programs involving branches [sectors] and levels of
government.
In this way it is possible to identify
planning as a concrete activity undertaken by
identifiable actors and institutions, leading to
outcomes which can be evaluated against objective
criteria [1982, p. 19]

If this definition were clear,
problem planning as Healey

planners would have no

[1982]

suggests.

Planners

would have no question about entering the process of
regulating and guiding sets of events.

The fact is much

confusion evolves around this definition;
definitions in the literature.
somehow a planner mediates,

or any number of

Most theorists agree that

or coordinates events by

prescribing actions within a public government structure
or private agency.
is not

But how this mediation is accomplished

clear.

Historically,

then,

there are several areas in which

planning educators have come into conflict:

the

interdisciplinary nature of regional planning;

the

argument over whether the planner is a generalist or a
specialist;

and the value of the technical,

planning approach versus humanistic,
[Perloff,

1957].

scientific

social planning

Educators have dealt with these tensions
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in trying to define regional planning as an academic field
[Branch,

1966] [15] .

When these tensions are brought to the academy,
problems arise in program design
According to Harvey Perloff,
incorporate a systematic,

[Perloff,

1957] [16].

disagreement about how to

integrative approach begins to

occur when courses are designed

[17].

As representatives

from each of the disciplines see themselves in a
particular teaching role,

it becomes difficult to reach a

consensus on a team effort.

It is at this point that

several educators redefine interdisciplinary teaching in
regional planning and offer alternatives to the
interdisciplinary approach
and Seelig,

1972] [18].

[Alonso,

1971;

Brooks,

1972;

The major argument involves the

way the teaching team should be organized.
William Alonso

[1971]

argues that an alternative to

the interdisciplinary core should be an urban and regional
science core.

Alonso supports the theory that regional

planning is a discipline.

He states that the priority

should be a scholarly emphasis in urban and regional
problems.

This differs from an interdisciplinary

collaborative of disciplines related to regional planning
[19].

Alonso claims that specialists in the socioeconomic

aspects of urban and regional development exist,

and too

much effort goes into inventing regional planning.

The

problem with this argument is that socioeconomic aspects
of urban and regional development implies economic
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modeling and fiscal analysis overlays.

These areas

require training in economic theory and statistical
applications and business marketing and management within
this sub-specialized area.

Alonso has created the need

for interdisciplinary methods to integrate the economic
concepts with physical development concepts.
Several theorists also argue for a unity of physical,
economic,
1983;

and social planning into a discipline

Levy,

1988;

and Mann 1972].

[Branch,

Lawrence Mann

criticizes specialized planning and calls for common
ground in planning.

Again,

however,

as Mann describes

what should be included in the discipline—history of the
city,

development of political and social institutions,

periods of fiscal crisis,

and reform efforts to improve

the city—he is becoming interdisciplinary in his
approach.

Mann claims the strength of this approach is in

its integrative methods.

He also is going beyond

disciplinary boundaries in his definition of regional
planning

[21].

Alonso

[1971]

labels regional planning a

meta-disciplinary field.

He defines meta-disciplinary as

a coming together of professors who share a common field
and offer specialization within the field.
making the distinction,
economics,

for example,

Alonso is

between professors in

sociology and geography with an interest in

regional planning; with professors of geography with
expertise in economics,

or political geography.

The
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former concentrates on drawing together experts from
across the related disciplines of regional planning.

The

latter brings together a group grounded in geography with
certain research interests conducive to planning study.
The problems with collaborative teams in
interdisciplinary teaching can be separated into
fundamental and mechanical difficulties
1957][22].

[Perloff,

The fundamental difficulties involve the

language and methods of the members.

Each professor

brings the language attributed to his/her own discipline,
and teaches in a particular style.

Rarely do members of a

team arrive at a consensus and mutual understanding of
each other's work.

For this reason professors often

revert to their familiar territories when teaching,
causing confusion in terminology

[Susskind,

1974].

The mechanical problems involve the uneven workloads
which will inevitably arise when designing an
interdisciplinary program

[Jacobs,

1989].

As Heidi Jacobs

explains, most often one discipline contributes the
majority of theories of a particular interdisciplinary
field.

As the courses are designed,

professors from this

area are required to teach more than from other areas.
This results in unbalanced teaching efforts over the
course of the program.

If,

for example,

a majority of an

interdisciplinary team is from the Economics Department,
an unintended bias in the economic viewpoint of solving
problems may dominate the teaching.
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Finally,

several theorists argue that

interdisciplinary teams often disagree over whether
regional planning belongs in the hard or soft social
science camp

[Alonso,

1972;

Levy,

1988].

John Levy argues

that regional planning is a hard social science because
econometrics and computer applications, which have been
added over the last two decades,

involve scientific

analysis critical to solving problems

[23].

Alonso, while

advocating an emphasis on computer models for urban
network structure,

also argues that regional planning is a

hard social science.

Michael Seelig

[1972]

maintains that

regional planning is a soft social science.

Branch

[1988]

argues that the comprehensive approach to problem-solving
is the only effective approach.
The first attempt to develop a regional planning core
was pioneered by The University of Chicago Planning School
in the late 1940s and early 1950s

[Burns,

1985].

of the planning core was generally supported,

The idea

as educators

argued that a planning core would help define the area of
study and give it credibility in educational circles.

The

core designers in the early period agreed on three general
principles for a core:
incorporate social,
aspects of planning;
covered and 3)

1)

that a planning core should

economic,
2)

spatial and political

that planning theory should be

that planning methods,

including

quantitative and design methods should be included
1985,

p.

317].

[Burns,
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Although the principles formed a sound basis to begin
discussion on a core,

disagreement arose over the content

for the planning core

[Perloff,

1957] .

Perloff contends

that the main reason for the disagreement centered on the
diversity of curricula at the institutions which supported
planning programs.

Since the interdisciplinary nature of

planning was not clearly defined,

institutions offered a

variety of ways to implement programs

[24].

Some

institutions which created planning programs had strong
political science/public administration
whereas,

departments;

some institutions had strong physical

geography/site analysis departments

[Branch,

1966].

The

emphasis for the core varied with the make up of the
school,

causing more confusion in the general content

areas for a planning core.
Perloff
design by

[1957]

attempts to solve the problem of core

suggesting that new "dimensions"

from other

disciplines can be incorporated into a particular planning
core.

Perloff defines these dimensions as methodologies,

substantive fields,

or problem areas.

be from the science disciplines,

The dimensions may

or from the social

science disciplines; depending on the opportunities for
interdisciplinary structure at an institution.

Perloff

emphasizes that the dimensions taken from related
disciplines should not be bits of knowledge,
substance.

but offer
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The history of city planning serves to underlie very
sharply why planning education cannot rely on the
transmission of existing knowledge and methods in a
traditional apprenticeship manner, but must be geared
to the continuing search for knowledge and methods and
the development of a basic
core curriculum at the
heart of planning education.
[in Burns, Leland, Ed.,
1985, p. 259]

Further,

Perloff

[1957]

offered three guidelines

for

planning education:

First—There is the need for a sound, general
education as a foundation for professional education;
Second—professional schools must develop and emphasize
the fundamental principles. . . upon which the
professional tasks are based rather than rule-of-thumb
procedures, and to teach these principles so that they
are understood in a broad social and intellectual context
as well as a problem-solving context.
Finally—there is the need to confront the issues of
increasingly specialized and technical knowledge.
[p.259]

Perloff

[states]

foundation for more
other words,

that the principles

specialized

learning.

was breadth in knowledge

in a specified area.

The

form the
The

sequence,

followed by expertise

following section outlines

history of regional planning programs

in

the

in the United States.

Regional Planning as an Academic Field

The development of regional planning programs
late

1920s

practical,
[Branch,

in the

is a classic example of the academy introducing
interdisciplinary education

1966].

Branch contends

into the curriculum

that based as

it is on the

application of technical techniques to solve city planning
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problems,

the academic

field of

regional planning could

offer the utilitarian approach advocated by so many
reformers.

The

fact that the nature of regional planning

interdisciplinary,
disciplines
[Perloff,

requiring concepts

to solve problems,

1957].

from several

also appealed to educators

This meant that planning programs could

be designed within several departments of
disciplines.

is

For example,

created within history,

traditional

regional planning programs were

political

science and geography

departments.
The practical application of the planning program would
depend on the particular research
of the program

[Branch,

planning program areas.

1966] .

interests

of

the creators

Branch set up several

Planning programs within history

would involve urban plans.

Programs within political

science would involve public

administration projects.

Programs within geography departments would involve site
planning work.

These planning programs were considered

extensions of the traditional disciplines.

While

knowledge base became history,

science,

geography;

the practical applications

solving emphasis
The

or political

or

involved the problem

of regional planning.

first city planning program in the United States

was established at Harvard University in 1929
1957].

the

According to Perloff,

several other institutions

created planning programs during this period.
five-year course

[Perloff,

In

1933

leading to the degree of Bachelor of

a
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Architecture

in City Planning

Architecture

at the Massachusetts

was

instituted.

city planning,
planning

school

In

1935

in the School of
Institute of Technology

the M.I.T.

graduate program in

leading to the Master's Degree,
at Cornell University were

and the

formed.

Columbia University started a planning school

in

1937

[25] .
This

period in planning was marked by increasing

attention to social problems
As Sutcliffe

[1980]

summarizes,

to play a greater role
funding

the

as

the U.S.

such as

grants and

the Federal

were granted

administer redevelopment projects at planning

concentrate
Since

in the area of economic
there has been an

development of planning programs
and graduate

levels

[Susskind,

in response

and

increase

to

in the

at both the undergraduate

1974]

[26].

Susskind

that

planning,

most planning programs were created

to the emphasis on social

social science.

Some

followed the view that planning
field and

schools.

social reform.

maintains

schools of

funds to

strongly influenced city planning programs

1940

in

Housing Authority and the

National Resources Planning Board,

These grants

1966].

separate graduate training

Federal agencies,

Housing Administration,

[Branch,

federal government began

in urban affairs

increased to support

city planning.

in city planning

institutions,

in graduate
however,

is basically a design

supported the creation of planning programs

the college of architecture.

Other programs were

in

started
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in the Department of Geography with a concentration in
site analysis.
The planning programs which were created within
Geography Departments were affected the most by the emphasis
on technology

[Tricart,

1969].

scientific research monies

J.

Tricart states

related to NASA and

meteorological data centers became

available to colleges,

programs were developed to train students
cartography equipment.
whether

the

which

The basis

regional planning

technical training,
incorporates

and

in computer aided

for the argument over

field concentrates on

or community development training
the

social and economic aspects of

problem-solving was part of the process
first programs

that as

is

evident today

to design these

[27].

Supporters

for

either technical or social/economic planning bring
conflicting

ideas

for

theoretical and practical course

work to the planning process
1957]

[28].

The role

to design a core

[Perloff,

that specialization should play in

these programs becomes highly debatable.

The resolution

of this debate among the members of a department will
determine to a great extent the direction that the program
will take.

Conclusions

Basically,
chapter.
planning

One
is

is

two major themes
that the

run throughout this

academic

field of regional

integrally related to the professional
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practice of city planning.
the conflicting
planning,

ideas

And the other

about what makes

the tensions

of

the

field,

the design,

is

have carried over
Tracing

that professional practice has

the

influenced

content and problem solving methods of

planning programs

[29].

In

fact,

several

theorists have

suggested that regional planning may not exist as
academic

field,

Perloff,

1985] .

problems

in many cases,

planning core

core

an

but merely as an extension of professional

practice at the college

social

that

up regional

into academic programs at the colleges.
history shows

theme

[Healey,

1987;

Technical applications
in other words,

in some programs.

Lynch,

1987;

and

to solve practical
make up the entire

In other programs

the

sciences make up a great proportion of the planning

[30].

The extent to which the

founders of a program

believe that practical skills qualify as a sound planning
education,

will dictate

program is

instituted.

The
include
ways

tensions
the

the extent to which a professional

that are evident in regional planning

interdisciplinary nature of planning and the

that interdisciplinary education should be

the core.

The problems

field.

encompasses
recognition,

in

that are associated with designing a

planning program stem from the
the

included

interdisciplinary nature of

Theorists will agree generally that the
several disciplines,

but beyond this

few agree on what areas

make up a planning program.

As

field

from what disciplines

the literature

shows,

this
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confusion over the mission of planning programs has created
confusion over what should be in the core
creates problems in curricular design,

[31].

This

because the mission

determines the course work.
Even when the educators agree on the mission of a
program,
Branch

they may disagree on how to structure the core.

[1985]

argues that the core should concentrate on

comprehensive planning theory

[32].

Perloff

[1957]

emphasizes in his dimensions theory that the concepts for
courses may come from either the natural or social sciences.
He is not clear about whether the dimensions should be
theories or practical applications.

In light of all the

possible connections of planning with political science,
biology,

geography,

and business/economics;

it is obvious

that educators have been given broad flexibility in
designing programs.

What may evolve from this process is

a program made up of student choice,

rather than academic

substance.
In the next chapter, we will begin to investigate how
the interdisciplinary model for regional planning fits at
Western State College.

The historical background and

mission of the interdisciplinary program as it was first
envisioned will be explored.
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End Notes

1.

Planning practice, and in turn, planning education
are based on tensions which relate to ways of solving
problems.
The planning approach becomes physical and
scientific, as in the early phase with the engineers,
or social, as in the modern phase with the social
advocacy planners.
As the profession has evolved,
the theories of physical scientists have come in
direct contact with social scientists.
These
conflicts, or tensions, run throughout the field
today.
The approach to problem-solving becomes the
main issue, and what theories and applications are
taken from which disciplines will determine the
structure of the program.

2.

In The Interdisciplinary Undergraduate Programs--A
Directory, William Newell [1986] indicates that
hundreds of programs across the nation offer
interdisciplinary planning courses.

3.

These early Greek planners, concentrating as they did
on centralizing housing, market areas and public
places, are the forerunners to the New Town Concept,
which is first seen in Great Britain in the early
1900s.

4.

From the concepts of creating open space and
developing land for appropriate use, came the
American desire to adopt a form of German zoning.
A Standard State Zoning Enabling Act was passed in
1926.
This Act empowered the rights of any state or
municipality to enact zoning regulations and laws to
prohibit certain land uses in certain areas.
Through
land-use case law, precedents in planning have been
set.
Particularly in home-rule states, such as
Massachusetts, this Act gives complete power to a
planning board or planning commission to direct use
of the land.
Regional or county approaches to
planning problems are sidestepped by the zoning
process with municipal boundaries.
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5.

It was inevitable that the early phase of city
planning would be geared towards scientific
applications to solve urban problems.
The impacts of
the Industrial Revolution and urbanization called for
immediate actions.
The professionals who knew the
city infrastructure were the engineers.
It made
sense to city administrators that the engineers
should consult with the architects and the officials
of public works departments to solve the problems of
the city.
This technical, site specific approach to
solving urban problems, however, did not result in
long-term comprehensive solutions.
With no attempts
to take a general' overview, or to overlay the
physical and social components of urban problems, the
engineers continued to offer technical solutions
without thinking about possible connections between
problems.
For example, infrastructure plans for new
trunk lines for water and sewer are often implemented
on a large scale without considering the impacts of
the increased population on the support services in
the area.

6.

Olmsted developed several theories for park planning.
He believed that larger, romantic pleasure parks
could bring the country to the city dweller and small
parks could improve immigrant neighborhoods.
These
theories, specifically, appealed to middle-class and
upper-class Americans, who enthusiastically
supported plans that offered aesthetic and social
improvements of community facilities.
Systems of
parks and open-space plans were instituted in major
cities such as:
Boston, New York, and Chicago.
The
plans were fashioned around The Greenbelt Concept of
London, which is a system of greenspaces threading
throughout the urbanized areas of London proper and
its periphery.

7.

Traditional planning theory of the early 1900s
followed the regional development trend of the times,
with an emphasis on physical planning techniques.
Definitive plans were laid out as surveys, according
to the physical constraints of the land, with little
regard for socioeconomic influences.
The actions that
would be taken in these early plans concentrated on a
set of determinants with a projected result.
The newer
planning approach, originating in the 1940s, began to
incorporate social and economic factors in the
development of plans to solve land-use problems.
In
the contemporary approach, various alternatives are
developed, according to how each scenario would
impact the particular land-use parcel [Hall, 1977].
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8. The year 1909 became a benchmark in city planning,
as several historic events influenced the direction
planning would take in the United States.
While the
First National Conference was being held in the
United States in 1909, Great Britain was approving a
Town Planning Act which permitted local authorities
to prepare comprehensive plans for land use and
development.
The University of Liverpool established
the first academic department of city planning, The
School of Civic Design; and the course, The
Principles of City Planning, was created at Harvard.
The concept of police power was beginning to be
argued in the courts, and the Massachusetts State
Supreme Court upheld height zones in Boston.
Burnham
published his Plan For Chicago and created The
Chicago Plan Commission [Scott, 1969].
9. The role of the social propagandists began to take
hold in 1909.
Writings by Benjamin Marsh, Thomas
Adams, and Patrick Geddes influenced government
officials in cities.
Geddes, a Scot, was the first
to advocate a comprehensive view of planning which
involved consideration of the social and physical
aspects of city problems.
The English Garden City
Concept formulated by Ebenezer Howard also began to
influence the city policy makers.
10.

The case for city planning as an exact science had
many followers.
Scientific diagnosis and the use of
statistical data were advocated by Frederick Law
Olmsted, Cass Gilbert and George B. Ford.
Ford tried
to make planning ninety-nine percent (99%) technical
and objective.
He recommended classifications of
areas from which to collect facts to solve problems.
Frederick Winslow Taylor's, The Principles of
Scientific Management, also influenced municipal
administrators to become scientific and efficient in
planning cities [Scott, 1969].

11.

The first official Planning Conference was held in
Kansas City in 1917.
During this year, the American
City Planning Institute was also formed.
By 1977, at
its 60th Anniversary in Kansas City, the Planning
Institute listed 12,000 members.
In 1978 the
Institute was renamed the American Society of
Planning Officials.
This society, in turn, formed
The American Planning Association which includes The
American Institute of Certified Planners.
The APA
developed a certification exam in 1978.
The
association publishes:
a journal. The Journal of the
American Planning Association; and a magazine,
Planning, and urban, regional and environmental
newsletters.
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12.

13.

There are, basically,
discussed by William
Planning History:
or

four migration waves, as
White, in United States

1)

the rural,
settlers;

agrarian

2)

the milltowns with
England mills;

3)

the Metropolitan,
urbanization;

4)

Suburbanization,
[in Scott, 1969]

the

with

stage

of

the

development

the

increase

early

of

the New

in

or decentralized development

Alonso defines interdisciplinary:
"The ordinary
recipe for the interdisciplinary approach goes
something like this—Take a physical planner, a
sociologist, and economist; beat the mixture until
blends; pour and spread" [1971, p. 169].

it

14.

Healey [1987] outlines what she thinks are the major
reasons why planning education should be a generalist
approach.
She explains that specialization is too
narrow and a balance is needed to solve planning
problems.

15.

The tensions, specifically, relate to problems in
problem-solving applications in programs.
The latest
computer-aided cartographic techniques, for example,
have revolutionized the way planners solve problems.
Computer programs are frequently used in making landuse decisions.
The integration of social and
economic factors in a particular planning problem
becomes difficult to interpret solely with the
computer.
The dependence on the computer has changed
the problem-solving approach in many planning
departments and agencies.

16.

Faludi [1973] theorizes that a lot of the problems
that have developed in decision-making in planning,
stem from the focus on specialized education.
He
calls the dilemma—the blueprint versus the process
mode of planning.
In the blueprint mode, architects
and engineers specifically drew very mechanical
design plans to solve problems.
Technical standards
were the tools, and the master plans became very
technical, leaving little socioeconomic
interpretation.
In process planning, decisions and
actions are dynamic, based on all facets of planning.
Changes are made as incoming information changes a
situation.

Ill

17.

Perloff introduces
curriculum outline
(Outline

of

the following planning
of components:

Key Elements

I. Basic knowledge:
principles—main
A.

The

planning

B.

Urbanism and

C.

Physical

D.

Socioeconomic

A.

Analytical

B.

Design

Involved)

by hypotheses,
focus on

theories,

process
the

elements

II. Basic methods

core

urbanization
in

planning

elements

and

process

of

planning

tools

III. Problem-solving experience; case studies,
individual problems, group workshop problems.
[For expanded outline see—Burns,
Planning, 1985, p. 289]

The Art

of

18.

The Dimensions Theory, in many cases, has led
planners to believe that any disciplines remotely
related to regional planning can be organized around
an interdisciplinary program.
This has created many
planning programs which offer bits and pieces from a
few disciplines which happen to offer availability
for interdisciplinary teaching at a particular
institution.

19.

It is critical that the planning education offer a
core that is comprehensive in planning theory, yet
specialized in those areas of interdisciplinary
studies to support the training of regional planners.

20.

Lindblom [Lindblom, 1959; Braybrooke and Lindblom,
1963] criticizes rational-comprehensive planning for
the sheer impossibility of fulfilling its
recommendations.
Due to the complexity of planning
problems, limitations of information-handling
capacity is the major problem of rational planning.
This applies to all.areas—individuals and planning
agencies.
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21.

In criticizing the incremental approach, Faludi
[1973] questions the narrowed scope of information.
His solution to the overwhelming comprehensiveness of
the rational process, and the narrow scope of
incrementalism, is the process mode which coordinates
the field of information by analyzing the
interdependencies between problem areas, and then,
proceeding to gather complete or supplemental data
depending on the priority each planning area has on
the overall problem.

22.

Alonso [1971] gives detailed comparisons of
overworked and underworked team-members.
His point
is that the workload is not often equitable, causing
dissension and ineffective teaching amongst the
members.

23.

Other theorists [Altschuler, 1950; Branch, 1942]
called for a comprehensive approach, encompassing
related areas of:
planning design, social theory
economic impacts.

the
and

In order to deal with new subdivisions, new
approaches to deal with uniform principles should
developed [Mann, 1972] .

be

24.

25.

A breakdown of undergraduate planning programs can be
found in:
The Guide To Undergraduate Education in
Urban and Regional Planning,
[Harkins, Wubrek and
Reiman, Eds., 1988],
Planning Programs, number 331
Undergraduate (700 students across the nation).
(Figures from 1977 survey).

26.

For a full listing of the schools which instituted
planning programs, see Perloff, Harvey S. in Burns,
Leland, Ed., The Art Of Planning, Selected Essays of
Harvey S. Perloff, 1985.

27.

Amitai Etzioni [1968] theorizes that a mixed
scanning approach, which first looks generally at all
the areas influencing a planning situation, and then
concentrates on those particular problems of
immediate concern, offers a contemporary application
supported by many planners.
Faludi [1973] describes
Etzioni's concept of mixed scanning as exercising
prescriptive control over what areas should be
studied in order to make decisions.

28.

In discussing the concept of cybernetics, Faludi
[1973], describes various levels in the system, and
effects that an action may have at each level.
Effects may also be cumulative, with a particular
action having more or less impact as it moves within
levels

of

a

system.
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29.

Grant and Riesman [1975], outline several programs
of alternative schools which were created to reform
the traditional curriculum.
The innovative programs
are grouped under the headings of telic reforms and
popular reforms.
Telic reforms, which have
visionary, alternative approaches to disciplinary
teaching, involve models such as:
communal
expressives (Kresge College), activist-radical
approaches (College for Human Services), and
environmental education,
(Evergreen College).
The
popular reforms deal with student-centered
organizational reforms, and reforms based on demands
of minorities and other groups disenfranchised with
higher-education programs.

30.

See Grant and Riesman [1975] for a complete
description of course offerings in
human/environment relationships.

31.

The first president, Dr. Charles McCann, oversaw the
beginning debates to design the mission, governance,
and curriculum of the college.
The first curriculum
consisted of a diversity of interdisciplinary
programs, designed in the mold of Meiklejohn
principles [Jones, 1984].

32.

Many professional programs initiated rigid
certification guidelines, such as, nursing,
architecture, and engineering and related fields.
Regional planning, however, never instituted a series
of steps to gain certification.
For this reason the
argument that regional planning is a professional
field is struck down by educational historians.
The
only professional standard which regional planning
developed is the American Institute of Certified
Planners [AICP] Examination, which tests the
theoretical and practical applications of regional
planning and issues certification in the AICP, when
passed.
Employers, in neither private nor public
planning agencies, set hiring criteria based on AICP
status.

CHAPTER 4
REGIONAL PLANNING:

In

this

Regional

chapter,

Planning

THE
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program
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in
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acceptance
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The
of

the

second

core

mission.
carried

The
out

intended

The

of

part
the

of

are

by

and

of

education

to

support

support

"professional"
Report,
state

as

this

increases

and

A key

Alden

of

as

the

the
to

of

founders

1980s

Robert Brown
to

practice.

[The Alden
[1988] ,

At Western

amenable

to

1988][1].

1982

the movement

[2].

participants

business,

at Boston

change

held

and

at

large

at

in

the

the

from November

of whom were

the

interest

primary objective

industry,

of

to diversify was

of workshops

The

the

State

showed

[Brown,

of Massachusetts

and

accept diversity

enrollment projections

series

During

administrators

programs

a

is

practical,

early

particularly

in

it

across Massachusetts

development
in

level,

indicated high

Seminars,

officers

the way

surveys

factor

through April

teaching

student

Seminars,

University

state

beginning

were

because

professional

Alden

the

a progressive

time,

the

structure

original

from business

institutions

were

administrators

the

the

organized.

the

According

colleges

mission

be

at

programs

1981] .

of

contrasted with

grant monies

industry,

began

compares

Higher Education in Massachusetts
the Early Nineteen-Eighties

Influenced

higher

chapter

and methods

program to

State

the

present program to

content

today

the

of

of

1981

the

chief-executive

private

higher-
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education
higher

institutions,

education

Report

[1981] ,

should

programs

the

to

Alden

theme

Seminars was

education.

and

initiate

The main

to

take

explore

The

the

influenced

the April

that

The Alden
of

administrators

across

programs.

1982

conference

interdependence

conference

direction

the development

a diversity of

of

the

in Massachusetts.

strongly endorsed

practical
state

was

published

of

of

The

employment

several

and

findings,

two

of which were:

The

1)

there is
jobs and

2)

the economic well-being of the country is
dependent on practical education provided
college.

participants

post-industrial
system did
directly

into

reinforces
college

not

a direct-link between opportunities for
educational skills received in college

overwhelmingly
society was

train
a

the

should

and

in danger

prepare

specialized
concept

traditionally was

job.

that

essentially

concluded

the
take

apprenticeship

if

that
the

students

to

the

place

our

educational
enter

Peter Drucker
professional

in

[1967]

programs

in

of what

programs.

Knowledge has become the central economic resource.
The systematic acquisition of knowledge, that is,
organized formal education, has replaced experience
acquired traditionally through apprenticeships as the
foundation for productive capacity and performance,
[in Drost,

1967,

The movement
college

was

to

supported

p.

40]

bring
by

professional

several

education

educational

to

the

commissions.
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Ernest L.

Boyer

Foundation,

[1979] ,

working

cited the need

for The Carnegie

for practical,

professional

education to meet the demands of a changing world
[Carnegie Foundation Report,
[1981]
academy
of

supported this
should be

society.

1979] .

philosophy by

The Alden Report
finding that the

related to and serve

the external needs

The divergence that had existed,

historically,

between higher education and the

society should be broken down,

and the academy should

begin serving the community directly.
Alden Report

[1981],

changes

rest of

As noted

in The

in pedagogy and attitudes

from an emphasis on theoretical programs to hands-on
experience

and practical

subjects were necessary.

Fundamental changes are urgently needed not only in
professional areas but also in the liberal arts.
It
is here that the impact of the curriculum becoming
primarily a preparation for scholarship has been, in
a way, most striking and most damaging. By and large
we have rationalized the developments of the last
decades by viewing the liberal arts as a purely
intellectual pursuit, in marked contrast to the
'vocationalism' by professional curricula.
[p. 14]

Along with the pedagogical changes,
of The Alden Seminars
greater use of
experiences,

recommended more applied work,

internships and other practical

and the development of cooperative education

at the undergraduate and graduate
Report

[1981]

the participants

levels.

The Alden

concluded that the primary aims of education

should become greater competence to

function on the

job.
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and as

a citizen by understanding

political and economic

layers of

time.

[1981]

The Alden Report

the complex,
society.

called on

immediate

essentially,

integrate

liberal arts

for an

occupation into a more durable education

long range career"
for,

At the same

"the

to transform the narrowly defined training

social,

[p.

What these reforms called

was the creation of programs which would

"vocational"

at the academy.

14].

for a

skills with supporting course work

The way that designers of programs

interpreted narrowly defined training and durable
education determined the structure of a particular program
[The Alden Report,
at this
and

time

1981] .

The president of Western State

strongly endorsed The Alden Report

[1981],

supported the drive to initiate several new programs

that were based on practical education
Outline File,
started as

1980].

[Plan Proposal

The Criminal Justice Program,

a training program for police cadets,

into a degree granting program in the early
Following

the Criminal Justice Department,

and Mass Communication programs were
programs have become

which

evolved

1980s.
the Business

formed.

These

strong degree granting majors over

the past decade.

The last of the professional programs

be

the Regional Planning Program in 1981

instituted was

[Plan Proposal Outline File,
All of
during

this

to

1980].

these new programs

instituted at Western

period were considered practical programs that

offered some type of training

in skills which the creators
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emphasized would assure
Furthermore,

job placement

as Brown states

promote a program,
professional,

arose over the use of
used

or occupational.

these

labels,

interchangeably

Walter Drost emphasizes,

1988].

attempting to define

educators would use terms

vocational,

and still are,

[Brown,

such as
Much confusion

that at times were,
[Drost,

1967].

As

the reasoning behind why a

program is viewed in a certain way is not clear.
the creators were

and

searching

for a

It seems

relationship between the

new program and a traditional profession or vocation

[3].

In the case of regional planning

of

the

some of

the members

department refer to the professional aspects of city

planning practice;

while other members refer to the

vocational aspects of computer-aided cartography.
following analysis considers what the
to be the basis

The

founders believed

for The Regional Planning Program at

Western State.

The Founders

There were

three

Program at Western,

founders of the Regional Planning

originally entitled Environmental,

Urban and Regional Analysis
professor

(E.U.R.A.).

from the History Department,

Professor X.

One

founder was a

who will be called

The other two professors were members of the
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Geography Department,
Z.

who will be called Professors Y,

The Plan Proposal Outline File

background details about the
urban historian,

founders.

first proposed the

regional planning major
X's

[1980]

provides

Professor X,

an

idea for the new

in September of 1980.

Professor

area of research was urban migration patterns,

particularly the history of New England mill towns.
the

and

time of his death in

1985

At

he was collaborating with

the Planning Program Director at the University on a book
about the changing
New England.

face of

industrialization in

southern

Professor X envisioned that the Regional

Planning Program would have a strong urban history
component,
areas

emphasizing the

study of

the history of urban

along with accompanying social and economic problems

in the United States

[The Plan Proposal Outline File,

1980] .
Professor Y,

who came to the Department of Geography

at Western State

in 1976,

planning major.

With a background

organization,

in

influences

Professor Y's research

included environmental cognition and

quantitative methods

in spatial design.

emphasized the need to

include

a

courses he proposed to teach

Professor Y

strong basis

behavioral geography in the program.

components

regional

spatial

(how the organization of space

human spatial activities).
interests

strongly supported the

For this

in
reason the

in the program included

in behavioral geography,

environmental
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perception and spatial analysis
File,

[The Plan Proposal Outline

1980] .
Professor Z

Western

came

to the Geography Department at

in 1979 with a background

analysis,

particularly the

services,

conflict and decision

computer-based analyses of
business/industrial
major Professor

Z

analysis courses,

File,

for

location and delivery of public
in

land use,

transportation

location.

and

systems

In support of

and

the planning

stated he would teach urban and regional
transportation network classes,

quantitative courses
packages

in urban and regional

social

and

in computer mapping and statistical
scientists

[The Plan Proposal Outline

1980].
The three professors met periodically during the

Spring semester of 1981

to discuss

their philosophy of

regional planning and to develop the framework for the new
major.

A planning conference was organized for the Fall

of

1981

in order to showcase the new major.

of

the president of the college,

With the help

funding and support was

provided to host a panel of prominent national urban
planners.

The president also allocated funding

survey of businesses
determine
During

the

and

industry in the Western area to

their need for technical planning expertise.
following presidential tenure,

Planning Institute was
File,

for a

1980] .

proposed

a Regional

[The Plan Proposal Outline
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When the other members

of

the Geography Department

found out about these planning meetings
conflicts over

the

the Department

[Informal Interviews,

members

of

the

founders developed within
1991].

Several

the Department who were not invited to the

planning meetings
major for

intent of

to create a major,

accused the

their own self

founders of creating the

interests.

The members voiced

resentment over the power that was given to the
and when

founders,

interviewed recently indicated anger over

process.

At this

allegiance

time

a definite division in

formed and continues

choosing sides

as

today,

the

ideology and

with members

to whether to remain a Geography

Department or become a Geography/Planning Department.

The Establishment of a Program

The
major,

founders presented a plan

Environmental,

(E.U.R.A.),

Urban,

for the proposed new

and Regional Analysis

to the Program/Development Subcommittee,

the Curriculum Committee

in the Spring of

[Preliminary Plan Proposal Outline,
Planning File

[1980]

details

1979

1979].

the process

and

The Regional

followed to

implement the new major.

The program passed unanimously

in Curriculum Committee.

The program proposal was passed

by the State Board of Regents
implementation of
September,

1982.

in April,

the Planning major was

1982

and

initiated in
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The name of
Regional Planning
Geography became
Planning.

the major was changed
in September 1982;

Y,

and the Department of

the Department of Geography and Regional

The coordinator of

Professors X,

from EURA to

and Z

the program alternated among

throughout the years

Professor X acted as coordinator,

primary adviser,

internship supervisor

from the

September,

the Spring of

1982 until

1979-1984.
and

implementation period
1983.

in

The Planning

Program Director at the University nearby Western advised
the professors

in curriculum content and design over the

course of this

period

[Regional Planning File,

The regional planning major
Regional Planning File

[1980]

is described in the

as a program combining

liberal arts and occupational/professional
intent and objectives were
theoretical basis

environmental,

skills.

to offer students

and technical

pursuit of careers or

1980] [4],

skills

needed

issues

The

the
for the

further study in the analysis

urban and regional

the

of

from an

interdisciplinary perspective.

The professors who

designed the EURA program state

in the Regional Planning

File

[1980]

that the major would support the mission of

interdisciplinary education by drawing on

faculty

expertise and curricular offerings among academic
departments

in the physical and social

sciences.

The documentation to support the establishment of

the

EURA major within the Department of Geography emphasizes
the change

in direction

from the more

traditional.
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education-based elements
career-oriented
Planning File

focus.

[1980]

of geography to a more applied,
It is

that

stated in the Regional

since

1976

the Geography

Department at Western had shifted to a much more modern,
problem-solving approach to geography.
includes

locational analysis

and hypothesis

This approach

and planning,

research design

testing and human-environmental

[Intent to Plan Form,

1980][5].

philosophical change was

The reason given

facilitate the new EURA program

File,

and skills

[Regional Planning

1980].
Of note here

to

for the

the addition of two new faculty

members who brought with them the backgrounds
to

interaction

justify the Ph.

is also documentation that was prepared
D.

Program in Planning at the

University near Western State.

This documentation,

was prepared over the course of

the

in the acceptance of the Ph.D.
1990.

The need

planners
level.

1980s,

resulted

degree at University in

for a research based university degree

City and Urban Planning
institutions

late

which

is

in

justified by noting the lack of

in the region prepared to train regional

in a highly technical area at the doctorate
The

interdisciplinary nature of

the

field of Urban

and City Planning is emphasized in documents noting
need to draw together

the

theory behind urban planning

with the

latest advanced computer aided cartography

skills.

The Ph.D.

in training

the

Program at University would concentrate

the doctoral student to conduct independent
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research in an economic or
[Ph.D.

Proposal File,

industrial development area

1983][6].

Course Work of

the Program

The plan of course work

for EURA majors

in the Plan Proposal Outline File

[1980].

is outlined

The guidelines

in this plan for course work includes offerings
general college core and the EURA major core

in the

[7].

It was

recommended that prospective EURA majors build backgrounds
in the social and analytical sciences

in the common core.

The EURA core offered a common core of course work in
environmental,

urban and regional analysis.

concentration of study in either urban/

regional or

environmental applications was recommended.
course work,
electives

Methodology

skills,

and

from cross campus offerings were also

recommended.
would be

concentrating on technical

A

Internships

in private or public agencies

set up to gain practical experience

[8].

The EURA

methodology component concentrated on the development of
research and technical skills
in a work setting or

to enhance independent study

for an advanced educational program

[The Proposal Outline File,

1980].

The Plan Proposal Outline File
details on elective course work.

[1980]

also contains

The elective course work

in the EURA program would allow majors opportunities to
enhance the depth and scope of their background through
additional course work in areas

allied to the EURA program
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that deal directly or
environmental
crime,

For example,

politics or taxation;

such as
be

issues.

indirectly with urban,

urban issues

[9].

related discipline.

example,

such as

and waste disposal could

Students would also be encouraged
a

could

to double major

A student majoring

in biology,

improve career options by majoring

with an emphasis on environmental analysis.

major would

extended beyond the
computer science,
Finally,

in EURA
it

justice

Other double major possibilities
social and natural

sciences to

the teaching methods and process
The

instructional methods

[1980]

for implementing

that the designers

followed included training

in

1)

theory and practice;

2)

identification and analyses of
constructs;

3)

skills in the techniques of urban,
environmental planning

should

include

mass communication and psychology.

the Plan Proposal Outline File

felt should be

Students

for

find the urban and regional analysis major a

natural complement.

courses.

in

Similarly,

was believed that a political science or criminal

details

and

or environmental concerns

air or water pollution,

studied

regional,

three areas:

systems and

regional and

learn how the environment is defined

an interdisciplinary approach as well as
methods used in measuring,

analyzing,

the planning

evaluating and

from
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responding to problems.

The strength of the program would

be an emphasis on professional skills and techniques.
The EURA program was designed to be phased in over a
four-year period beginning in September of 1982

[10].

The

courses would be taught by the original planners of the
program,
areas.

who emphasized their specializations in these
Other economics and psychology offerings would be

added in the following years.

Computer applications to

land use and geographic information systems,

and

internships, would be added in the fourth year of the
program.

The phase-in of faculty involved the members of

the Geography Department, with each member adding courses
related to an area of environmental or regional analysis.
In summarizing the EURA program the designers stated
"that the students are exposed to the various facets of
the field in a prudent,

sequential manner which emphasizes

linkage and the professional development of skills"
Plan Proposal Outline File,

1980] [11] .

[The

The order of

course work would involve the introductory segment in the
EURA common core;

followed by the methodology course work

most applicable to their interests;
advanced stages of the program,
segment.

and finally,

in the

the specialization

The area of specialization was considered very

important for career preparation.

For this reason,

internship and job placement related directly to specific
student interest.
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Documented Need

The documentation
new EURA major cited
of

the program.

that supported the proposal

four general areas

First,

of regional planning as
noted that the demand

an overall
a

increase

[12].

to site development

The

urban and regional

for city planners

for the graduate

to meet requirements

governmental area

firms;

in the

industrial
the public planning

and town planning positions;

and in the

in federal housing and public

facilities

[Salvatore,

1980] [13] .

Again,

it was the

diversity of regional planning that was

stressed

securing a

1980].

job

1980].

job opportunities:

listing real estate,

in agencies

to help in

of a Regional Planning Program.

corporations and engineering

development

issues was

job opportunities were

report compiled a listing of

sector

It was

[The Regional Planning File,

a broad-range of

private sector,

the value

skilled in the

determining the most effective ways

listed

the

substantiation

assessment of

for graduates

for

Statistics were cited that showed an

in the need

Second,

for

field was considered.

analysis of environmental,
increasing

for the Program

[Regional Planning File,

The third area of documentation

in

included the need

for

the Regional Planning Program based on comparable
educational programs

in the area.

The regional planning

major at Western would be the only undergraduate planning
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degree offered at a state
University has

a major

school

in Environmental Design,

stated that this degree varies
that it provides

but it was

from the Western degree

[14].

in

Only two private

in the region offer a comparable regional

planning degree at the undergraduate
Planning File,
Thus,

Nearby

a general background degree rather than a

specific professional degree
institutions

in the region.

level

[Regional

1980],

the designers of the Regional Planning Program

stressed the need for an innovative,

more practical approach

to training students

in the application of geographic and

scientific

land use problems

theory to

[Haggert,

It was reinforced throughout the planning phase
new program that the most major

1972].
for the

impact of the new major to

the existing college curriculum would be the highly
integrative and interdisciplinary nature of the course work.
The creators of the new program believed that the
proposed degree represented the

strengthening,

coordination and integration of previously separated
departmental offerings and skills
sensible and oriented package.

into a professionally

Alternatives to the

proposed program would likely lead to fragmentation or
excessive concentration within
would eliminate many of
benefits
The

the

just one department,

important interdisciplinary

included in the proposed Regional Planning major.

interdisciplinary approach of Theodore Hershberg

[1978]

that

was cited to support this

theory:
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Despite appearances to the contrary, our current
understanding of urban processes and their
consequences is badly fragmented and without
historical perspective.
What is worse, the
organization of research at major universities
emphasizes individual rather than group effort and
hence operates to prevent the kind of research that
is most likely to win a measure of real understanding
from the complexities of the urban world in which we
live.
Since urban realities cannot be fully
comprehended given our current organization, they
cannot, I contend, be adequately dealt with.
[p. 4] [15] .

By citing Hershberg's argument that a group effort

in

teaching and research is needed to train regional planners
reinforces
to be

the

theory that urban problems are too complex

solved by knowledge

from one discipline.

understanding of urban processes can only come
knowing concepts across

from

several disciplines which include

content related to city problems.
student in this

Real

The preparation for

the

regional planning degree had to include

cross-principles teaching,

that would come

from a group

effort to research problems.
In summary,

there were three main arguments

Regional Planning Program.
contemporary,

The

first was

for the

that the

interdisciplinary approach to solving

regional planning problems could be

implemented at Western

without creating a new department.

The second was that the

Western program would not duplicate or overlap any existing
collegiate program in the area.
State would become

The third was that Western

a center serving the needs of business,

industry and government within the greater Urban area in this
field of

academic

study

[Regional Planning File,

1980].
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Although these arguments were documented as
justification

the

for the Regional Planning Program,

several

extenuating circumstances were brought up as reasons
the major by
program.
may be

faculty not involved in the

As we

shall see,

formation of the

in several cases

construed as other than academic

for

these

reasons

justification.

As

the Regional Planning Program evolved,- the objectives of
the major became

less clear as members of

Department questioned the
[Informal Interviews,

intentions of

the Geography

the Founders

1991][16].

Behind the Scene

Incentives

Serving on the committee to design the Regional
Planning Program during the early 1980s offered several
incentives

to the

initiators

of

the program.

The college

administration supported and rewarded member of the
curricular design committees during this
may be

speculated that the professors

development of
in its
times

as coordinator of

1985,

received

process

Professor X,

interest

who served at various

the program until his death

for his work,

in the

formation of

The research he conducted to

and the contacts he made

it

involved in the

the Distinguished Service Award

planning major.
program,

Thus,

the program may have had a vested

implementation.

Western State

time.

in

from
the
justify the

throughout the planning

helped him to acquire documentation

for a book of

readings he planned to edit on city planning history of
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several New England cities
Western State,

[History Department Report,

1985].

Professor X's connection with the Planning Program
Director at nearby University created a link with that
program by providing teaching opportunities
a resource
courses

library.

Program Director taught several

at Western State

program.

in the

initial phase of

the

The connection with University brought Professor

X added recognition in the
planning.
year,

and setting up

field of urban history and

As coordinator of

the program in its

first

Professor X often remarked to students that he

finally accomplished a
the planning program

long term personal goal of

[Informal

Interviews,

founding

1991] .

Professor X's dedication to the Planning Program was
criticized by several history professors who questioned
whether

the History Department would benefit from a

Regional Planning major.
Planning Program would

Professor X argued that the

increase enrollment in various

related urban history courses.

However,

when interviewed

one professor cited Department Annual Report figures
listed decreased enrollment
during

the

figures

Interviews,

as

from history

indicative of a
[Informal

1991].

The problem of
adequate

for history majors

latter 1970s and early 1980s

problem of drawing majors away

that

self-preservation,

levels of majors,

has

higher education departments.

or maintaining

always been a concern of
Funding

for resources.
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equipment and research projects often depends on the size
of a program.
criteria

Numbers of majors

is

also the main

in evaluations conducted by internal and external

review boards

for accreditation.

not surprising

For these reasons,

it is

that the History Department did not support

the development of the planning major.
Departments

in general assess

their rate of growth

for the Annual Report in which the statistics are
and recommendations are made
projected rate of growth.
not

to

The

support changes
fact that the

in the

founders did

foresee any difficulty with instituting

interdisciplinary teaching
understanding of

showed their lack of

the system.

a traditional discipline,

The protection of majors

such as history,

concern because students generally
programs appealing.

career choice.

The technical skills

The realization of

new program could create
forced the professors

for

would be of

and experiential
seemed a safer

the problems

that this

the traditional disciplines

to set up barriers against any form

interdisciplinary teaching.

protection,

in

found the new practical

learning offered by the practical programs

of

analyzed

or territorialism,

Interviews with members

of

This practice of
continues

turf

today.

the Geography and Regional

Planning Department who were not involved in the planning
proposal

for

the process

the program indicate
that was

strong disapproval over

followed to create the program.
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These members voiced resentment about the credit the
designers of the program received
secretive way in which the

for their work,

founders

and the

planned the program.

Several professors have intimated that the

founders

sought

power within the Geography Department and across campus by
creating the planning major.
feelings

of resentment,

As

a result of these

the new program did not have

unified support within the Geography Department.
dissension

led to problems

program was

in designing courses

This
after

the

instituted.

So.

.

.

Is

the Mission Being Carried Out?

Although the professors on the committee to develop
the Regional Planning Program intended to create an
interdisciplinary teaching approach,
encounter serious problems
first place,
courses

in its

they were bound to

implementation.

In

the

it was not clear how the interdisciplinary

should be

structured.

Should the program be

interdisciplinary across campus,

or

interdisciplinary

within its own courses offered through the Geography and
Regional Planning Department?
seems

that the

intent was

From all

to create an

indications

it

interdisciplinary

major across campus.

The references

the biology,

and economics/business departments

history,

indicate college-wide participation.
however,

did not make

to course work from

The committee,

it clear how this

approach would be accomplished.

interdisciplinary
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Another problem that developed concerned the content
that

should be

work.

included in the interdisciplinary course

The major principles,

the courses
leads

should be organized were not identified.

to curricular problems,

theories

because

and practical applications

disciplines

should be

planning core.
courses

or content areas around which

How,

incorporated

are not clear
As the

from the related
into

in other words,

that

should be

the

can educators design
when the

in the beginning?

founders proceeded to implement the program,

courses were

When interdisciplinary

submitted to the Curriculum Committee,

Planning Department was
biogeography class,
between ecologic
submitted

regional

included in the courses

other related problems developed.

turned down.

For example,

which incorporates

systems and geographic

the
a

relationships
features,

was

for approval during the second year of the

Planning Program and voted down.
it was

it is not clear what

from many departments across campus,

related concepts

This

In reviewing the

records

learned that the Biology Department had petitioned

to disallow the course,

claiming

it infringed on the

biological area.
Essentially,

the curriculum of the Regional Planning

Program has

evolved into a highly specialized planning

core with a

list of electives

planning core

from other departments.

The

is basically a series of courses based on

each professor's area of research.

Several courses

have
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become quite

sub-specialized and offer technical skills

related to specific research.
results

in a series of

offerings.
of courses
courses,

This

type of course work

introductory,

specialized

There is not a progressive level of difficulty
in this core.

The concept of progressive

or capstone courses,

is outlined in the mission

statement of the Regional Planning Program.

[17].

Another problem related to curricular revision is
unpredictability of course offerings.
mission that states

the

Contrary to the

that the planner will be trained in a

balance of theory-oriented and practical application
course work,

professors do not follow a pattern in course

offerings to assure the required courses.

A review of the

offerings over the past decade indicates that only six of
the required planning courses were offered with any
consistency.

Several required courses were not offered

over the course of a four year period.
Finally,

a problem of a lack of integration of

theoretical course work with practical skills has become
evident because of
teaches more
courses

specialization.

specialized courses,

are not taught.

As each professor
related principles among

The courses become

fragmented

bits of knowledge with no relationship to each other.
Fragmentation is an especially serious problem in regional
planning due to the complexity of planning problems.
Training in highly skilled cartographic techniques,

for
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example,

does

economic

and

not

enable

social

the

aspects

Specialization within
a

core

core

that

is

designed

in

each

by

the

interdisciplinary

planning

problems.

the

Planning

Program has

solving

teaching

component

is

area.

Geography

Planning

Department

urban

analysis

originally
that does
mission

recognized

and

not meet

set

in

All

the

forth by

of

in

is

of

the

factors
of

carried

the

of
the

Even

the

two

applications

these

not

terms

itself.

objectives

the

original

and within

terms

environmental

proposed.

to

The

missing

disciplines,

not

the

sequence

to other

is

from

led

The

connectedness

internship

the

of

founders.

professor's

and

to deal with

dramatically different

theory-methodology-problem
out

student

tracks

that

point

in

were

to

a

core

original

founders.

Conclusion

In

this

chapter we

Regional

Planning

intended

by

difficult
well
of

as

the

its

to

Program

academic

has

resulted

about

this

in

a

being

noted

course

the mission of
carried out

the

reasons

involve

Systemic,

in

And

academic

work within

fragmented
can

core.
be

the

why

it

structure

rather
in

is

as

than

that

planning major

Several

drawn.

the

the

as

systemic,

that

inter-departmental,

teaching.

relationship

that

the mission

enforces

of

not

As

reasons.

intra-departmental
specialization

out

seen

is

founders.

carry

college

have

conclusions
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First,

the

confidence

prospective

success

Western was

unfounded.

realized
during

that

the

carry over
the

As

ventures
and

to design

into

implementation

the

and Regional
recognized
Sherif

become

for

their

from

process

insightful

Cooperative
concepts

the

note,

power

would

be

have

program would
Faculty within

this

for

as

well

as

isolation.

founders

that

faculty

position,

In

to

end

and

the

Sherif

achieve.
integrate

problem-solving methods

[p.

alienated

the

Sherif

to

symbols

own discipline"

structure.

difficult

among

at

"Interdisciplinary

the

borrowing

the

themselves

Department,

jockeying

college

efforts

and

for

the

intent of

in

should

isolate

power within one's

themselves

describe

the

they

stage.

Planning

[1969]

arenas

to

had

teaching

respects

process

By exercising

[1969]

In many

planning

and

of

interdisciplinary

efforts

instruments

xi].

founders

initial

campus,

Sherif

the

their

Geography

across

of

that

would

related

not

materialize.
Second,
exists

it can

between

the

founders

set

out

that has

evolved.

be

concluded

to

implement,
The

been made

Program to

relate

reason

over

what

did

not

attempt

Sherif
to

the

and
for

the
this

in

and

identify

is

[1969]

regional
Sherif,
those

that

dichotomy

the

fragmented

evolution of

Robert Dubin

contiguous-problem areas
[in

a definite

interdisciplinary core

effort has

disciplines

that

that
the

little
Planning

describes

planning with

1969].
areas

of

core

The

as

other

founders

knowledge

from
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biology,

history and economics/business

to regional planning problems.

that are

related

Course work could be

organized around these contiguous-problem and research
areas

from the related disciplines.

these content areas could
by Newell

[1990].

This

form a metadiscipline

third conclusion is

regional planning

as defined

approach would support the

interdisciplinary mission of
The

The integration of

the Planning Program.
that the argument that

is a vocational program intended to

replace the apprenticeship programs of the past adds
the confusion and ineffectiveness
professors adhere to this
emphasize

of

the program.

argument and continue

sub-specialized technical

field of regional planning loses

its

teaching,
identity.

to

As

to

the

academic

Planning

techniques may solve one particular type of problem,

but

the ability to resolve a planning problem can only come
from the

integration of

practical.

As Newell

that reinforces
Finally,

theory-based knowledge with the

[1990]

emphasizes

it is

this balance

the metadisciplinary approach.

it can be concluded that the planning core

at Western has become a curriculum of student choice,
of academic

substance.

Too much flexibility in electives

that do not interrelate planning concepts
this case,

not

is allowed.

the original mission supported this

In

flexibility

by stressing that the Regional Planning Program would
include courses
departments

from almost half of

at Western.

the existing academic

What has developed

is

the
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"potpourri"
of

problem

information

incorporated
among

the

from

into

units

we will

examine

several

the

have

program continues

that Jacobs

to

the

be

core,

been made.
fragmented.

ideas

of

the

the

Regional

Planning Program and

see

how they

feel

at

this

time.

about

discusses.

disciplines

planning
not

[1989]

have

been

but

the

For

this

In

the

key players

Units

connections
reason

the

next chapter
involved

in

related disciplines

to

interdisciplinary

study

at Western
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End

Notes

1.

The Five Year Action Plan for Western State College:
1980 summarizes the data for enrollment figures and
projected growth rates for the college by department.
Student surveys indicating a high percentage of interest
in professional programs are on file in the Academic
Affairs Office, Western State College.

2.

Each Alden Seminar was based on a particular theme
involving employment, capital, and manpower; and its
relationship to higher education.
The Seminars intended
to tie higher education to business and industry.

3.

Drost [1967] for an analysis of the theorists who
supported the introduction of vocational education
into the colleges.

4.

A File entitled, "Regional Planning Major" in the
Academic Affairs Office, Western State College,
includes all the documentation of forms and proposals
submitted for the Regional Planning Program.
The File
contains a history of the background of each professor,
and outlines how these backgrounds would strengthen
the Planning Program.
The reference to the "clandestine
planning meetings to form the major is from an informal
interview of a member of the Geography and Regional
Planning Department who was part of the Department
during this time, but not on the planning committee.
Of the original founders of the major; Prof. X died,
and the other two Professors Y and Z are still members
of the Geography and Regional Planning Department.

5.

The
of

6.

planning
site

form

included

physical,

geographic

aspects

analysis.

The Ph.D. Degree in City Planning was instituted at
nearby University in September of 1990. Documentation
files for this program are accessed through the
Landscape Architecture office at the University.
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7.

The following is a summary of Course work credithours for the EURA Major:
EURA Common Core:
(6
3 Hrs. Environmental)

Hrs.

EURA Methodology:

Hrs.)

(9

EURA Emphasis:
(9 Hrs.
9 Hrs. Environmental)

Urban/Regional Analysis;

Urban/Regional Analysis or

EURA Electives:
(9 Hrs. Urban/Regional Analysis,
Environmental, Ecology, Conservation, Business/
Economics)
The curriculum phase-in included course work in
introductory environmental, urban and regional analysis;
geographic thought and theoretical models; cartography;
history of urban planning and the American Contemporary
City; Ecology and Conservation; Public Administration;
and Computer Mapping.
8.

The EURA program offered two individual emphasis:
one
stressing urban and regional analysis, the other focusing
on environmental analysis.
The urban and regional track
concentrated on such topics as; the historical basis for
urban/regional planning; the forces of urbanization and
suburbanization; land-use inventories and resource
management; and the public and governmental perspectives
concerning fiscal policies and budgets.
The environmental
analysis track-listed courses involving human/environment
interaction; natural environment features; plant and
animal ecosystems; and governmental controls to deal with
these interrelationships.
Internships in private or public
agencies would be set up in either track to gain practical
experience. [Regional Planning File, 1980]

9.

A common core of course work would ensure student exposure
to a wide array of thought and practice in the field.
The intent of the EURA program was interdisciplinary in
that it was proposed that the curriculum for the new major
would consist of existent course offerings in biology,
computer science, criminal justice, economics, history,
political science, psychology and sociology.
The proposed
EURA major would include courses from almost one-half
of the existing academic departments at Westfield, and
eventually it was proposed to incorporate more
departments.
It was stated that this diversity and
interdisciplinary nature would give broad flexibility to
the student. [Regional Planning File, 1980]
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10.

The founders of the Planning Program would be the
primary professors involved in the teaching during the
first stage of the program.
The Planning Program
Director from nearby University was invited to teach the
advanced seminar in regional planning problems each
Spring semester.
After the first two years, the
other members of the Geography/Regional Planning
Department would be included in the planning core.

11.

Linkage in this context implies the integration of
professional skills by introducing the skills in
an ordered sequence of introductory
courses followed
by more advanced courses.

12.

The Encyclopedia of Careers (1978) cites the need
for city planners:
"There were about 16,000 urban
planners employed in the late 1970s.
For graduates
with professional city planning, an expanding job
market exists.
This demand will rise as more
communities turn to professional planners for help
in determining the most effective way to meet the
problems of urbanization."

13.

This job listing is often cited in justification reports
for new Regional Planning Programs.

14.

The City Planning Masters at nearby University is
much more similar to the Regional Planning Degree
at Western State.
City University has a
study/concentration in Urban Studies with a
liberal arts orientation.
Other State Schools have
majors in Urban Studies with an emphasis on human
services.
The two state universities have some
planning related courses, but no major.
Six state
schools in Massachusetts offer the geography major.

15.

This approach has come to be known as
application approach in geography.

16.

Various versions of how the Planning major was
formed come from informal interviews of faculty
members of the History and Geography and Regional
Planning Departments who were not founders of the
program.
Annual Department Reports were crossreferenced to compile information on growth
statistics and service awards for faculty activities.

17.

Capstone refers to a culminating course which trains
the student in research techniques to conduct an
individual research study based on a concentrated
area in planning.
The courses preceding the capstone
course prepare the student in the fundamental theories
needed to undertake data collection and analysis.

the practical

CHAPTER 5
THE SEARCH FOR REGIONAL PLANNING CONTINUES:
PERCEPTIONS OF THE ACTORS INVOLVED

In the

first chapter,

we

learned

that changes

in

philosophy about what a college mission should be prompted
the emergence of practical,
as regional planning.

non-traditional programs such

Subsequent chapters examined the

evolution of regional planning as an interdisciplinary
field,

reviewed the

studies and

literature generally on

finally concentrated on the history of one

particular regional planning program.
this

Basically,

study a search has been undertaken to define

planning as
is

interdisciplinary

a

field of

to continue

the

study.

throughout
regional

The purpose of this chapter

search by asking the

actors

involved in

disciplines related to a specific planning program to
discuss
the

their

thoughts on the

structure of the program and

role they play in the program.
The case

study approach using naturalistic

chosen

for this

[1985]

report,

natural

study because as Yvonna Lincoln and Egon Guba
it is only through an examination of the

setting that a realistic

and relationships
phenomena

involved in the study

1985,

p.

interpretation of events

among members can be achieved.

from their contexts
and Guba,

inquiry was

as

they do

189].

Thus,

The

"take their meaning as much
from themselves"

[Lincoln

the perceived realities of
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what is

happening

separated

in a particular program cannot be

from the world

For this

study,

I

in which experiences

conducted

take place.

interviews with

five

professors who were questioned about the Regional Planning
Program at Western.

The professors who were

represent the Regional Planning Program,
disciplines

that in the opinion of

interviewed

as well as

the original designers

are most related to regional planning at Western State.
In order to protect their

identities,

the two members of

the Geography and Regional Planning Department that were
interviewed are named Founder and Geography.
professors

interviewed

named History,
Founder,

in the related disciplines

are

Biology and Business.
who is Professor Y,

the writing and preparation of
Proposal at Western State.
for

The

was directly involved in

the Regional Planning

He delivered the

justification

the Planning Program to the State Program Review

Board.

Founder came

to Western State

in 1976,

with a

background

in spatial analysis and physical geography.

Currently,

his research areas

include atmospheric

and climatological applications.

Geography was also a

member of the Geography Department,
planning major was created.
part in

founding the program.

science

when the regional

Geography,

however,

His background is

played no
in

cultural geography with an emphasis on African Studies.
Of the three professors
History was

in related disciplines,

slated to play the most predominant role

in
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the program.
the

In

fact,

when History was hired,

implementation of the program,

the

founders

recommended the relocation of History to
Regional Planning Department.

just after

the Geography and

History came to Western

State with a background in Latin American Studies and a
strong emphasis

in

urban-planning applications

in the

city.
Biology represents

the physical

founders believed should be

sciences,

which the

linked to regional planning.

Biology has been at Western State

for several decades,

and

has concentrated on conservation of natural resources and
ecology in his
attend,

teaching.

several of

create the major.
classes

Biology was

invited,

and did

the beginning working sessions to
From the outset,

physical

science

in the Biology Department were cross-listed under

the regional planning major.
Business represents
which was encouraged to
the

the Business/Economics Department,
submit course work for electives

regional planning major.

and finance classes,

Business

teaches marketing

and coordinated the effort to create

an interdisciplinary major with business
science.

She supervises

the

and computer

student program for

small

business development.
Two-hour interviews were conducted with each
professor,
questions
series

with no advance

information offered about the

that would be asked.

of open-ended questions

My intent was to ask a
to ensure

that the

in
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direction of
and not by
that were

the

leading questions

The

The

four questions

of why and how the Planning Program was

and the success

first question was,

the creation of
The

from me.

the professors

asked of each professor were directed at their

interpretations
created,

interviews was dictated by

of

the Planning Program today.

"What are your recollections of

the Regional Planning Program at Western?"

second question was,

"What role do you

feel you play

or would want to play in the Regional Planning Program?"
The third question was,
be,

"What do you feel

the vision of the Planning Program?"

question was,

"How successful do you feel

Planning Program is
The

into

of

The

last

the Regional

the interviews

four major areas:

Planning Program at Western State;
professor

or should

at this point?"

following analysis

categorized

is,

feels he/she plays

is

the history of

the

the role that each

in the program;

their views

on the vision of the program now compared to the original
program;

and the success

professors,

of the program in terms

the students and the.college.

intent to discover whether
Planning Program on

feel

the program is

the

to the stories

and whether the professors

fulfilling

its mission.

would point to possible problems and ways to
program.

the

It was my

the documented story of

file corresponds

revealed by the professors,

of

The responses
improve

the
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Verifying

Chapter 4

documents

the

the Story

story of

the Regional

Planning Program at Western State through college
What follows
got

is

three versions

records.

of how the Planning Program

started at Western State.
Founder was

the

first to be

expressed a willingness

interviewed.

He

to contribute all he knew.

When

asked to give his

recollections about the creation of

Planning Program,

he confirmed the facts of the proposal

process

as

they are written

in the

files.

This

the

is

understandable as he was directly involved in the writing
of

the

justification documents

for the program.

related that he was approached by a professor

Founder

in the

History Department who wanted to start a Regional Planning
Program.

His

initial reaction was,

"Okay,

a geography

major with a regional planning concentration,
science"

[Founder,

personal communications,

However,

after being

or regional

1991].

informed by a dean at Western State

that the Board of Regents was not going to approve any
more geography majors.

Founder agreed to

join the history

professor and one other geography faculty member,
specifically hired to participate
major,

in starting the new

to write the proposal.

Founder stated that working meetings were
the

who was

three

founders over

the course of the

held with

summer of

and the entire program proposal and procedures were
completed by spring,

of

1981.

As Founder recalled,

1980,
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At that time going for a new major was a very
elaborate procedure.
There were all sorts of hoops
and steps to jump through and you had to do a market
survey, review college catalogues. . .and then we had
to go get on-campus approval from the Curriculum
Committee.
So we accomplished all those tasks (it
seems amazing that we did it) all in one year, in
1980, and fortunately [History Professor] was a
persistent person and knew the ins and outs of the
Curriculum Committee pretty well and when we reached
a stumbling block he always managed to get around it.
There were a few stumbling blocks on campus, and when
[President] came on board he was enthusiastic about
the idea of that major and gave us considerable
support.
So we had plenty of administrative support
and we didn't have any opposition.
[Founder,
personal communication, 1991]

While recalling the administrative
Planning Program received.
lack of
He

support the

Founder made reference

to the

support amongst the geography members themselves.

intimated that it was

not his

secretive about planning this

intention to appear

new program.

Some of the other members of the department felt that
we were cliquish and didn't want their involvement,
and I feel bad about that because this is not what I
intended.
If they'd have come to me and said, 'we
want a role, could we help out writing?'
I would
have certainly been more than glad to.
They wanted a
role, but no work involved .... Anyway, there was
interdepartmental conflict, I'll have to say, but
[member] and I have discussed this. . . .You know,
one of the things was that they wanted to help, but
they didn't want to come in the summer and do it.
[Founder, personal communications, 1991]
Founder pointed out that,
some of the blame
department.

He

as chair,

he had to bear

for the riff that developed within the

stated that it was his

not bring people together:

fault that he did
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As you grow older, you learn about things that you
have to be a little bit more skilled about dealing
with people. . . recognize where people are coming
from and try to negotiate with them . . . .And that
riff stayed there for awhile.
It's not, I don't
think, here anymore.
If it is, it shouldn't be
there; I don't think there is anybody that has that.
[Founder, personal communications, 1991]

After this exchange,

it became obvious that Founder

had thought a lot about the conflicts that had developed
during the formation of the new major and whether these
conflicts had continued over the years.
response,

Based on his

it seems that Founder believes there is no

dissension within the Geography and Regional Planning
Department today.
In contrast to Founder,

Geography gave several

reasons why he feels there was dissension amongst the
members of the Planning Department during the formation of
the program.

Geography stated that he feels that this

dissension remains today.

When he was asked about his

recollections of the history of the program,

he stated

that regional planning came out of the early talks of the
three original creators of the program who had mutual
academic interests,

"as a kind of convenient marriage

between that humanistic side of geography and
History's]
1991].

expertise"

[Geography,

[Professor

personal communications,

Geography related that these self-interests were

the reasons to start the program:
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So the program, actually, I think this is the major
flaw in the original program.
The original program,
I don't think, was designed so much as a major with
certain elements, I think it was designed as a major
that met personal individual desires of those three,
which may make sense, after all you teach your
strengths, and you teach based on what you have.
[Geography, personal communications, 1991]

When asked what he meant by personal desires,
Geography stated that overall he felt the whole process to
institute the new Planning Program

was politically

motivated.

At the time that regional planning was being
discussed, we were in a situation where there was head
counting, and we thought that the central office in
Boston would be eliminating majors, combining majors,
and we were worried about the numbers of students and
quite frankly, the Geography
Department had an
excellent service record with Physical Geography and
Principles of Geography. And [Professor History], very
energetic and politically talented, let's say was able
to convince enough people outside actually his own
department to go along.
[Geography, personal
communications, 1991]

When referring to the place of regional planning
within the Geography Department,

Geography often spoke in

terms of who would benefit from the program.
creators,

he believed,

would mutually benefit,

The
but the

rest of the department probably would not.

I would say that the major would have been far more
successful had those three been willing to cooperate
from the beginning, because I flatly, would say to
you that they literally planned it without the input
of the others who, by the way, are all competent
geographers from a prestigious university.
[Geography, personal communications, 1991]
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As Geography continued to comment on the political
talent of the creators,
fact that the

he made reference again to the

intention of

the group was

even speculated about the reasons
rest of

self-serving.

He

for not including the

the department:

All of this good work has to be tempered by the fact
that it was, in my opinion, the intention of the
founders to design the program without the input of
the majority of people, who would have to do the work
later.
Whether they thought we were not competent,
whether they didn't want us, whether they feared us,
whether they thought we would resist, it's hard to
say.
But in any case, we acquiesced, and so, I have
to plead guilty, and say I cannot complain—I was
working on my dissertation at the time and this thing
virtually happened around me, even to the point where
I caught them in a closed-meeting once in the stacks
in the library. [Geography, personal communications,
1991]

Considering Geography's continuous references
those who would be centrally involved
and would benefit

from its

to

in this new major

implementation,

it is clear

that he has doubts about the value of the Planning Program
for

the entire department.

Geography,

in other words,

sets up two camps within the department.

One camp is

the

old guard who looks at the discipline of geography as a
common core class.

The other camp

is

the new wave of

recently hired regional planners and geographers with a
planning concentration.
approaches

This creates two distinct

in dealing with any revisions

either creating

in the program,

strictly physical and social geography

courses or courses

related to regional planning.
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In many ways,
service program,
many advantages
core-classes

keeping the department as

a program of core-classes
to senior members

only,

is

the easiest

for example,

Teaching

a year in

schedule to follow.

is comfortable in the niche he has

created over the years.
Geography classes,

a

offers

in particular.

and offering several electives

specialty areas
Geography,

then,

He

teaches

several Principles

of

and one elective in cultural or

African Studies class

each semester.

This enables him to

deal only with the social aspects of geography and with a
specialty area of his choice.
center around African Studies.
change a desired situation
nor does

in the

not a

Regional Planning Program was
formation of

formation of

the major,

as

faculty member when
formed,

his

the

response to the

the program question reiterated the role that
a discipline,

History was well aware of
creator of the program,
1984,

Geography did not consider

he want to change the curriculum now.

Since History was

history,

His research and travel

would play in the program.
the

fact that the original

an urban historian who died in

intended to relocate to the Geography and Regional

Planning Department.
hired in 1985,

Consequently,

he was told that the members of

Geography and Regional

however,

the

Planning Program wanted him to

relocate to their department.
Department,

when History was

The members of the History

strongly opposed this move.
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There were concerns about where the job, the line
would end up, what department.
Would it stay in the
History Department, or would it go over to planning?
And, as I understood it. Professor History more and
more was heading towards the planning aspects.
Even
his courses were more increasingly balanced or
weighted towards planning.
So I've had to be
careful.
I have to make sure that I've satisfied my
own department, as far as a historical content, but
still make the course what I think is credible.
[History, personal communications, 1991]

History stated that when he
Western State,
Program.

he

first started teaching at

intended to participate

He planned on offering urban-history courses

team-teaching with planning faculty.
as

in the Planning

History noted that

problems developed with a particular professor

Geography and Planning Department,

and

however,

he was

in the
forced

to withdraw from any multidisciplinary teaching with
regional planning faculty.

He concentrated on teaching

traditional history classes

and upper level honors

classes.

The way I saw it, we would work together—you,
Professor X, and I together and that we would provide
a kind of balance to a Planning Program that looked
really exciting to me.
You know, your specific areas
of planning, environmental planning, my historical
perspectives in areas of historic preservation, and
the technical aspects with Professor X.
It just
didn't work out with the problems we had with
Professor X.
Our working
relationship was almost
impossible.
And since then, I've been kind of
hesitant to really play a major role in, or any role
at all, really, in the Planning Department. [History,
personal communications, 1991]

Biology's
how he was

response to the history question detailed

invited to several

initial meetings,

understood that biology classes would

be

and he

included in the
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planning core.

Since Biology concentrates

conservation and ecology,

he

felt the environmental option

certainly could be enhanced by
physical

sciences.

association he

in

including classes

in the

Biology spoke about the close

felt with the working groups to plan the

new major.
Biology made it clear that he
of

the program believed

play a major role
After all,

that the physical

in the core of

sciences

should

the Planning Program.

the creators approached him to become part of

the committee
formation of

for the new major.
regional planning as

from other departments.
Biology has

felt that the creators

Biology looked at the
the grouping of courses

Since the initial meetings.

not had direct contact with the Planning

Program to design courses.
It is

interesting to note at this point that the two

departments directly involved with the Planning Program,
History and Biology,

were not overwhelmingly supportive of

the establishment of this major.

Professors within the

related departments voiced disagreement over how the
disciplines overlap with planning.

Overall,

in opinion as to the intentions of the

differences

founders created

much confusion.
Business was at Western State when the major was
developed.

Basically,

regional planning as
reinforced the

she

remembers discussions about

"the wave of the future."

story of

the

She also

strong backing received by
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the program from the administration.
reference to the
held in 1970

conference

because

The Business

that year.

well attended,

she makes

fact that a major planning conference was

at Western,

the movement.

In fact,

the President supported

Department also ran a

The Planning Conference was not

and Business remembers comments

the Planning Program was an
State College System.

about how

inappropriate choice

established at a nearby university.

Overall,

only peripheral contacts with the creators.
asked to submit a

serve as

good electives

list of courses

for

creating

observation that

interdisciplinary

jockeying

for position"

apparent in this case.

she

At one point,
felt might

"the designers

involved in

programs very often engage

[Sherif and Sherif,

1969]

is

The energy and effort

the concern that each member has,

from energies expended on the program design.

important because the initial groundwork that is

for a program stays with the players
evolves.

was

formation of

over the part he/she will play in the new program,
away

in

As Geography pointed out,

the program and have continued.
expended over

Business had

it became obvious

interdepartmental conflicts began during the

that is

already

the Planning Program.

After interviewing the professors,
that Sherifs'

the

She had also heard discussion that

the Planning Program may be duplicating efforts

she was

for

as

takes
This
set

the program

Effective interdisciplinary teaching requires

cooperative effort,

not only in terms of content that is

a
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devised,

but

in terms

of

interpersonal relationships

shared teaching approaches.
functioning unit in the

Without a strong,

first place,

it is difficult to

build on interdisciplinary relationships

later.

be evident in the next section,

that each

the role

participant would play in the program,
influenced by the
realistic,

initial

for

as

As will

it evolved,

was

failed attempt to incorporate

interdisciplinary approaches.

Role

The question about role dealt with how each professor
has

understood his/her place

Western.

Basically,

professors

the intent was to learn about how the

interpret the relationship of

to regional planning.

In other words,

their disciplines may add to
planning.

in regional planning at

And,

in turn,

the

their discipline

what concepts

from

study of regional

what concepts

from regional

planning would add to the knowledge of

their disciplines.

Again,

force the professor

in

the open-ended question did not

any particular direction.
When asked to describe his role in the Planning

Program,

Founder

planning

is

stated that,

"My background in regional

extremely sparse—that's being generous."

He expanded on this

thought by

saying.
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I had no courses in it, but I was familiar with what
it was.
Geography and regional science were pretty
close at University X.
The only thing is it
was
more of a technical thing than something else.
So, I
really, other than having some courses like Urban
Geography, never had a single course in regional
planning, but I had done some reading and knew a
little bit. [Founder, personal communications, 1991]

The

realization that he didn't know much about

regional planning,

yet he created the program,

Founder several years
the program died.
thing was

"I was nervous

all going to work out;

I've admitted that.
didn't know enough"
1991].

later when the

plagued

original creator of

about whether this
this

is

the

first time

We really didn't have enough—I
[Founder,

personal communications,

So over the evolution of the program,

related that his role has been

Founder

fairly tangential.

He

added that he

realizes now that maybe all along he planned

not to have a

strong role.

He didn't give a reason

not participating academically,
lack of administrative
formation and the

and he ruminates

for

about his

support as chair during the

first three years of the program.

Maybe part of the time I was chair, I should have sat
down with all the departments that were involved
there and said, 'Hey, how can we coordinate this?'
I just now happened to think of how come I didn't do
that at the time.
That would have made sense to try
and coordinate some of these courses, but it just
didn't work. [Founder, personal communications,
1991]

After what
spoke about his
would

feel

seemed

like a public confession.

future role

in the program.

He

a bit more comfortable with himself,

Founder
said he
if he

found
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one area where he would have a
involvement,
fuller."

not much more now,

In terms

of classes,

climatological applications
team-teaching a seminar

"little bit fuller
but

just a

little bit

this means teaching

in planning,

and possibly

in which each professor would

teach to his/her own strength.

Overall,

it seemed as

Founder had resigned himself to a peripheral role
of contributions

to the academic component of

Unlike Founder,
his

lack of

program.

formed

strong role

for his

the major.

"the secretive,

in which he believes

lack of

for

for himself within the

Geography emphatically blames

self-serving manner"

in terms

Geography did not blame himself

finding a

if

the major was

involvement in later years:

As a senior member of the department, I wasn't
mentioned at all.
So I had to look and see where I
might have a role to play.
Had I been in it from the
beginning, I would have designed a role for myself as
well, or I would
have prepared myself.
As a
geographer dealing with space and spatial analysis, I
think I'm well qualified. [Geography, personal
communications, 1991]

At this point Geography listed a series of academic
pursuits which he

feels

substantiates his background to

teach in the regional planning area.
he

structure a

strong role

When describing how he

Why,

then,

didn't

for himself within the program.

fit right in to programs

in his

European city planning research studies and his

travel

grant studies,
plan of

Geography again alludes

the creators.

to the original
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It was never a real problem for me, nobody ever said
they didn't want me in the program, and in fact, if I
were to be fair to everybody, I would say that the
original creator of the program was very interested
in doing this, if he hadn't died, it's conceivable
that he would have been the chairman of the
department or the entire program would have fallen
apart, because his department had reached that stage
where it had to put more time in with them or with
us. Because of the nature of the college structure,
the new history professor didn't think it was in his
interest for promotion and so on to do it.
[Geography, personal communications, 1991]

It is
Geography,

interesting to note that both Founder and
although

provide strong

for different reasons,

leadership in coordinating activities

during the early years
Founder insists

of the program.

Geography makes reference to

barrier continuously.

Geography even gives

allegedly told

Geography makes

the

the

in the

"to stay away

accusation that the

creators made it known that the
professors was

in their hands

associate with

"the rest of us"

future of these new

and they should not
Geography speculated that

the us/them dichotomy,

which he believes emanates

personalities of those

in the department,

created two departments.
designed the program,
tend to operate on the

as

and

specific

of professors hired in ensuing years

Planning Program who were
from us."

On the one hand,

the us/them syndrome has disappeared,

on the other hand.

examples

chose not to

It is

from the

actually has

the professors who

far as Geography sees

it,

who

fringes by choice and personality.
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History stated he could see himself
stronger role in sharing advising of

in a much

students

interested

in urban planning history and offering courses
planning history and urbanization applications.

in city
History

at this point in his career seems comfortable with the
numbers of majors

in the traditional history major,

branching out does not seem problematic.
several

times

participate
Program,

and

He reiterated

that he would be more than willing to

in the

academic component of

and looked

the Planning

forward to discussions about how to

accomplish this.

I think what we need to do is emphasize or create
bridges in all these areas that we talked about;
internship,the possibility of cross-advising,
reevaluating proposed courses that would have been,
the course descriptions are on the books, but we
really haven't looked at them, offering the History
of Regional Planning a bit more or making sure that
students are aware of the planning component of
courses like City in American History.
I think those
are all areas that would provide more success,
because those things have been rather de-emphasized I
think over the last two years, just from the inertia
of the demands of the departments. [History, personal
communications, 1991]

Biology,
in his role

on the other hand,

does not see much change

in the Planning Program.

integration of biological concepts
and management offer
to solve problems.

He

feels his

in resource protection

the planners content that they need
Since Biology was part of the process

to design the Planning Program from the beginning,
tends

to

feel he plays a suitable role.

several areas

of course content that he

he

He did recommend
felt should be
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included in the planning core.
as weaknesses

He mentioned

in the Planning Program,

them under measures of success
When Business was

of

defining regional planning

within

decisions.
include ways

From here

she might

she began to grapple with
She first

some type of mediator

structure who made advisory

she expanded the definition to

the planner

While trying to name

feels

in the first place.

the planner as

the governmental

have included

the program.

asked about how she

fit in to the Planning Program,

tried to define

so I

these areas

the

fits

in to private

specific

could offer the management sector,

skills

industry.

that a planner

she came up with

understanding of how to deal with the technical.
with this concept,
in those

"some

Along

she emphasized that the role would be

finance and budget areas

that enable

the

student:

To be able to do some really good analysis beyond
regional planning, what's best for the land, and
what's best for the people, and what can fit within
budgets in the short-term, the long-term; you have to
understand the impact it will have in the
short-term, the intermediate and the long-term
and
then you have to be persuasive.
[Business, personal
communications, 1991]

Specifically,

Business was comfortable with working

to design courses,

in

budgeting process,

and

finance--as
law—as

environmental protection issues

it relates to the

it relates

to

in business.

She

expressed interest in the possibility of helping to market
the major.
planning

Business concluded that the reason regional

is hard to define,

is

that a clear message has
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not

been

She

feels

major

sent

as

out

that
a

by

the

field

the

area of

that

is

significant
feel

classes

integrating

and

willingness
The

concepts
came
of

from

from

the

in how

they

fields

professors were

vision

for

following

is

future

the

of

emphasis.

roles
three

in

themselves
to

the

Planning

focussed

the

for

of

in

Planning
their

their

teaching.

their vision

opinion was

Program.

responses

The

concerning

the

program.
in

responding

that

"the
apart,

original

the

program

he
is

this

stated

as

a

did hold

feels
not

up."

that way."

Founder

the multidisciplinary
being

that

very

broad multidisciplinary

it never

length why

bill

and

it hasn't been

component of

the

Program?

asked what

Regional

an account

the

and

at

offering

Program,

on

multidisciplinary program,

explained

in

related

integrating

"We

mission broke

in

discussed

is,

stated

the

with

biggest disappointment

He

selling

interdisciplinary

see

Founder didn't hesitate
his

All

field.

Program.

A Vision

the

the

professors

their

concepts.
in

and

a major

three

next question which

Planning

The

the

comfortable with

their

the

sciences

should be

to participate

variations

pure

that

disciplines

who work within

marketability,

links

environmental management
It

people

fulfilled:
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I think Western State is a very parochialized (if
there is such a word) place.
In other places I've
been, there has always been a great deal of flow
between departments.
Here people are very
territorial—don't poach on my territory.
I may be
wrong in that, but I really think that is one of the
reasons that, yeah, we would love to have your
students in our class, but that's as far as I go.
Departments are reluctant to cross-fertilize.
Some
of that is personalities.
Other is simply traditions
here.
People get extremely agitated and concerned,
if they think that you're doing something
that they
should be doing.
[Founder, personal communications,
1991]

Founder went on
occurred

to

regional

Biology Department,
classes

Department
One

other

has

for

that

course

particular

department

time.

example,

be

argued belongs

part

of

the

what

it was
a

is

in

years

accepted.

director

course work.

of

the

by

the

often

a

in

the

teaches

Regional

Planning

Planning Department.

it belonged
of where

to

in

after

Biology.

place

the

content

area

legislation,

Planning Department,
for years,

submitted

There

to

The

a

that historically one

claimed

ago

related

Curriculum Committee,

argued

the

the

has

Planning Department wanted

environmental

in

of

this

planning degree,

Biology Department

professor many
and

the

of where

A professor

Geography and

the decision

particular

For

a

argued belong

Department

explanation

involved one

has

the

turned down

Biology

examples

planning.

who

that

course

design was
the

give

and each example

disciplines

several

to

is

the

no mechanism

to

one

which could
has

because

course

new program may argue

at

been
a

description,
deal with

is misplaced
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Founder described
in

attempting

to

what concepts
courses.
how

the

get

the

a

group

should be

Even

if

concepts

difficulties

this

could

could be

problems

would make

the

struggle

That was

struggle was

not worth

problems.
has

a

skills,
the

Founder

good

the

traditional

the

get

boundaries
course

promises

with

the

Overall

however,
In

problems

that

the

if

that

spite

the

not

the

of

these

program right now

technical

and

social

training.

Crossing

instituting
the

program a

program.

and

the

vision question

arrangements

related departments

carried out.

on

he wondered

frustrating,

adequate

and

that

work would make

Geography dealt with
the

the

arise

agree

procedural

effort.

between

so

them.

the

say,

thinks

students

interdisciplinary
"gangbuster"

accept

to

to

accomplished,

integrated

not

would

in multidisciplinary

extremely

still

balance

and

be

coupled with

impossible.

professors

included

Curriculum Committee would
academic

of

that

Geography

and

that were
never

offers

his

in

terms

of

originally made

to his

knowledge

explanation

for

this

phenomenon:

So, once the major was accepted, it was not a
question of who could do what in the best interests
of the students.
It was who could do what in the
best interests of the faculty.
Now, maybe those two
are mutually exclusive, so one couldn't criticize.
[Geography, personal communications, 1991]

Geography went on
in

the

category

of

to

explain

serving

that

he

self-interest.

includes
He

himself

supports
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his

decision

enough
for
of

by

stating

about what

planning

undergraduates,
courses.

believes

he

Again
major
from

For

swing
the

the

in

so

this

should
in

that he

he

is

as

the

interviewing

the

program.

held back

from offering

began

While

changes,

offered

feel

respective disciplines

in

the

balance

From
about

the

the

to combine

Since

For

might request
plan

combine

for

management

He

stated

Political

of

the

controls.

research
of

skills
the

of

that

he

Science

had

This
the

reservations

a

the

both

core.
spoke

internship
internship

discipline
planning

begin

for an

student

park

to

develop

internship would
botanist with

the

planner.
the departments

relationships

Department.

if

included more

History

national

regional

workable

as

departments might

specifically dealt with
provide

teach.

three

request

regional

he

professors

planning

than one

a

age,

and Geography

should be

often

internship at

skills

History
felt would

an

the

other

integrating

a

seemed

comment on

standpoint,

from more

land-use

the

work

students

example,

it

to

balance

History and Biology

related discipline,

credits

internship.

a

course

possibility of

in a

the

suggestions.

administrative

assignments.
positions

of

to

especially

his

wants

when

know

proper

both Founder

professors
their

he

process,

direction occurred,

vision of

the

and considering
classes

related disciplines

exactly

a discipline,

doesn't know

reason,

teach

doesn't

in

he

internships.

about working with

Biology

also

reinforced

the
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this idea.

History,

however,

after rethinking the

connections to political science stated:

Who knows?
Maybe in coming up with more specifics
for them in regards to public administration, they
might be enthusiastic.
We might be able to expand
the internship program to history and planning,
sending history majors to intern placements that
would be planning-oriented, to places like the
Springfield Quadrangle or to more history-related
types of programs which might involve community
awareness of historical preservation. [History,
personal communications, 1991]

Biology feels that there is a close connection between
biology concepts and planning courses.

He compared what

he feels are the most effective ways to tie the two
departments:

Well, I think it fits in very closely.
We have an
environmental option within our biology majors here,
and our people—in that option--really fit in very
closely with the regional planning and in courses
like Introduction to Ecology and Conservation. It's
very useful to have a mix of students from both,
because the biology students are very narrow in their
approach—extremely narrow—whereas, I find the
regional planning students are more cosmopolitan in
their approach to things.
They can see things in the
big picture, and I think it benefits the biology
students to see that kind of thing, and they report
after class that this keeps it together ... to see
where everything fits together, and I think it's
essential that we have cooperation between the
departments. It's beneficial to both sides.
[Biology, personal communications, 1991]

Business offered suggestions on instituting changes
to balance course work,

based on her own experience in

establishing an interdisciplinary major.
terms of:

She spoke in
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Whittling down what we were going to do originally,
because everybody comes in with their own dreams, and
then you come up with an accommodation, and then a
couple of years later you've made an adjustment in
that accommodation.
I think it's a comfortable fit
at this point.
[Business, personal communications,
1991]

After thinking about Business'
reach a comfortable
her vision

fit,

for changes

I

explanation of how to

realized how much more dynamic

is compared to the members of the

Geography and Regional Planning Department.
structure,

as

a

factor

mentioned by Business.
actions
Since

are

The college

in prohibiting change,
The

was not

thought that perhaps her

influenced by self-confidence crossed my mind.

there are over

Western State,

five hundred business majors

she would maintain a

at

strong sense of

security in numbers and would be more willing to
participate in innovative approaches.
change

the vision of

Department is

the members

of

Maybe,

a way to

the Planning

to show them their attitude must change

a sense of survival to a sense of

forthrightness.

becomes evident with the responses

to the

from

This

final question

concerning the success of the Planning Program.

The Success

The purpose of the
each professor views
for the
college.

of the Planning Program

final question was

the success of

individual professor,

the Planning Program

the students,

As would be expected,

to learn how

and the

the term success was

interpreted differently by the professors and students.
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Although a reference to the numbers of majors came up
frequently,

several of the professors and students

focused

on the effectiveness of the education.
Founder sees his own success

in the program as

contributing to the creation of the major,
years,

offering courses

and over the

in meteorology electives which

have been very well received by the planning majors and
also across campus.
other professors,

Founder's research studies with two

and a series of grants

equipment support his
Founder cites

specialization in geography.

the methodology classes of the Planning Core

as the major strength of the program.
include

for weather

statistics and

These courses

computer-aided cartography

classes.

He identifies weaknesses

as

taxation,

real estate and

Also,

zoning.

a lack of courses
he reiterates

lack of course work with physical sciences,
But,

other than these courses.

training of the students adequate.

as

in
the

a weakness.

Founder considers

the

He also measures the

success of the program for students by stating that job
placement and graduate

school acceptances are as

statistically sound as any other department.

Founder

noted that originally he had concerns about the caliber of
student that the planning major would attract.
that all the majors would come
Department,

He thought

from the History

which would act as a feeder-system for

Regional Planning.

When majors

started coming from
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several departments.

Founder began to become more

comfortable with the success of
Founder had several

the major.

thoughts about the success of

program within the college

the

structure.

People here are not encouraged by other people's
success, because it means it hurts them.
It's like
when you're on a football team, and I've been in
this position, and I’m a second-string offensive
guard, and the guy ahead of me hurts his knee.
Well, I'm a little bit sorry he hurt his knee, but
now I'm going to get to go in and play.
Well, around
here, if somebody stumbles, that means that somebody
else will do better and that's not good mentality.
[Founder, personal communications, 1991]

Founder explained that this means a major with
limited potential to increase
success

of

in numbers.

the Planning Program across

Measuring the

the campus

difficult to do with so much infighting.
relates:

"There are a

lot of self-described departments
the greatest

tautology--it's

I

because

personal communications,
is pervasive across

1991].

the campus,

say it's

.

.

true"

.

like a
[Founder,

If indeed this hostility
introducing ways to

improve a program would be difficult.

Working

among departments would have to be held,
value of

is

As Founder

that claim—our department is
true,

then

sessions

in which the

interdisciplinary education could be discussed.

Reeducating those

involved would be critical to the

process.
Geography contends

that his

success has come

in

teaching service classes and cultural geography aspects of
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geography.
program,

Considering his part in the development of
Geography feels

electives portion of
measures

acceptance rates
statistics.
planning
set

he has contributed to the

the major

the success of

in a sufficient way.

the students

at graduate

He

in terms of high-

schools and

Geography also reinforces

job placement

that he

students are equipped with practical

feels
skills

that

them apart from the traditionally trained students.

From the

administrative viewpoint.

concerns

about the

general,

and particularly about the newer programs,

future of

as Regional Planning.

the college

structure

He calls

History,
question of

is

to ways that they

in terms of

fiscal

trends

strengths and weaknesses
specifically,

pointed

that the Planning Program needs to be

needed.

should be

linked

administration and state and
This connection to governmental

History believes,

situation across

way to prioritize,
plans

So the success within

felt weaknesses could be corrected.

local government classes.
is

such

the situation a bubbling-

And each,

more directly with public

structure

in

Biology and Business each responded to the

success

feels

grave

too unpredictable to call.

the Planning Program.

History

Geography has

the State Colleges

pot brewing with severe problems.

of

the

the country.

because of

the

The most effective

which urban projects and development

implemented,

is

to study the development

and management of city planning departments.

According to History,

an understanding of

the

impacts of
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city planning trends prepares
land-use decisions.

Following this reasoning.

would add a set of courses
would train the

the planner to make

sound

History

in city planning history which

student to analyze city problems by

studying case histories of city planning programs.
gave the Model Cities Program,
program in the

1960s,

He

a major urban renewal

as an example of a

federal planning

effort that influenced the direction many cities would
take

in

instituting revitalization programs.

Biology spoke of

strengths

in

the Planning Program in

policy analysis and broad management skills.
that planners

in his classes

comprehensive approach

He

indicated

tend to take a more

in problem-solving:

Your people have the other side of it.
The biology
people, through the major, and the new majors coming
will be worse.
They see nothing but science for the
core, and it's very narrow.
They don't really see the
application of these things too well.
It's in the
regional planning area, where you see how some of this
material, particularly the ecologic, comes into play.
The planning people seem to have a grasp on
things,
so they see the connection between biology and
geography, and politics . . . they pick it up. That's
where my Biology people are very weak.
It would be
nice if they could have some background in that—
economics, sociology.
Your students can see and
integrate much better than the biology students can,
and synthesize and analyze.
I teach that way, I ask
why and how. [Biology, personal communications, 1991]

Biology sees
Program as
students

a

the

strength,

integration aspect of the Planning
and clearly indicates

that his

should be trained this way also—rather than in

the completely narrow scientific approach that currently
exists.

. While commending this

aspect of the Planning
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Program,

Biology,

computational
concepts of
planners

at the

skills

same

time,

and grasp of

the planning majors.

try to avoid any

problem-solving.

criticized the

fundamental science
He

feels

"hard science"

that the

applications

in

He gave several examples of where

planning students were asked to carry out mathematical
formulas

for population projections and could not follow

through with the task.
physical

Biology,

sciences could use

skills of the planners,
the computational skills
this way,
scientist,

then,

is

saying that the

some of the policy-analysis

and the planners could use some of
of

the physical scientist.

In

a balance between the narrow-minded physical
and the extremely broad planner,

could be

reached.
Business cited recognition of what regional planning
is

as

the major weakness

in the Planning Program.

indicated that the planning
with,

and

the general public,

what planning
the

students

is

about.

field.

For this

reason.

"identity crisis"

she has had contact

do not have a clear

Consequently,

job market are not prepared

for

Business

She

idea of

graduates entering

the realities of

the

suggested solving the

of regional planning by using a

marketing-approach that would clearly define planning
through business
workshops

strategies

and seminars.

such as—new brochures,

This

approach would incorporate

the recent trend to place economic value on environmental
resources.

The

"cost-benefit"

argument of encouraging
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business

to adapt environmental measures,

she believes,

would clarify the relationship between regional planning
and economic development.
terms of economic
resources,
agencies

incentives

and industry.

and that is

Business

the major

is understood

in

to preserve natural

planners become more valuable to governmental

add the dimension of
lack,

If

This economic perspective would

fiscal management that the planners

so crucial

in the current market.

related that she chaired a committee to

institute

an interdisciplinary major in computer science and
management.

She

stated that a coordinated effort is

needed to ensure that relevant course work is
She

insists

the process to create

studies must be

introduced.

interdisciplinary

supervised over time,

continuously

reassessing what content and skills would make

the program

more effective.

Conclusions

In summary,

it can be

stated that the

the professors are quite compelling
show that there

is

program is about,

stories

told by

in that they clearly

little agreement about what this
and who should take part in the program.

Although they all spoke about the interdisciplinary nature
of

regional planning,

they were not clear about how to

implement such a program.
they would participate
and some

Some of the professors

in the

said they would not.

said

interdisciplinary program,
It is obvious

from the
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interviews,

that the politics

of

the

faculty in terms

of

their position within their own department and within the
college

structure,

participating

have

influenced how they

feel about

in the Planning Program.

Much confusion about how to define what makes up
regional planning

is also evident among the members of

the

Department of Geography and Regional Planning and within
departments of the related disciplines.
within the Planning Program disagree as
regional planning
field.

is

The professors
to whether

related to geography or

is

a separate

How the professors view the placement of

within the college

structure

interdisciplinary approach
and Sherif and Sherif,

is

field

fundamental to creating an

[Jacobs,

1969].

the

1989;

Newell,

1990;

When the geography and

regional planning professors understand where planning
fits

in,

the professors

in the other disciplines can

structure courses around related concepts.
At this

point,

the professors

from the other

disciplines are coming to the process with their own
disciplines

in mind.

They are,

how courses

from their particular department might relate

to the Planning Program.
planning

students

business courses

The overall consensus

should take certain history,

looking at

is

biology or

from the perspective

that certain

from the related disciplines could be

incorporated

that

that would enhance their planning major.

They are not coming
concepts

in other words,

in to

the planning courses

that their
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students could take along with the planning majors.
mutual borrowing,

as Sherif and Sherif

[1969]

This

relate,

benefits all the participating departments.
The fact that the integration of concepts is a
requirement in designing new interdisciplinary courses is
reinforced by several theorists
1989;

O'Callaghan,

1988;

[Ackerman,

and Newell,

1990].

1989;

Jacobs,

The few

attempts at integrating education at Western have
basically turned into team-teaching approaches.

Not one

professor has described an approach that would integrate
related concepts in one course.
The reasons why some professors have stated they
would participate in an interdisciplinary approach,
some would not,

and

point to how secure the professors are

within their own departments.

Also,

it should be noted

that the professors who have initiated innovative programs
in the past and received administrative support are more
inclined to participate.

The professors who retreated

from the process noted concerns they have based on
previous failed attempts to participate in innovative
programs.

As Newell

[1990]

emphasizes, when budget and

mission evaluation concerns begin to influence college
decision-making,

as they have at Western State,

faculty

hesitate to become involved in a non-traditional approach.
In the final analysis it may be said that the
politics of the faculty have negated the principles of
regional planning itself at Western State.

This is so
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because the field requires cooperation across disciplines,
and without this cooperation course work cannot be
designed.

All of this adds up to a college structure made

up of departments unwilling to cross rigid,
boundaries.

This structure,

as Jacobs

disciplinary

[1989]

states, will

continue to produce ineffective interdisciplinary
education.

The next chapter deals with how these academic

and political problems may be addressed at Western State.

CHAPTER 6
HOW CAN AN INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAM BE
IMPLEMENTED AT WESTERN?
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Connections between Positions—
or Finding Agreement in Disagreements

When I
analysis

started this case

of the data

study,

I

thought that the

from documentation review and the

interviews would lead me to recommend specific
instructional changes and course revisions within the
Planning Department.
study would

lead me

What I did not realize was that this
in other directions.

The case study

of how regional planning works within its own department
ended up as
college

a study of how regional planning fits

structure.

into the

The results of the data analysis point

to several conclusions

that support this change

in

direction.
The

first conclusion that can be drawn is

professors generally do believe that the
planning

is

interdisciplinary,

overlap several disciplines.
in order to solve problems

that the

field of regional

or made up of concepts that
There is

in this

also agreement that

field,

several layers

of decision making need to go on at once.

This problem¬

solving approach would require professors

from different

disciplines and with different perspectives to get
together and integrate the course work.
several changes

The data point to

that would have to occur to implement an
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integrated program at Western.

Lincoln and Guba

call these changes action steps,
steps will be effective only
in the process
The

if

and emphasize

[1989]

that the

the participants

take part

to design the program.

second conclusion

is

that interdisciplinary study

would be difficult to implement now at Western,

because of

the professional anxiety that exists

at the college about

being granted tenure

Professors

and promotion.

feel

strongly that they must concentrate on those academic
duties

that are evaluated

including teaching load,
work.

for tenure and promotion,
research and college committee

If program development and curriculum revision were

considered positively in the evaulation process,
consensus

is

the

that more professors would practice the

interdisciplinary approach.
Finally,
barriers
consensus
approach
the

to

in spite of

the academic and structural

interdisciplinary study at Western,

that there

is

The results of

show that integrated learning is

effective way to combine
disciplines

is

a great need to develop this

in regional planning.

interviews

there

the concepts

to planning across

the most

from related

the campus.

Generally,

it

was agreed that if an interdisciplinary program is to be
instituted at Western,
keeps everybody

it has to be created in a way that

in place,

an integrated experience

and at the same time,
for the students.

provides
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A Reorganization

Based on my review of
Planning Program and the
create an

the history of

interviews,

I

departments at Western,
Regional Planning,

Biology,

History,

and

to teach

from these disciplines

interdisciplinary

that relates to

The program would be named,

Urban and Regional Analysis Program
Since the process

involved in

very political at the college
state

possible

from several

The course work for the program would integrate

planning.

the

The

including the Geography and

Business/Economics Departments,

content

propose a plan to

interdisciplinary program at Western State.

program would draw together professors

courses.

the Regional

level,

in departmental

the Environmental,

(E.U.R.A.)

[1].

forming new programs

level at Western,

my plan involves

land-use

as

structure.

is

as well as

little change as
The

intent is

to

create a new forum where professors teach
interdisciplinary courses,

while

at the

same time,

the professors within their respective departments.

keeping
The

professors would continue to teach the disciplinary
courses

they have been teaching at Western.

In terms of process
proposal

for the E.U.R.A.

at the college level,

Program would require approval

by the Curriculum Committee,

the All College Committee,

and the President of Western State.
made up of professors
would be

formed.

the

A steering committee,

interested in creating the program,

This committee would

file the proposal
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for

the E.U.R.A Program,

which creates a new

interdisciplinary major.
would consist of
the

The E.U.R.A.

basically,

the present regional planning core with

interdisciplinary courses

applications and elective
E.U.R.A.

major,

added in the land-use

segments

of the curriculum.

The

major would be a revised regional planning major.

The course work
submitted

for the E.U.R.A.

Program would be

for review to the committee that oversees

the

Honors Program and the Interdisciplinary Forum at Western
State.

The most effective approach is

E.U.R.A.

Program under

the auspices of an existing

As more professors propose
plan to combine

to institute the
forum.

interdisciplinary courses,

a

the departments of Geography and Regional

Planning with the other related departments of Biology,
History and Business/Economics could be proposed.
An Advisory Board,
area businesses,
agencies,

private

would be

outside

This

course work.

industry and public governmental

for

the new interdisciplinary

committee would add perspectives

academe

that would enhance

Monitoring of

carried out under

from

formed to help the Design Committee

draft a plan proposal
program.

made up of representatives

from

the development of

the E.U.R.A.

Program would be

the State College Contract Rules

that

stipulate review of academic programs by the Vice
President of Academic Affairs.
The organizational structure of the E.U.R.A.
would

include

a coordinator,

Program

elected by the participating
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members.

A curriculum subcommittee made up of

interested

faculty

in supervising the interdisciplinary core would

design the courses.

The overhead expenses

would be minimal,

secretarial and administrative

as

assistance would be

for the program

shared through the Honors Program and

Interdisciplinary Form already in place at the college.
The E.U.R.A.
conference

Program members would meet in the designated

facility area where the Interdisciplinary Forum

currently holds meetings.
required

for the

No additional salaries would be

faculty in the program,

because the new

interdisciplinary courses would be considered part of the
regular course

load.

If applicable grants or corporate

funding became available
program,

for the

interdisciplinary

the coordinator would oversee the process

securing the

funding

Western apply

[2].

for grants

Currently,

for

several programs

and administer the

at

funding

through the particular program.
Since the E.U.R.A.
separate

Program would act as

from each related discipline,

discipline

loyalty on the part of the

minimized.

an entity

the question of
faculty would be

Faculty members would continue to teach in

their respective departments,

joining the program to teach

an interdisciplinary course.

The

program would act as

interdisciplinary

a new dimension to the college

structure by providing a curriculum that integrates
concepts related to regional planning across various
disciplines.

For example,

an

interdisciplinary class

in
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Economic Development of

the Coastal Environment

would

draw together the economic and environmental aspects of
building on the waterfront.
Along with support for tenure and promotion
in the

interdisciplinary program,

include opportunities

for those

other benefits would

to attend training workshops

interdisciplinary teaching methods

[3].

interdisciplinary program would share

in

Members of

the

academic and

problem-solving techniques with business representatives;
while they,

in turn,

technologies of

their

would offer workshops
firms.

The

in the latest

interdisciplinary

program would send regional planning students
in the

firms.

As

the

interdisciplinary program evolves

opportunities would arise

for

faculty to receive

honorariums and support funding
shared by academe

for resources

and business.

have the added benefits of the

Overall
provide

the

from

Although the

have to prepare to teach in a different way,

as an incentive to

to intern

faculty do
they would

interdisciplinary program

join.

the E.U.R.A.

Interdisciplinary Program would

flexibility in course

design and the

commonality of purpose needed to make
study happen at Western.

Since

interdisciplinary

the professors

Interdisciplinary Program would come

joining the

from several

disciplines,

they would bring with them various

perspectives

and viewpoints.

Program would be

grants

The Interdisciplinary

like a meetinghouse,

where related
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concepts

across

disciplines are

commonality of purpose
approach would
The
the

integrated into courses.

in creating an interdisciplinary

develop amongst the members.

students would share a commonality of purpose

Interdisciplinary Program at two

attending the
realize

A

levels.

interdisciplinary classes,

that the experience

As

in

students

they will

is unique across

the campus.

As a group they will be working together to integrate
content and skills

in problem-solving.

an identity of purpose as

they begin to rely on each

other to talk through problems.
students as

study.

At a higher level,

As Ernest Boyer

for connections comes

Students are

[1990]

and Wawrytko,

1990,

led more universally away

p.

13].

The

from
[in Clark

sense of coherence

that

learned through the content of the Interdisciplinary

Program is carried over
is

suggests,

from interdisciplinary

fragmentation toward community and coherence"

is

these

a group will also begin to interpret problems

beyond their courses.
"the need

This will create

this

in the problem-solving process.

integrative method that the students

them that is

so effective

It

take with

in planning practice.

The Steps Leading to the E.U.R.A.
Interdisciplinary Program

Perloff

[1985]

recommends

sound planning education:

[1985]

explains

for a

a solid general education,

applications of the principles,
Perloff

three requirements

the

and technical skills.

that these requirements can be met
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by following several steps.
education as a foundation

The need

for the profession can be met by

assessing which common-core courses
a strong background
is established,

for a general

for planning.

at the college provide
After this common core

the regional planning core

by designing courses

is

structured

around appropriate related

disciplines which integrate

the principles.

integration of the principles

is

The

the most critical

in developing the general education core and the
planning core.

The principles

theories and concepts

are

regional

fundamental

that around which planning theory

and application become relevant.
technical

the

factor

Finally,

particular

skills courses are designed.

At Western the general education requirement should
be met by taking liberal arts courses

in written and

communication skills,

physical sciences—particularly

geography,

and biology—and social sciences.

chemistry,

The physical sciences group relates
environmental pollution,

to aspects of

such as air pollution in

chemistry and ecosystem relationships
mathematics course work should

in biology.

include quantitative

measurement and statistics.

The emphasis

problem-solving processes of

these disciplines,

student can apply these approaches
The

The

should be on the
so the

in the planning

field.

second requirement can be met at Western by

developing a planning core that is
related planning principles

tailored to meet

through several disciplines.
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The

uniform

basic

system of

concepts

needed

complex-planning
intellectual
regional
by

to

courses

prepare

problems.

areas

planning

Perloff

core

that

are

core.

[1985] ,

The

the

following

areas,

serve

determining which departments

as

These

particular

because

based

in

are

directly

to

teaching

at Western.

a

based on
a

options

to
a

solve

thought,
for

of

sound
suggestions
in

connected
were

the

list

guideline

areas

geographic

the most viable

is

to

should be

planning major.
they

include

student

fundamental

The

should

should

for

the

chosen
and

relate

interdisciplinary

1)

Geographic and ecological studies of land as
related to natural influences and to people and
their works: development of techniques of landuse analysis.

2)

Land-use economics, including studies of supply
and demand factors in the use and development of
land and improvements of property market
behavior and what it takes to control such
behavior.

3)

Economic studies that weigh costs and benefits of
alternative proposals, strengthens the economy of
the community and considers the relationship
of
cities to other parts of the economy.

4.

Concepts relating city planning and development,
especially site planning and analysis, to the
effort to strengthen the economy of an area.
[pp.

The

305-306]

following

specific

primary

concepts

that

for

planning

core.

the

intellectual
disciplines

areas,
related

should make

are
to

principles

The

up

the

principles,

tailored
planning

to

indicate

the

course
like

the
content

the

offerings

at Western.

As

in

the

Perloff
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[1985]

explains,

knowledge
solving

and

the

principles

theories

skills

in

needed

B.

support

for effective

problem¬

Hypotheses
Process;

and Theories

The

Planning

1.

Steps in the
of each step
and societal

2.

The various levels of thinking involved
in planning—descriptive, evaluative,
normative.

3.

Major decision-making groups affecting
development of urban community;
characteristics of these groups and how
they are influenced.

4.

Criteria

and

land-use

control.

Key

topics

to

support:

planning process; analysis
in terms of organizational
contexts.

priorities

5.

The organization of
planning agencies.

6.

Uses and limitations of
planning—objective and
perspectives.

in

public

regulation of

and

private

knowledge
normative

in

Urbanism and Urbanization Process:
View of
development in city as a dynamic process
related to technology, the economy, and
social

forces.

1.

Historical development of citieslocational, form, growth/decline factors.

2.

Migration patterns, mobility routes
relation to demography for region.

3.

Roles

4.

Types of governmental structure and
political forces that have influenced
urban development; past, present and

of

technology

Physical Elements

of

in

in urban development.

future.
C.

the

planning.

I. Basic Knowledge:
A.

selected

Planning
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D.

II.

1.

Role of natural resources and physical
factors in location, form, land use and
density.

2.

The theory of city form.

3.

The major determinants of land-use in the
urban community, and the principles of
planning land-use controls.

4.

Utilities and facilities
interrelationships, location and design:
Appropriate support service networking.

5.

Aesthetics—Basic elements:
social role
of planner/ designer.
Design
consideration in site planning.

Socioeconomic Elements of Planning:
Society
and human behavior as it relates to planning
in the urban community.
1.

The nature of social institutions;
solution of social problems; relation to
reforms.

2.

Deciding among alternatives as a basis
of cost/benefit/analysis in evaluation
of public works, facilities.

Problem-Solving Experiences
A.

Use of case studies/independents/
internships to provide means for student to
work through principles and basic methods.

B.

Student workshops to apply planning process
and methods to solutions of planning problems
and the preparation of plans. Problem-solving
context, learning to divide tasks, research
independently and measure benefits and
alternatives.
[pp. 289-291]

These principles would provide
planning core.
areas

The

the basis of a sound

principles relate to those primary

of knowledge needed to solve

planning problems.

The requirement for specialized training at Western
can now be met by choosing a concentrated area

in one of
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the

three

specialized

Geography
include
and

and

Regional

sensing.

avoid

techniques

the

progression
The

of

Program,

levels

then,

would have

site

The

core would

environmental,
would

choose

courses
the

area

would be

traditional view.
problems

curriculum.

and

and

Jacobs

in

select

an organizing center,

involved

in

First,
study

an

[

p.56].

The

organizing

at Western

Environmental
Assessment vs.

should

the

several

students

insists,
the
relevant

to

current
steps

to

approach:

activities

for

following describes

the

[1989]

themes

include:

Constraints;

in

brainstorm associations,
and write

adapting Jacobs'
the

than

work

their

from

interdisciplinary

guiding questions

implementation

The

[1989]

break

outlines

follow

establish

Jacobs

theory.

course

analysis.

fragmented

[1989]

implementing

planning

curriculum must be more

less

the

in

around which

As

assure

Interdisciplinary

integrative

interest

the

concepts.

regional

program must

The

of

area

in

also

areas

systems,

one

foundation

regional

structured.

interdisciplinary

global

solid

include

of

in

grouping would

a

These

learning

the E.U.R.A.

analysis

urban and

an

fragmented

entering

the

information

courses

of difficulty

geographical
planning

Department.

A cluster of

and course

students

research within

geographic

problem of

area,

of

Planning

computer mapping,

remote

would

areas

model

for

Budget Controls;

at Western.

interdisciplinary

Economic

Urban/Rural

steps

Development vs.

Neighborhood

and Environmental
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Pollution

vs.

Business

Incentives.

would draw together

the

planning/geography,

history,

political
would be

science

Second,

the

around

faculty

should be

asked

should be

addressed

questions

would

and

skills.

to

biology,

list

series

throughout

provide

the

For example,

of

a

particular

scope

and

questions

likely

be

to

questions might be,

What

extent

to

soil

be

developed?

and water

What ways

can business

controls?
wetlands

These

management.

biology

integrate

concepts

course
in

would

The

course.
for

These
content

involving

These

the wetlands

regional
are

in

impacts

developed?

the

in

in wetlands

geography/regional

would work out ways

student.
in

skills

in

a

The

sequence

land-use

to
of

analysis

project

concentration.
significant difference

interdisciplinary

approach

interdisciplinary courses
problems

feel

require knowledge

professors

and business
for

they

work within wetlands management

work would culminate

this

the

courses

listed by Biology

of

and delineation and

Finally,

planning,

are

the

Development.

if wetlands

questions

assessment

the
What

controls

course work

sequence

Constraints

to

and

the

questions

under Environmental

area

regional

in designing

several

is

for

areas

themes.

involved
a

of

business

Content

these

wetlands management would most

the

three

related disciplines

at Western.

organized

These

rather

and
focus

between
the
on

than disciplines.

the

traditional
these
The

themes

courses

is

that

the

and
deal with
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subjects

that

boundaries.

intersect
An

circle

that

of

separate

the

within

Interdisciplinary Program

includes many

context.

particular

organizing

members

the

direction of
multi-skill
resource
will

be

are
The

open

theme would be

is

will

to

Of

is

the

effective methods

The
the

large

needed

program

a

giant

boundaries

to

determined

fact

for

important
to

like

circle
support

by
the

should use

that

the

this

realize

that

along with

they

the

a

and

process

participants

point because

in

the

the

are

learning

the

students.

Going Beyond the E.U.R.A.
Interdisciplinary Program at Western

Clearly,

there

administrative,

would be

problems

interdisciplinary

study

However,

considering

colleges

and

effective
programs
support
for

regionalize

recommendation
on

the

the

state

Futures

curricular

seriously

the

departmental

involved with
approach
threat

to

is

to

down
it

create
This

state

alternatives

to

well

as

the

the

state.

size

seems

state
the most

interdisciplinary

recommendation would

Commission Report
"The

as

implementing

across

programs,

level.

reforms.

consider

political,

[1992],

colleges
the

which calls
should

prevailing

structure which often diverts

a

the

complex environmental

experience

have

is

Program under

The

solve

note

an

to

courses

coordinator.

approach

This

professors
most

the

learning

Program.

circles.

Interdisciplinary

issues.
a

small

disciplines

a dynamic

of

or overlap disciplinary

faculty effort
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into administrative functions,
flexibility,

impairs curricular

and tends to inhibit the development of

interdisciplinary courses and programs"
Commission Report,

1992,

p.

7].

[Futures

In response to the

publication of the Futures Commission Report

[1992] ,

a

committee was formed to address the issue of curricular
revisions at Western State.

The Report that was written

by this committee outlines several ways to maintain the
current programs at Western,
inter-departmental,

including the creation of

interdisciplinary courses and

programs.
The guidelines for the E.U.R.A.

Program at Western

could be used as a model across the state college system.
In order to create an effective regional plan for
state-wide interdisciplinary programs,

particular areas of

science and arts resources and facilities across the state
would first have to be identified.

Next the location of

academic programs across the college system should be
identified.

Following this approach,

resources could be

matched to programs and faculty to create
interdisciplinary programs.
along with the E.U.R.A.

For example at Western State,

Program,

a Criminal Justice

Program and a Performing Arts Academy Program would be
effective.

These three Interdisciplinary Programs would

be supported by facilities at Western and in the regional
area surrounding Western.
could include,

Other programs across the state

a Biophysical Sciences Program at a State
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College near

the State Medical School,

a Coastal

Management Program near a State College on the coast,
a Law and Professional Ethics Program near
facilities

legal

and

research

[4].

Since the interdisciplinary programs would be created
where

support

facilities exist,

concentration of
programs.
college
the

study and eliminate duplication of

Essentially,

structure

for

academic programs

curriculum acts as
concepts

this would create areas of

this

reorganization of the

state

interdisciplinary study strengthens
now available.

a connecting

across disciplines.

The

integrated

force to draw together

Since

the

interdisciplinary

program would provide a curriculum that offers group
projects and integrated courses,

the

college prepared to study problems
interdisciplinary approach
Reorganizing

students would leave

in their

fields

from an

[5].

for interdisciplinary study would also

support the concept of regionalization that the governor
and other state officials have recommended to solve what
they perceive as

academic problems within the

college

These problems have been described as

system.

state

duplication of programs and mismanagement of resources
[6].

Since the designers of the interdisciplinary

programs would be addressing these very issues,

the

educators would be anticipating and hopefully preventing
closures

of programs or colleges.

that access of

It also can be argued

facilities would improve across

the system
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'with regionalization.

As the interdisciplinary programs

become associated with specific state colleges,

students

would make educational decisions according to the location
of a particular program.
access,

Eventually,

this would improve

because outreach services that would develop to

support the program would benefit students.

For example,

research assistantships and paid internships might be
included in the program budget.
As the state colleges struggle to redefine their
missions,

the concept of interdisciplinary programs would

create an opportunity to make the curriculum more relevant
to contemporary problems.

This is important because

another criticism of the state college mission has been
the fact that the traditional disciplinary track does not
train the student to solve complex global problems.

As

the public begins to associate the interdisciplinary
programs with this integrative,

global perspective,

the

state colleges may begin to enjoy a new sense of
recognition and prestige.
at the secondary level,

Like the magnet school concept

this

new role would help

considerably to redefine the place for state colleges
within the system.

Thus,

in many ways,

this

interdisciplinary mission would help establish a new
identity for the state colleges.
In effect the recommendation for the E.U.R.A.

Program

at Western State is a plan to fix the Planning Program as
it now exists.

But the concept could have regional
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implications across Western and across the state college
system.

The format for regionalization that is proposed

for Western could become a model for future studies in
curricular design at the national level.

Other research

topics that could follow this case study include the
effects of interdisciplinary study on problem-solving,
participation in group project work and productivity in
internships.

From a broad perspective,

studies on the

comparison of graduate interdisciplinary study with
undergraduate interdisciplinary study would also be
valuable.

The research would be instrumental in the

evaluation process to assess the effects of
interdisciplinary study.

If interdisciplinary receives

high marks in the evaluation process,
prove to

the approach may

be the missing link in making the public

undergraduate education more effective.
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End Notes

1.

The name of the interdisciplinary program is taken
directly from the original name of the major.
This
title incorporates the three major components of
regional planning—environmental, urban and regional
analysis.

2.

Governor's Councils are now reviewing various
proposals being made by private corporations to
restructure public education.
James Akers, Chief
Executive Officer to International Business Machine
Corp., states, "We will have to consider what further
steps we can take to participate in studies and
conferences on school improvement" [Boston Globe,
July 14, 1991].
Business leaders are asking for a
greater role in the educational process, because it
has become clear to executives that the health of the
nation's economy hinges on the talents of the labor
force.
And the labor force continues to have
disproportionate numbers of illiterates and high
school dropouts.
Lee Iacocca, Chair of Chrysler
Corp., states his company spends eleven-percent of
its budget on teaching workers who cannot read and
write.

3.

The Special Core Committee was formed in the Spring
1990 to review the current core and to recommend
revisions to the core.
The primary objectives of the
committee were to make the core more relevant and
effective in connecting course work.

4.

Area facilities for the physical sciences, and
humanities and arts, should be mapped to show where
particular academic programs would be located.
Overlay maps showing the demographic pull of area
residents to these facilities would eliminate
duplicative programs.

5.

Many regional planning majors solve the problem of
extra credits by choosing a dual major.
There were
six dual majors of a total of twenty-three regional
planning majors in the most recent graduating class
(1991) at Western.
Of the six, two were dual majors
in biology, two in history and three in education.
Several had minors in business administration, and
two had minors in political administration.
Along
with several minors in criminal justice, this
breakdown is typical for Western graduates.
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6.

A Special Commission on Higher Education has been
appointed by the governor to study reorganization
plans.
Initial reports by the commission indicate
that regionalization of programs and coordination of
services will be the major areas of focus of this
commission.
Specialization of disciplines at state
colleges is also being considered.
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